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Editors' note 

This second issue of Kdµ 1ro~ follows essentially the same 
pattern as its predecessor. All the articles printed here were 
presented in lecture form to a Cambridge audience during the 
immediately preceding academic year (i.e. 1993-94); this pre
requisite remains an essential feature of the enterprise. It is not 
our intention that Kdµ1ro~ should compete with established 
scholarly journals in the field of Modern Greek studies. We 
shall not therefore accept unsolicited contributions; we shall 
restrict ourselves to the publication of "Cambridge papers". 

We firmly believe that publication of the edited texts of a 
selection of lectures, within months of their oral delivery, is not 
only of interest to a local public but also serves the needs of a 
wider community of students and scholars in the various 
disciplines associated with Modern Greek studies. We have 
already enlisted subscribers in other countries, and indeed other 
continents. We are most grateful for the support and encourage
ment we have received, but conscious that all such ventures need 
continuity and - not least - financial security if they are to 
survive their infancy. An increase in the number of subscribers 
will certainly facilitate our forward planning and help to ensure 
the economic viability of our publication. Given the support and 
interest of our readers and well-wishers, we shall continue to 
publish Kdµ1ro~ each October. To this end any offers of sponsor
ship (at present we have none) or donations will be gratefully 
received. 





Byzantium in the poetry of Kostis Palamas 
and C. P. Cavafy* 

Panagiotis A. Agapitos 

T,he creation of an image common to and accepted by a specific 
society is a gradual process of multi-level complexity. The 

image of Byzantium after the eighteenth century is the result of 
just such a process involving political, religious and cultural 
factors. However, even though the presence of Byzantium as a 
cultural image in Modern Greece is evident, the development and 
impact of this image have only recently become the subject of 
closer study.1 This neglect stems from the wavering attitude of 
Greek intellectuals towards Byzantium, which they admired for 
the glory it imparted to the history of Greece, but also abhorred 
because of its supposed medieval character.2 

From where does this attitude come? The newly created 
Greek State found itself in the midst of European developments 

* The following study is a revised version of a talk given at the 
Universities of Copenhagen (March 1992), Goteborg (April 1992) and 
Cambridge (October 1993). Thanks are due to Birgit Olsen, Ole L. Smith 
and David Holton for their warm hospitality and helpful suggestions. I am 
particularly indebted to Michalis Pieris for his sharp criticism and 
generous advice on many questions. Except where otherwise indicated, all 
translations are my own. 
1 See indicatively G.P. Savvidis, "Cavafy, Gibbon and Byzantium (1966)", 
in id., Mucpd Ka{3a</>iKa A (Athens 1985), pp. 91-9; Annita Panaretou, 
"To Bu{avno OTT) VEOEAAl)VLKTJ 11.0YOTEXVta", Bu(a111T/IOS" L::.01105" 1 
(1987) 43-63; G. Kechagioglou, "TUXES- Tl)S f3u{avnv1k aqnnKl)S-
1TOtl)Ol)S- OTl) VEOEl\.11.l)VlKl) 11.oyOTEXVta: OTaOµo( Kat XPl)OELS-", 
'EU11nKa 37 (1986) 83-109; Natalia G. Deligiannaki, '"O ::EtKEAtavos
rn'l TI µEoau,;vtKl} napaoool): 'O edvaros- rou L::.iyffij rn1. To 
'AKpt nKo "Enos-", llaMµi/J11uro11 8 (1989) 125-49; Th. Detorakis, '"O 
NtKl)cpopos- <l>wK<'iS- OTTJV lornp(a Kai. OTl) 11.oyoTEXVta", lla11(µ
i/J11uro11 9-10 (1989-90) 127-49. 
2 See, for example, D. Vikelas, IT Ept Bu(avnvwv (London 1874, re
printed Athens 1971). 
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which had taken place since the eighteenth century. A peculiar 
situation had been created in this process. The Greek world, 
before the 1821 revolution, was a widespread community with 
wealthy and educated members in Central and Eastern Europe, as 
well as in the Ottoman Empire. With the formation of the State 
a division was created between those inside and those outside 
the small territory of Greece, a division conveniently termed 
Helladic and Hellenic. Whereas before the revolution only a 
Greek Nation existed, now the Greek State did not represent the 
entire Nation. A rivalry emerged that culminated, on one hand, 
in the demand of the Helladic State to absorb the Hellenic 
Nation and control it on its own terms and, on the other, in the 
Hellenic Nation's insistence on participating forcefully in the 
developments within the Helladic State. This demand and 
insistence was paralleled by the Greek society's vision of uniting 
Nation and State, the well-known political concept of the 
"Great Idea". 

The Helladic State, in orienting itself towards the West in 
an attempt to dissociate itself from its Ottoman past, accepted 
among other things the western frame of cultural notions. This 
frame included two essential concepts: 1) the unquestioned 
admiration and idealization of Ancient Greek culture; 2) a 
peculiarly negative approach to the East, which was accepted 
only for its exotic value, namely as a source of inspiration for 
Westerners who needed to find an artistic escape in a world of 
dreams, languor and sensuality. This view of the East, the 
Orientalist perspective, dominated western society at the time 
and was assiduously appropriated by Helladic intellectuals. 

Byzantium offered to the nineteenth century the ideal 
example of an oriental state in its fullest expression. Apparently 
full of intrigues, eunuchs, courtiers and infinite wealth, 
Byzantium was but the medieval version of the Ottoman Empire. 
This Orientalist view allowed the West to place the beginnings 
of the various European states in the Middle Ages along the lines 
of a nationalist model and to claim the inheritance of Ancient 
Greece via Rome and the Renaissance, thus establishing its 
cultural superiority. 
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The Greek answer to this historical model, first formulated 
by Spyridon Zambelios (1815-1881),3 was ultimately given by 
Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos (1815-1891) in his voluminous 
History of the Greek Nation, published between 1860 and 1877, 
and covering the time from Homer to the 1821 revolution. 
Paparrigopoulos formulated most forcefully the theory of Greek 
continuity through the survival of the Greek Nation, presenting 
Byzantium as the Christian realization of Ancient Greece and 
creating the paradox term "Hellenochristian" to describe this 
phase of Greek history. Thus, Byzantium as the "Medieval 
Greek State" became part of Medieval Europe, an equal, if not 
superior, inheritor of the ancient spirit. The Paparrigopoulian 
model did not mean, however, that Byzantine culture was in any 
way understood. Byzantine history, yes, was useful for the glori
fication of the Greek Nation, but other than that the negative 
image of a culturally sterile period remained unshaken.4 

More concretely, a comparison of the image of Byzantium in 
the poetry of Palamas and Cavafy will give us the opportunity 
to see how two contemporary but wholly diverging artists treat 
this subject, why they do so and what is the result. 

3 See now I. K. Oikonomidis, H EVOTTJTa rou EAAT]naµou t:ard rov 
Irr. ZaµrriAw (Athens 1989), although the presentation of the material is 
uneven and the analysis superficial in parts. 
4 For the conclusions presented summarily here see P. A. Agapitos, 
"Byzantine literature and Greek philologists in the nineteenth century", 
Classica et Medievalia 43 (1992) 231-60, where all the relevant 
bibliography can be found. One might mention here Elli Skopetea, To 
"1rpr1TU1TO f3aa{AELO" t:a'i 11 MEY<ll\T] 'ISia. vo./JEl5' TOU l0nt:o0 
1rpoffA rfµaT05' ar~ v 'EAAdoa 1830-1880 (Athens 1988) and Th. 
Veremis, "From the National State to the Stateless Nation 1821-1920", in 
M. Blinkhom and Th. Veremis (edd.), Modern Greece: Nationalism and 
Nationality (Athens 1990), pp. 9-22 for the political aspects; K.Th. 
Dimaras, 'EAAT]lllt:05' Pwµavnaµo5' [NEOE/\/\l)VlK<X MEAET'J11,laTa 7] 
(Athens 21985), pp. 325-404 and M. Bernal, Black Athena. The Afroasiatic 
roots of Classical Civilization. I: The fabrication of Ancient Greece 1785-
1985 (New Brunswick, N.J. 1987) for the cultural and intellectual 
background. See also A. Liakos, "Tipos- ElTWKE'\J'l)V OAOl,lEAEtaS- 1:at 

EVOTl)TOS-: H 60µ11011 TO'\J E6VtKO'U xpovou", in T. Sklavenitis (ed.), 
EmaT7Jµont:rf auvdn7Ja1J aT7J µvrfµ1J rou K.e. C:.T]µapd [K.B.E./ 
E.I.E.] (Athens 1994), pp. 171-99. 
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Kostis Palamas (born 1859 in Patras, died 1943 in Athens) is 
one of Greece's most prolific poets. A towering figure in the 
demoticist movement of the late nineteenth century, he became 
the leader of the "New Athenian School", dictating for almost 
half a century the paths of Modern Greek poetic diction.5 We 
shall concern ourselves here with the 4269-verses-long epico
lyric poem 'H <P>,.oy{pa roiJ Baai>,.ui, which was composed 
mainly between the military defeat of 1897 and the beginning of 
the "Macedonian Struggle" in 1904. It was published in late 
1910.6 

The work, consisting of 12 Books and two prologues, has as its 
central subject the visit of Emperor Basil II (976--1025) to Athens 
after his final victory over the Bulgarians in 1014. This main 
theme is amplified by various episodes from Byzantine history, 
but also from ancient myth, the 1821 revolution and visions of the 
modem world. The final form was reached by means of a frame
story, developed in Books 1 and 12. Palamas's approach to his 
material is "synthetic", a term the full meaning of which will 
become apparent at the end of the analysis. The poet started his 
work by reading Paparrigopoulos, not only choosing the various 

5 See R.A. Fletcher, Kostes Palamas. A great Modern Greek poet: his life, his 
work and his struggle for demoticism [The Kostes Palamas Institute 5] 
(Athens 1984) and K.Th. Dimaras, Kwanfs- fla>,_aµas-. H 1ropda rou 
1rpos- r1111 r{x1111 (Athens 31989) in conjunction with Venetia 
Apostolidou, "To 1rat-aµ1Ko 11apa6n yµa 0111v larop(a TTJS

NrnEAA111lltc,fs- Aoyoux11(as-", in Sklavenitis (as above n. 4), pp. 127-38. 
6 For a brief history of the poem's stages of composition see the new edition 
by K.G. Kasinis, 'H <P>,.oyipa roil Baai>,.ui [VI6p1.1µa Kworn 1ca1. 
'Et-EVl)S" OupaVl). NE:OEl\l\l)VlKl) Btl3t-to6i)K1) 6] (Athens 1989), PP· 7-11, 
whose study 'H EAAT}J/LK~ AOYOTEXJ/LK~ 1Tapaooa11 aT~ "<P>,.oy{pa 
roiJ Baai>,.iii". Iuµ/30>,.~ ar~11 lp<cuva rwv 1r11ywv nsp1.1µa Kwo1i) 
Tiat-aµa 3] (Athens 1980) on the sources of the poem is a most important 
tool for a correct analysis of the Flogera. Book and verse numeration refer 
to Kasinis's edition. For an English translation of the poem see K. Palamas, 
The King's Flute. Translated by Th.Th. Stephanides and G.C. Katsimbales, 
preface by Ch. Diehl and introduction by E.P. Papanoutsos. Edited by D.P. 
Synadenos nsp1.1µa KwoTi) Tiat-aµa 4] (Athens 1982). 
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incidents involved, but primarily taking up the idea of 
continuity? 

Continuity in the poem is expressed on three different levels: 
1) the survival of the Greek Nation in history; 2) the survival of 
the Greek language; 3) Byzantium as the focal point where 
Antiquity and Modem Hellenism merge. It is this concept that 
dictated the choice of the main theme. The visit of a glorious 
Byzantine emperor, victor over the northern enemies of Modern 
Greece, to the most famous city of Classical Antiquity 
established the epic canvas. During this phase of composition 
Palamas thought of calling his poem "Byzantine Rhapsody",8 

an indication of the work's episodic and seemingly improvis
atory character, since the phrase is obviously equivalent to 
titles of well-known nineteenth-century musical works such as 
Brahms's "Hungarian rhapsody" or Bizet's "Spanish rhaps
ody" .9 The appearance of the final volume of Gustave 
Schlumberger's L 'epopee byzantine in 1905 and its immediate 
translation into Greek10 changed Palamas's perspective, for 
there he discovered a source that caught his poetic fancy and 
gave the Flogera its final title and form.11 

The poem's central theme is to be found in the Chronography 
of the eleventh-century historian Skylitzes, whom Palamas 

7 For a succinct and sympathetic interpretation of the poem, especially of 
the issue of continuity, see E.P. Papanoutsos, TTa>..aµ<is--KafJa</>rJS"
Iiu>..iavos- (Athens 31971), pp. 98-114. 
8 Letter no. 123 to Penelope Delta (September 1910) in K. Palamas, 
'A>..>..7J>..oypa<f>(a. Toµos- A': 1875-1915. Eloaywy,i, <J>t>..o}-.oyuci'i 
bnµEt-.Eta, Ol)µEtWOEtS' K.r. Kao(vl) n6puµa KwoTi) na>..aµa 
2.1] (Athens 1975), p. 197; see also Kasinis (ed.), p. 9 for further 
attestations of the subtitle. 
9 The phrase "Byzantine rhapsody" is, in my opinion, not connected to the 
term pa(j)w6fo, denoting the books of the Homeric poems, a term which 
Palamas used as a title to a short poem of "Homeric" content; see D. Ricks, 
The Shade of Homer. A study in Modern Greek poetry (Cambridge 1989), 

rcr-so-2. 
G. Schlumberger, L'epopee byzantine a la fin du Xe siede (Paris 1896-

1905); the Greek translation by S.I. Voutyras and I. Lambridis (Athens 
1904-5) was published in the prestigious series sponsored by Maraslis. 
11 For the whole context see Kasinis, TTapdooaT}, pp. 46-57, and esp. p. 50 
n.46. 
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knew as Kedrenos. A quotation from it figures as one of the 
poem's two mottoes. After the successful wars against the 
Bulgarians and the final victory at the Battle of Kleidion in the 
spring of 1014, Basil leaves his headquarters in Thessaloniki for 
Athens. Skylitzes does not give any explanation for this journey. 
It is not a military expedition, but possibly a survey of the lands 
that had suffered most heavily from the wars of the previous 
years. Skylitzes writes: "[Basil,] having arrived at Athens and 
having thanked the Theotokos for his victory and having 
adorned the church with s~lendid and luxurious offerings, 
returned to Constantinople."1 This statement may be surprising 
to us in its compactness, but is typical of a Byzantine high 
functionary of the State. Athens was nothing but a brief 
stopping-place on the return to Constantinople, the Empire's 
absolute centre. The Parthenon, in which the church of the 
Virgin Mary was built, was of no interest because Skylitzes, like 
any other intellectual of the early Middle Ages, had no 
perception of history as archaeology.13 Moreover, the 
continuation of the passage, which Palamas omitted, makes it 
clear that the actual victory celebrations took place in the 
capital with a formal triumph.14 

This Byzantine perspective has been radically transformed 
in the Flogera. In Book 3 Basil, contemplating his victory, is 
seized by a desire to crown his piety with a final jewel (3.114-
32). He has a vision of the great cities of the world: they appear 
to him as beautiful women, but he falls in love with poor Athens 
(3.133-78). The image of Athens is immediately contrasted to 
that of Constantinople and its protectress, the Virgin Mary at 
Blachernai; Basil chooses the war-like Virgin of the Rock, as 
Palamas calls her, the incarnation of Pallas Athena (3.179-216). 
This is a first indication of the poet's Helladic ideology. The 
central aspect of Byzantine culture, namely the Constantino
politan perspective, is undermined. Athens takes over the role as 

12 Skylitzes 364.80-83 (Thurn). 
13 On this conceptual two-dimensionality see C. Mango, "Antique statuary 
and the Byzantine beholder", Dumbarton Oaks Papers 17 (1963) 55-75 
(reprinted in id., Byzantium and its Image. History and Culture of the 
Bjzantine Empire [London 1984], art. no. V). 
1 Skylitzes 364.89-365.91 (Thurn). 
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centre of Hellenism. We are already one step removed from a 
proper understanding of Byzantium. 

The other motto of the poem comes from a short episode in 
the work of the late thirteenth-century historian Georgios 
Pachymeres. Pachymeres describes how, during the siege of 
Galata by Michael Palaiologos in the summer of 1260, a group of 
magnates makes an excursion to the empty fields that lie west of 
Constantinople's main walls. They reach the Hebdomon, which 
in older times was the central military camp of the capital, now 
a place of pasture. They wander through the ruins of the church 
of St John the Evangelist. Pachymeres writes: 

Suddenly, they saw in the corner the remains of a man long dead, 
standing erect, complete with all his limbs, naked from head to 
toe. He had in his mouth the reed of a shepherd's flute, placed 
there in derision by some of those who were tending the flocks. 
As they saw it, they were amazed at the corpse's completeness 
and wondered to whom this earthen dust belonged, thus 
congealed and still shaped as a body; then, they observed to the 
right the empty tomb with verses engraved upon it, declaring who 
the buried man was. And he was, as the letters proclaimed, Basil 
the Bulgar-slayer.15 

The description is sober. There is no mysticism involved in the 
discovery, while the funerary inscription, which the author 
does not report, discloses immediately the identity of the corpse. 
I would suggest that Pachymeres points to the power of the 
transmitted word, not as poetic diction but as archaeological 
discovery. We are 200 years later than Skylitzes. Byzantium 
has changed and its intellectuals are beginning to interpret the 
"historicity" of the objects around them.16 

This is the scene that gave Palamas the title and frame
story to his poem. Book 1 of the Flogera opens with the 
description of the siege of Galata and the excursion to the 
Hebdomon. Palamas follows Pachymeres but expands the text, 
establishing a setting radically removed from the original 
(1.47ff.). In vv. 74-5 the "suddenly" of Pachymeres is picked up, 

15 Pachymeres II.21 (I, 175.12-177.7 Failler). 
16 On this change see H.-G. Beck, Theodoros Metochites. Die Krise des 
byzantinischen Weltbildes im 14. Jahrhundert (Munich 1952). 
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but the scene is transformed into a moment of mysterious 
encounter. Palamas describes the corpse of the emperor with the 
flute in his mouth as "complete; black and naked and incom
parable and grand" (1.84), creating a sense of superhuman 
magnitude. Basil becomes a Nietzschean iibermensch, a concept 
that Palamas used consciously, as he later revealed.17 The poet 
then proceeds to quote the inscription with the interesting 
qualitative statement that the engraved letters were half
erased (I.101-2). The text Palamas presents as that of the 
inscription is not wholly his invention, because the inscription 
has, in fact, been preserved. Palamas knew it from Schlum
berger's work. Naturally, he does not quote the actual text, but 
expands it, translates the archaic diction into his poetic idiom 
and once again incorporates Helladic ideology. He stresses that 
Basil chose a different place for his burial from the rulers of 
Constantinople (1.103-5, 108-10). However, the original states 
that "some previous emperors have variously prepared for their 
burial uncommon sites",18 which implies the existence of preced
ents for the choice of a highly irregular burial site. While the 
historical Basil simply excuses his personal preferences, the 
Basil of Palamas rejects Byzantium. 

Moreover, it is not the half-erased text that becomes the 
gate to the other world, but the flute in the emperor's mouth: as 
soon as the leader of the group tries to remove it, the flute begins 
to speak in a human voice. The Byzantine perception of the 
written word as transmitter of wisdom has been subverted, while 
Byzantium is reduced to the minor accidens of poetic inspiration. 
Palamas reasserts through the voice of the flute the power of 
oral poetry and becomes himself the expounder of history. We 

17 In yet another letter to Penelope Delta (no. 139, January 1912), Palamas 
underlined the general difference between her Basil and his: "TTooo µE 
ouyK(v110E - Tt <)>avni{wTE; o 11ouxos, 'O't-uµmas aya0oouv1)S" 
av0pwmoµos TO'U Bou't-yapoKTOVOU, Kan 0/\WS llVTt0ETO ano TO 
VlTOlaKO Kanws <)>avTaoµa T1)S" <l>'t-oyEpas TO'\J Baot't-tii" 
('AAAT}Aoypacp{a I, 217.9-10 Kasinis). On the Nietzschean background of 
Palamas see B.-L. Eklund, The Ideal and the Real. A study of the ideas in 
Kostis Palamas' '"O !:.wSmi'AoyoS" roiJ I'u</>rov" (Gothenburg 1972), pp. 
20-39. 
18 Anth. Pal. III, 216.1-2 (Cougny). 
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are confronted here with the image of the poet as prophet, the 
romantic perception of Homeric poetry. And it is no coincidence 
that Palamas dedicated the Flogera to Alexandros Pallis, who 
had translated the Iliad into the dhimotiki of the Psycharian 
school, in an attempt to transform it into a Modern Greek folk
song. It is exactly this intellectual climate that is reflected in 
the opening speech of the flute (1.166-99). The flute is the sister 
of the Muses, inspired by the Sibyl and the voice of Hecuba; it 
has heard the famous dialogue between the Mermaid and King 
Alexander, it has played for Maximo and Digenis, it is poetic 
Fancy herself, speaking in the voice of the bird that so often 
announces in Modern Greek folk-songs the fate of mortals. The 
passage presents the continuity of Greek poetic creativity 
through a rich, flowing, sensual language and a skilfully crafted 
fifteen-syllable verse. 

This "Homeric" grandeur of Palamas's language and vision 
finds its full development in Book 4. Here the poet describes the 
army of Basil, as he takes the road for Athens and passes 
through glorious sites of the 1821 revolution. The book opens 
with a description of the famous weapon of the Byzantine fleet, 
known in Byzantine times as "liquid fire", but in the West as the 
"Greek fire" (feu gregeois). And it is this term that Palamas uses 
to describe the effect of the En'JlvtKT\ (j>wna on the enemies of 
Hellenism (4.29-50). Thus, the neutral term "liquid fire" becomes 
- in its new form as the nationally charged "Greek fire" - the 
symbol of the "Great Idea". Then the flute, as if in a vision, 
evokes the passing of the army. Palamas draws his poetic 
devices from Homer, combining two famous passages from the 
Iliad: in Book 2 the "catalogue of ships" enumerates all the 
participants in the war against Troy; in Book 3 Helen, in the 
teichoskopia scene, introduces from the walls of Troy the 
Achaean chieftains down in the fields. With a similar 
catalogue the flute describes from the top of Mount Parnassus the 
various contingents of the army as they pass by down in the 
valley (4.51-423). In the 400-verses-long passage a tremendous 
array of people march by in a huge panorama. One detail 
deserves attention. The main part of Basil's army consists of 
soldiers from the areas of Macedonia and south of it. Only in one 
passage are soldiers from the eastern parts of the Empire 
included. These are the akrites, the border-warriors, known to 
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all through the Digenis Akritis and the figure of Digenis in the 
folk-songs. Once again Palamas establishes his Helladic 
ideology, once again the reality of Byzantium is subverted. 

A dominant trait of Basil's character in the Flogera is his 
ascetic way of life (9.336-57), the result of his utter rejection of 
the female sex (10.49-54), a rejection based on the female image 
typical of fin-de-siecle art and literature. It is an image in 
which the female is contrastingly defined by a simultaneous 
angelic and demonic nature. It is indicative that at the end of 
the nineteenth century artists concentrate on the depiction of the 
biblical triad Delilah, Salome and Judith.19 The three women 
apparently present some common characteristics: they are 
Middle-Easterners, they are sexually dominant and they kill 
the men who submit to their charms. This ideological construct 
appears fully developed in the Flogera, since the historical 
Empress Theophano, Basil's mother, furnishes all the necessary 
material for the depiction of the woman demon.20 Book 2 takes 
place on the Princes' Islands, the traditional place of exile for 
fallen emperors at the time. The description of the scenery, 
where the oriental sun scorches the earth while the flowers 
encompass it with their heavy scent (2.48-55), signals the 
sensual eroticism of the East. From within this dim atmospheric 
setting appear the ghosts of Theophano and of the three men she 
has slain. Theophano is described as having this dual nature 
which destroys men: "Fury and Sphinx, you living flesh, 
dragoness, Aphrodite! ... You, sin and salvation, and resurrection 
and death" (2.212, 289). 

This is for Palamas the erotic and decadent climate of 
Byzantium. When Basil, therefore, in Book 10, having rejected 
women, denies that he was born of a woman and suggests that his 
ancestors are the mythical Centaurs (10.55-8), the poet ultim
ately removes the ascetic emperor from his corrupt Oriental 
surroundings in which he has accidentally been found and gives 
him back to the pure Helladic culture to which he naturally 
belongs. 

l9 See B. Dijkstra, Idols of Perversity. Fantasies of feminine evil in fin-de
siecle culture (New York-Oxford 1986), pp. 352-401. 
20 On the sources see Kasinis, l1apciooaT), pp. 64-77. 
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We will conclude our discussion of the Flogera with a look at 
Palarnas's attitude towards the texts which formed the sources 
of his poem. For one thing, except for the two mottoes, no other 
medieval text or author is ever mentioned in the poem, in 
contrast to ancient authors, like Homer and Hesiod. What we do 
find is a straight attack on Byzantine learned literature, an 
attack that reflects the prevailing opinion of the nineteenth 
century towards the main bulk of Byzantine literary production. 
In Book 10 Basil himself accuses the orators and philosophers of 
his day as people of sterile imagination writing in a dead 
language. This is juxtaposed to the vigorous language of the 
workers and the people, the language of the folk-song, which is 
closest to the emperor's heart (10.59-94).21 We have here a 
projection of the language debate back to the Byzantine world. 
Interestingly enough, the material for this attack is furnished by 
Michael Psellos (1018-1079) in his Chronography. In a passage 
from the chapter on Basil, the Byzantine chief minister 
criticizes the emperor for not cultivating education at his court, 
for not using the written laws, but judging according to his 
personal will.22 Basil, writes Psellos, "was not a fluent speaker. 
The phrases were not rounded off, nor were they lengthened into 
periods. In fact, he clipped his words, with little pauses between 
them, more like a peasant than a man of good education."23 This 
is heavy criticism by an intellectual and politician who con
sidered education and learning as the means for governing the 
State and upholding its image. Palarnas, in reversing Psellos's 
criticism to praise, produces the final removal of "his" Byz
antium from the conventions of the age that he purportedly 
describes, while simultaneously introducing the Helladic ideal 
of dhimotiki, which contrasts with the Phanariot tradition of 
katharevousa. 

And it is with katharevousa as a stylistic medium that we 
can start our analysis of Cavafy's Byzantium. It is indicative of 
the rivalry and lack of understanding between Helladic and 

21 See also the attack on Byzantine rhetoric in 9.102-107. 
22 Psell. Chron. 1.29 (I, 40-42 Impellizzeri). 
23 Psell. Chron. 1.36.21-24 (I, 52-54 Impellizzeri). Translation by E.R.A. 
Sewter, Michael Psellus. Fourteen Byzantine rulers (Harmondsworth 
1966), p. 49. 
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Hellenic intellectuals at the turn of the century that Palamas 
criticized Cavafy for his very use of katharevousa, which for 
him was false to the traditions of the Greek language and 
therefore unpoetic.24 

But Cavafy (born 1863 and died 1933 in Alexandria) did not 
belong to the main stream of Greek literary production, not out of 
lack of knowledge of developments there, but out of lack of 
cultural affinity. His is the world of Hellenic Hellenism; 
cosmopolitan, restrained, profoundly sensitive to history as a 
continuous context rather than as a conscious evoking, educated 
and fluent in other languages, he has no inclination or need to 
define himself as a "Hellene" of "Hellas".25 His choice of 
subjects, therefore, a~pears at least understandable within his 
Alexandrian context. 6 

One obvious difference between Palamas and Cavafy is the 
latter's approach to composition. His poems are always short, 
individual scenes, firmly focused on one episode, one person or one 
feeling. In contrast to Palarnas who, inspired by one episode, uses 
it as a nucleus to a huge canvas, Cavafy, inspired by a scene of 

24 See, indicatively, K. Palamas, "A 1ravra, XII (Athens 1960), p. 175 (on 
the problems of Cavafy's /\.oyos and oT(xos) and p. 356 (Cavafy's 
problematic y/\.1.fooa). For an overt attack see Psycharis's short but brutal 
comment of 1924 (reprinted in Nia 'Eada 74 [1963] 1404). 
25 Note Cavafy's comment "Elµai Ka\. EYW 'D,/\.1)VlKOS. IlpoOO)(l), oxt 
vE/\./\.1)V, ouTE 'E/\.1)V((wv, 0:1\./\.0: 'E/\./\.1)VtKos", remembered by G. 
Hatziandreas, i.e. Stratis Tsirkas, and reported by T. Malanos, 'O 
1TOLT]TT)S" K.IT. Ka{3a<pT}S". ·o av8pW1TOS" Kal. TO tpyo T01J (Athens 
31957), p. 235. 
26 For a comprehensive analysis of Cavafy's poetics with substantial 
bibliography see M. Pieris, Xwpos-, <Pws- Kai Aoyos-. H Stat..EKTLK11 

T01J "µifaa-if[w" aTT}V 1TOLT}aT} T01J Ka{3a<pT} (Athens 1992). For the 
documentation of Cavafy's relation to Byzantium, his historical readings 
and comments see the profound study by Diana Haas, Le probleme 
religieux dans l'oeuvre de Cavafy. Les annees de formation [1882-1905] 
(Diss. Paris IV-Sorbonne 1987), which is about to appear in the 
monograph series of the French Institute at Athens. The study by B. F. 
Christidis, 'O Ka{3a<pT)S" Kal. TO Bv(cfvno (Athens 1958), is useless 
since it is marred by errors concerning Byzantium, its history and culture, 
while the discussion of the poems is wholly subjective and for the most 
part undocumented. 
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the past, takes it over as a whole. Subject and poet stand on equal 
terms. Cavafy does not assume the role of the prophet; he is the 
individual reader responding to a given text that moved him 
deeply.27 

I would like to demonstrate how this approach functions 
with one example, while pointing also to what I believe is a 
major theme in his poetry, particularly so in the Byzantine 
poems.28 The poem in question, which has nothing to do with 
Byzantium, is "'O Baotll.EUS ..6.1w1'\Tpws" (1900).29 In it the poet 
describes the escape of King Demetrios of Macedonia in 287 B.C. 
after he had been defeated by King Pyrrhos of Epirus. Cavafy 
prefixes a motto to the poem. It comes from Plutarch's Demetrios. 
Plutarch narrates how Demetrios fled: "And entering his tent, he 
- like an actor and not like a king - changes into a brown tunic 
instead of that tragic one, and slipping away he escaped."30 In 
contrast to Plutarch's negative image of the king as actor,31 

Cavafy separates the two. In escaping in disguise Demetrios did 
not behave like a king. But his exit resembles that of an actor, 
who, as soon as his job is finished, changes costume and goes 

27 On the question of the poet as reader see D.N. Maronitis, "K. TT. 
Kaf3a<!>11s: lvas lTOll)Tl)S avayvwaT11s", in: KtfK>-.o~ Ka{3d</JT/ 
[Btf3ll.l001)K11 fEVlK1)S Ilat6EtaS] (Athens 1984), pp. 53-80. 
28 When referring to Cavafy's "Byzantine" poems, I exclude all poems 
whose subject matter can be dated before the Justinianic era because of 
their strong focus on the "liminal" world of Late Antiquity (see Savvidis's 
classification in MiKpa Kaf3a</JLKa A, p. 98 n. 5). For an analysis of 
Cavafy's anekdota on Emperor Julian see G.W. Bowersock, "The Julian 
Poems of C.P. Cavafy", Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 7 (1981) 89-
104; for the published text with further bibliography see Renata 
Lavagnini, "Sette nuove poesie bizantine di Constantino Kavafis", Rivista 
di Studi Bizantini e Neoellenici N.S. 25 (1988) 217-81. 
29 K.Il. Kaf3a<J>11, Ta 1TOL1]µara (1897-1918/1919-1933). Nfo 
EK60011 Toil r.n. Tof3f3(611 (Athens 21991), I, p. 33. The dates given in 
parentheses refer to each poem's date of composition and not of its 
~ublication. 

O Plut. Dern. 44.9 (Vitae Parallelae III, 50 Ziegler). 
31 The negative image of the theatre is a key motif in Plutarch's Demetrios 
(e.g, 18.5, 28.1, 41.5-8, 44.9, 53.1, 53.10) and its famous counterpart 
Antony. On the whole issue see Plutarch, Life of Antony. Edited by C.B.R. 
Pelling (Cambridge 1988), pp. 21-2. 
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home. The theatrical image, therefore, is not negative but 
merely explicative. Cavafy as reader of Plutarch takes over the 
specific scene, he even incorporates an inconspicuous reference to 
the ancient author,32 but shifts the imagery slightly to create a 
varied effect. His approach is not synthetic, like Palamas's, but 
analytic and mimetic. As a technique of textual reception it 
stands much closer to the rhetorical theory of Late Antiquity and 
Byzantium than to contemporary practices.33 Moreover, through 
the use of the theatrical imagery, he imports the notion of 
illusion: what appears to be is not what is. The reader Cavafy is 
fully aware of history as a stage. This early poem is the first to 
address the question of theatre and illusion in so clear a 
manner.34 

It is this change of roles that is most powerfully conveyed in 
our first example from the Byzantine poems. "Ma vou11).. 
Koµvl)vos" (1905)35 takes as its theme the death of Emperor 
Manuel I Komnenos in September of 1180. The source of the scene 
is the late twelfth-century historian Niketas Choniates.36 

Choniates describes the whole episode in a highly critical 
manner. Manuel, who was a fervent admirer of astrology, was 
suffering from a serious disease, but believed that he would live 
for another fourteen years. The astrologers around him were 
announcing blatant falsehoods. Finally, recognizing that he had 
no hope of living, he gave the patriarch a document rejecting 
astrology and asked for a monastic habit. But there was none to 
be found in the imperial apartments, so a black cloak was 
brought, which he put on. Niketas adds that the cloak was short 
and did not cover the emperor's legs. Everybody wept, 

32 'They say" in v. 4 is obviously Plutarch. 
33 On Byzantium see H. Hunger, "On the Imitation (µ(µl)ots) of Antiquity 
in Byzantine literature", Dumbarton Oaks Papers 23-24 (1969-70) 17-38. 
34 Helen Catsaouni, "Cavafy and the Theatrical Representation of 
History", Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 10 (1983) 105-16, is concerned 
with the "theatricality" of Cavafy's poems rather than "theatrical illusion" 
as both ideological construct and poetical device. See also G.P. Savvidis, 
'"0 Kaj3a<j>1)S lTEpt EKKA'l)CJtaS Kai. 0EaTpou (1963)", in id., MiKpd 
Ka{Ja<pLKd B (Athens 1987), pp. 31-48 on Cavafy's opinions about the 
theatre and his "dramatic" sensitivity. 
35 Savvidis (2nd ed.) I, p. 51. 
36 Nik. Chon. Chron. Dieg. 220.10-222.64 (van Dieten). 
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contemplating the ugliness of the human body at the hour of 
death and the vanity of human affairs.37 

Cavafy condenses the scene. The critical statements of 
Choniates have been removed. The emperor remembers the pious 
customs of his youth and asks for the monastic habit, which is 
brought to him. He is content "nou 6EtXVEl I o<)Jt oEµYTJv lEplws
i) Ka}..oy11pou" (vv. 10-11). The statement at the end of the poem 
encapsulates the image of illusion created by the monastic habit. 
Manuel believes and ends his life in piety, but for himself. The 
poet leaves it to the reader to decide which role - emperor or 
monk - is the true one. What Cavafy does not do is to antagonize 
Choniates. The dramatic condensing and shift of imagery, while 
servint the purpose of the poet, does not cancel the Byzantine 
source. 

In contrast to Palamas's rejection of Byzantine literature, 
Cavafy takes this very issue as the subject of his foem 
"Bu(avnvos- v Apxwv, itoptoTOS-, onxoupywv" (1921).3 The 
poem is a monologue by a fictional dignitary of the State.40 The 
official excuses his composition of mythological epigrams on 
account of boredom in his place of banishment, following the 
machinations of Eirene Doukaina, wife of Emperor Alexios I 
Komnenos who usurped the throne in 1081, since the speaker was 
a trusted counsellor of the fallen Emperor Nikephoros III 
Botaneiates. He defends his compositions by insisting that a) he 
has an excellent knowledge of the Bible and patristic literature, 
thus pre-empting any suspicion about his faith, and b) he is a 
skilled metrician, which is probably the reason for his punish-

37 On Choniates's criticism of emperors in general see F.H. Tinnefeld, 
Kategorien der Kaiserkritik in der byzantinischen Historiographie von 
Prokop bis Niketas Choniates (Munich 1971), pp. 158-79 and on Manuel in 
particular see P. Magdalino, The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos 1143-1180 
(Cambridge 1993), pp. 477-88; neither of them discusses the specific 
efisode. 
3 For a full analysis of the poem and its motivic connection to '" 0 
Baotf\E'\JS- C:.1)µ1)Tptos-" see Haas, Probleme religieux, pp. 434-58. 
39 Savvidis (2nd ed.) II, p. 27. 
40 Mavrogordato's suggestion (C.P. Cavafy, Poems. Translated by J. 
Mavrogordato with an introduction by R. Warner [London 1951], p. 127) 
that the protagonist is Emperor Michael VII (1071-1078) is not supported 
by the poem's internal evidence (see Savvidis [2nd ed.] II, p. 113). 
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ment. At first sight the poem appears clear: a somewhat 
antiquated and probably silly gentleman has involved himself 
in some stupid political affair which ended with his banish
ment. He thinks that he is a poet but actually produces bad 
verse, and Cavafy is being ironic. 

I would suggest that Cavafy stages here his theatre of 
illusions. The play is at the expense of the reader who cannot 
decode the text unless he is aware of Byzantine culture.41 Four 
points make the text incomprehensible: 1) an understanding of 
the poem's historical frame is unthinkable without a good 
knowledge of late eleventh-century history; 2) the excuses of the 
speaker make no sense if the reader is not aware of the dangers 
involved in an accusation of paganism; 3) the reader does not 
understand why an intellectual in the eleventh century should 
compose poems on mythological subjects; 4) the reader cannot 
believe that quality of verse can be a reason for punishment. 

Now, Cavafy himself was very much aware of these things, 
not only because of his extensive reading of modern historians, 
but because of his interest in Byzantine literature, poetry in 
particular.42 This is most obviously manifested by an article he 
wrote in 1892 entitled "Ol Bu{avnvo1. Iloi11rnC', where he 
presents Karl Krumbacher's History of Byzantine Literature to 
the Alexandrian public.43 It is not accidental that Cavafy 
focused on the figure of Christophoros Mytilenaios, one of the 
best epigram poets of the late eleventh century and a high 
official of State. But to return to the poem. First of all, there is 
no question that the spatial distinction "place of exile"/ 
"Constantinople" is in favour of the latter. The banished official 
wishes very much to return to the capital. But above all, the fact 

41 It is the trap into which G. Jusdanis (The Poetics of Cavafy. Textuality, 
Eroticism, History [Princeton 1987], pp. 55-7) has fallen in his inter
fretation of the poem. 

2 See the instructive remarks of Diana Haas, "'LTOV iv6oto µas 
Bu{avn vioµo': <Jl)µEtW<JEtS yta fra <JTlXO TOU Kaj3a<!>11", 
.1ia/3cf(w 78 (1983) 76-81 and ead., Probleme religieux, pp. 95-137. 
43 "Ol Bu{avnvot Iloi11rn(", TTJAEypa<j>os- 'AA1:.{av8pdas- 11/25-4-
1892, reprinted in K.Il. Kaf3a<1>11, Tfr(cf. rxor-w r.A. IlanournaKT} 
(Athens 1963), pp. 43-50. On this article and its context see Haas, 
Probleme religieux, pp. 72-94. 
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that he insists on writing verses on subjects highly problematic 
at the time - it is exactly during these years that the philo
sopher loannes Italos is banished from the capital under the 
accusation of paganism44 - and that these verses are recapturing 
the world of the past, is indicative of Cavafy's own aesthetic 
approach. To a certain degree the Hellenic intellectual 
identifies with the Byzantine administrator-poet (and Cavafy 
was himself poet and civil servant), who feels a stranger to the 
new intellectual trends prevailing around him. Byzantium 
becomes the curtain which hides or reveals the stage of the 
poet's thoughts. Here we detect yet another difference from 
Palamas, who minimalized the historical frame within an 
expanded concept, while Cavafy rninimalizes his poetry in front 
of the historical background. Moreover, it becomes obvious that 
the irony of the poem's last verse (AuT11 ii op6oTT)S", m0avov, Eh' 
ii alT(a Ti)s" µoµ<!>i)s") is not only directed by the poet towards the 
speaker, but through the speaker (qua poet) to the reader. 

But how does Cavafy Tproach an actual text? In the poem 
11

.., Avva Koµv11v11 11 (1917),4 Cavafy presents us with princess 
Anna Kornnene, daughter of Emperor Alexios I and wife of 
Caesar Nikephoros Bryennios. Kornnene, sometime after 1138, 
wrote a historical biography of her father, entitled Alexiad. 
The poem opens with a reference to the prologue of the Alexiad, 
where the princess painfully remembers the death of her 
husband. Cavafy actually quotes the text, merging it beautifully 
with his verse and style. Then he reveals that what Kornnene is 
really mourning is the loss of kingship, which her brother 
managed to take away from her. Once again, Cavafy only 
indicates the events without a knowledge of which the reader 
cannot fully comprehend the situation. 

Cavafy here, in contrast to our previous examples, makes the 
text the centre of his poem. A first thought is to go to the 
original. And indeed, in the last chapter of the prologue46 we 
find the passages in question and also some expressions which 

44 L. Clucas, The trial of John Italos and the crisis of intellectual values in 
Byzantium in the eleventh century [Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia 
26) (Munich 1981). 
45 Savvidis (2nd ed,) II, p. 26. 
46 Kornn. proem. IV (I, 7-9 Leib). 
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are paraphrased. The obvious inference is that Cavafy read the 
Alexiad and, inspired by the reading, composed the poem. But 
this inference is wrong. Cavafy leads us to believe this by means 
of the quotations and the poem's focusing. But the actual source of 
his inspiration is a passatr from Paparrigopoulos, whom Cavafy 
had read extensively.4 Paparrigopoulos, at the end of his 
analysis of Alexios's reign, comes to speak about Anna and her 
younger brother Ioannes.48 The historian criticizes Anna for 
intriguing to have her husband crowned, an intrigue for which 
she found support from her mother, the very Eirene Doukaina 
who had banished our poet-administrator. What strikes the eye 
of the reader are two words used by Paparrigopoulos: <l>t't-apx(a 
for Anna's desire of kingship and nponn11s for Ioannes's 
slanderous characterization by his mother.49 They are also the 
key-words in the poem's third part. Cavafy has created a 
synthesis in which Anna's text is interpreted and "corrected" by 
the modern historian. 

This triangular relationship of poet/medieval author/ 
modern historian forms the basis of our last example, which 
represents the final synthesis of memory, mimesis and melan
choly in Cavafy's Byzantine world. 1h Ano -ua't-1. xpwµana,-o" 
(1925)50 is one of the two Bfzantine poems whose title does not 
reveal its Byzantine subject. 1 The speaker begins by saying that 
he is strongly moved by a detail in the coronation of Ioannes and 
Eirene Kantakouzenos in May of 1347. They had only a few 
jewels left and so used artificial ones. Coloured pieces of glass 
adorned their crowns. These are, in the speaker's opinion, a pro-

47 See Diana Haas, "Cavafy's reading notes on Gibbon's 'Decline and 
Fall"', Folia Neohellenica 4 (1982) 25-96; on Paparrigopoulos in particular 
ibid. p. 27. 
48 K. Paparrigopoulos, 'Iarop{a roil 'EHTJnKov VE0vou~ dm:i rwv 
dpxawrdrwv xpovwv µixpi rwv vEwripwv (Athens 21885-7), IV, 
pp. 510-11. Paparrigopoulos closely follows the remarks on Anna and 
Ioannes by Choniates (Chron. Dieg. 4-6 van Dieten). 
49 The adjective nponETT)S is used by Choniates (Chron. Dieg. 5.92-3 van 
Dieten), a point seen by Mavrogordato (see his translation p. 115), but not 
<l>t't-apx(a or <J>('t-apxos for Anna. 
50 Savvidis (2nd ed.) II, p. 50. 1925 is the date of publication; the date of 
composition is unknown (see Savvidis [2nd ed.] II, p. 129). 
51 The other one is '"'lµEvos" (1915). 
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test against the unjust wretchedness of the royal couple; they are 
the symbols of what they should have had at their coronation. 

The speaker is consistent in distancing himself as reader 
from his unnamed source and in placing himself within the 
context of the Byzantine State, thus distancing himself from us 
as well. The immediate source for this "detail'' is a passage from 
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by 
Edward Gibbon.52 Cavafy had a copy of the voluminous work in 
his library and had annotated it extensively.53 Gibbon 
maliciously describes the disgrace of the Roman Empire. In a 
footnote, he reveals his source and quotes from it a line about the 
pieces of glass. This source is the historian Nikephoros Gregoras 
from the mid-fourteenth century. 54 He describes the coronation of 
the imperial couple at the Blachernai Church. Nikephoros was 
a close associate of Kantakouzenos. He concludes the scene with 
the statement: "Thus did flow away and were erased and 
brought low the matters concerning the ancient happiness and 
splendour of the Roman State; so that I cannot narrate them but 
with a sense of shame." 

Cavafy as reader proceeded in two phases: he read Gibbon, 
his inspiration was caught by the scene, he went to Gregoras and, 
merging medieval and modern historian into one, contradicted 
them by changing the very object of the theatrical illusion into 
the symbol of truth instead of falsehood. What is, unquestion
ably, remarkable in the poem is the speaker's intervention about 
the poverty of "our wretched state" (v. 5 Tou rn>-.atnw'pou 
KpaTous- µas- -nrnv µEya>-.' 11 TITWXEta). I believe that, as in the 
case of the banished administrator, the speaker is partly 
Cavafy. Such a statement, concealed under the cloak of the 
historical setting, is the expression of Hellenic ideology, aware 

52 E. Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Edited by J.B. 
Bury (London 1898), VI, p. 503. This was already detected by 
Mavrogordato, p. 145. 
53 See Savvidis (as above n. 1) and Haas (as above n. 47) passim. 
54 Nik. Greg. Rhom. Hist. :XV.11.3 (II, 788.15-789.8 Bonn). See also the 
analysis of the scene in Nikephoros Gregoras, Rhomaische Geschichte. 
Obersetzt und erlautert von J.L. van Dieten. Dritter Teil: Kapitel XII-:XVII 
[Bibliothek der griechischen Literatur 24] (Stuttgart 1988), pp. 170-1. 
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of the futility of an ecumenical dream and intent on preserving 
through mimesis the cultural heritage of the past. 

Cavafy's understated image of Byzantium is thus far more 
Byzantine in concept and expression than Palamas's grandiose 
and orientalist Byzantine Rhapsody about the Helladic "Great 
Idea". It was, however, this latter image that defined the 
reception of Byzantium in twentieth-century Greek literature, as 
numerous works by N. Kazantzakis, A. Terzakis, A. Vlachos, K. 
Kyriazis and others only too dearly demonstrate. 

University of Cyprus 



Making a world: political exiles 
in 1930s Greece 

Margaret E. Kenna 

S ocial Utopias and concentration camps are examples on a 
continuum of extreme social situations: at one end there is an 

attempt to create a perfect society; at the other, the imposition 
of the most severely constraining structure possible. In between 
lie slave societies, prisons, boarding schools and hospitals, and 
many other examples of "total institutions". The situations I 
have in mind may well vary in the "degrees of freedom" which 
are allowed, or tolerated. By this I mean that those involved 
may be free in some sense to organize their own daily lives, or 
they may have some sort of order imposed on them. In some, the 
age and gender distribution is totally "skewed" (adult men only, 
for example, in prisoner-of-war camps), in others (refugee camps, 
perhaps) those involved are a cross-section of the total social 
group (men and women of all ages, with babies and children too). 

In this paper I want to discuss a case in which people tried to 
set up a Utopia under conditions of constraint. They were Greek 
political exiles (exiled, that is, within Greece) during the 
Dictatorship of Metaxas (often known as "the Regime of the 
Fourth of August" from the date in 1936 when Metaxas seized 
power). Many of them were still in exile when Greece was 
occupied by German and Italian forces but space does not allow an 
account of exile under Occupation. 

Although these exiles were nearly all men, women were 
imprisoned and exiled as political dissidents too. Although they 
were sent to women's prisons, they were not exiled separately but 
along with men. Some women had babies and small children 
with them. We have here a rather unusual example of the social 
organization of life in an extreme situation, because the 
composition of the exile group was neither entirely single-sex nor 
entirely adult. As I will detail below, these exiles were more or 
less allowed, if not constrained by circumstances, to organize 
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their lives within the broad general constraints of living in 
exile, rather than having a mode of organization imposed on 
them. A parallel is, perhaps, the life of political exiles in 
Siberia (Kennan 1958 [1891]: eh. 5). 

I am here concerned with one particular group of exiles, those 
on the Cycladic island of Anafi, about whom a considerable body 
of material has now been collected. I have published some 
preliminary findings (Kenna 1991, 1992) and here wish to bring 
these up to date as I have now been able to interview some former 
exiles and to locate further published and unpublished sources. 
Let me set the scene by explaining how I came to be interested in 
this topic. 

Research and the researcher 
I have carried out research as a social anthropologist on Anafi 
over the course of twenty-five years: in 1966-67 for my doctoral 
thesis I investigated inheritance, dowry and ritual obligations 
(Kenna 1976); in 1973 migration from the island to Athens and 
elsewhere (Kenna 1983), and in 1987-88, the role of returned 
migrants in tourism (Kenna 1993). At the end of that piece of 
research, an island family I had known for over twenty-five 
years showed me a box containing over one hundred and fifty 
glass and celluloid negatives showing the lives of the Oµa6a 
:ruµ(3(wa11s- Tlo}-.tnKwv EtopfoTwv Avaq,l)S" (Collective Life Group 
[Commune] of Political Exiles of Anafi). This box had been found 
in an abandoned house in the 1950s by the man who had been my 
landlord in 1966-67, Thanasis Vafeiadhes. He had first come to 
the island in 1935 as an exile and later married an Anafiot 
woman and returned with her to the island at the end of the 
Civil War. This woman, a widow since 1975, allowed me to make 
copies of the photo-archive, and to publish them with the 
results of my researches into the history of the Anafiot political 
exiles. 

Initially my interest in the negatives stemmed from 
researches on Anafi itself and among its migrants; hence my 
concern was to establish what influence the presence of so many 
exiles over several decades had exerted on islanders' ideas and 
activities, particularly their political perceptions. As the 
research continued, and I began to trace people who had been 
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exiles on the island, I became interested. in the social organiz
ation of exile in its own right. 

Internal exile in the Greek legal system 
Internal exile was used by successive Greek governments from the 
beginning of the twentieth century onward as a punishment 
additional to a prison sentence, and sometimes as an alternative. 
The categories of people for whom exile was considered an 
appropriate punishment included not only "politicals", but also 
those convicted of animal theft and animal killing ((woKA01r11 
and (woKTov(a), and various kinds of "low-lifers" such as drug 
addicts and dealers. 

The places selected for exile included inhabited islands, 
with reasonably regular steamer connections to the mainland 
(e.g. Naxos, Idhra), more remote and less populated. islands 
(Kimolos, Anafi), and uninhabited. islands such as Gavdhos and 
Ai Strati (see Woodhouse 1985: 33). Mainland villages were also 
used as places of exile: Sarafis was sent to Gytheion in 1920 (and 
to Milos later), Theodorakis was exiled to the village of 
Zatouna in Arkadhia. The punishment of internal exile is a 
double one: removal from one's familiar surroundings, and an 
enforced domicile in a strange place, among Greeks with whom 
there is no personal connection. 

As far as I know, the first people to be sent into internal exile 
for political reasons were two members of the workers' movement 
of Salonika, who participated in the general strike of March 
1914, Avraam Benaroyias and Ghionas, exiled to Naxos. 
Monarchists were also exiled: indeed, the first woman exiled 
was the monarchist Kalliro1 Parren, sent to Idhra in 1917 under 
the government of Venizelos (Kostopoulos et al. 1993; see also 
Pikros 1978; Flountzis 1979: 109). 

Some accounts of exile are contemporary with the conditions 
they describe and perhaps need to be treated with caution for 
that very reason. For example, articles in the newspaper 
Pi(oa1rcfanw (the Radical) were written by journalists who 
visited exiles to collect first-hand information (see Pikros 1978) 
and it is possible that the harshness of conditions may have been 
exaggerated in order to influence public opinion. On the other 
hand, accounts and memoirs written much later, sometimes 
decades after the events described, in some cases after further 
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periods of prison and exile post-war, or after years in Eastern 
Europe and the USSR, may well over-emphasize solidarity and 
forget disagreements and factionalism within exile communes. 

Another method by which to assess the accounts of political 
exiles is to compare them with descriptions of the conditions 
under which other categories of exile were held. I have not as 
yet come across memoirs of any exiled animal thieves, but the 
autobiography of Michalis Yenitsaris gives an account of drug
addicts exiled to Ios (1992: eh. 7). 

Sources 
One of the most important published memoirs about the commune 
on Anafi is the second volume of a three-part work of several 
thousand pages, covering the period 1935-1950, by Kostas Birkas. 
Although individual chapters in the rest of the work refer to the 
Anafi commune, most of the second volume (itself published in 
two parts) is about Birkas's period of exile on Anafi, and is 
extremely detailed, with long passages quoted from letters and 
reminiscences of fellow exiles. Birkas was still in exile on Anafi 
when the Italian garrison arrived in May 1941, as was Kostas 
Tzamaloukas (1897-1969), whose short book records his period of 
exile from September 1940 to September 1942 (Tzamaloukas 
1975). Another source is the account of Vasilis Bartziotas (b. 
1909), who was on Anafi for 14 months from October 1937 to late 
December 1938 (Bartziotas 1978) when he and six others were 
sent to Akronafplia. I have also been able to use the Anafi 
section of the diary of Kostas Gavrielidhes (covering the period 
11 August-23 December 1936), from which only a small excerpt 
has been published in a book by his daughter (Gavrielidhou 

1 Birkas refers to his 11Kat-o apxdo ano Kaµu:i' 200apui c:j>w,oypa
<l>tES an· OAOUS TO'I.IS TOl,lEtS Kal ns €K61)AW0€lS Tl)S Oµa6as" 
("fine archive of about 200 photographs of all the sectors and 
manifestations of the [Anafi] Commune", Birkas 1966: 325), an archive he 
gave to other exiles when he was transferred because of illness from Anafi 
to Santorini, and which he feared had been lost: "Tt Kp(µa a't-"1)0na va 
1111 crwOouv au,d Ta aOavaTa KEll,ll)t-ta" ("truly what a pity that 
these immortal relics were not saved", ibid.). The negatives I was shown on 
Anafi in 1988 are, I believe, the remains of Birkas's archive. 
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1988: 52-3).2 In addition, I have consulted Antonis Flountzis's 
book about the men's prison camp at Akronafplia (1979). 

The fullest source in English is by the Australian communist 
Bert Birtles. The long middle section (chs 11-20) of Exiles in the 
Aegean is an account of a visit to Anafi which Birtles and his 
wife Dora made in January and February 1936, that is, before the 
events of 4 August. (Birtles later visited the exiles on Gavdhos; 
see eh. 28.) 

A source which overlaps with Birtles is Yannis Khatzi
dhimou's account of trades-unionists in exile on Anafi and their 
hunger-strike, in which he took part, in December 1935. 
Khatzidhimou left Anafi on 26 January 1936 after one year's 
exile; some of the names he refers to as fellow-exiles are also 
mentioned by Birtles (Khatzidhimou, eh. 9: 145; Birtles 1938: 
137). 

In addition to these published sources I have begun to collect 
accounts by Anafiot islanders who remember the 1930s and 1940s, 
and I have notes from 1966 of conversations with Thanasis 
Vafeiadhes about the time when he was an exile, as well as 
notes of more recent conversations with members of his family 
recalling what he told them about that time. In the spring of 
1992 I was able to interview people, now in their seventies and 
eighties, who were able to identify themselves, and others, in 
some of the photos, and to share their personal reminiscences of 
Anafi.3 

Background 
Metaxas seized power on 4 August 1936 because of what he said 
was a "communist threat" to Greece, and immediately ordered 
the arrest of all known communists, trades-unionists, and left
wing adherents or sympathisers. Most of them were sentenced to 
exile, usually on Aegean islands. Hence only some of these 

2 Nitsa Gavrielidhou very kindly allowed me to copy her typescript of the 
whole diary, to which she added portions from her father's other 
unpublished writings, and from which she omitted some sections which she 
felt inappropriate for readers outside her family. 
3 I have incorporated into this paper the information given to me by 
several former exiles on Anafi, including Demos Nelhis, Eirini Skalidhou, 
and Alekos Zachariadhes, all of whom I thank for their help. 
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political exiles, mostly men but also women, were people who 
were actually communists in the sense of being members of the 
KoµµouvtonKo Koµµa E>-.>--ci'oos-, Communist Party of Greece, 
known by its initials as KKE. Others were arrested on suspicion. 
A number of those exiled were Jewish Greeks from Salonika,4 

mostly involved in trades-unions. 
The exiles sent to the Aegean islands were thus not only 

varied politically, they were from a mix of social and 
educational backgrounds, as well as from different parts of 
Greece. Once in exile, they were left to their own devices, apart 
from reporting daily to the police, and were thus able to create 
almost any form of organization for themselves that they 
wished. They set up "collective life groups". People lived in 
close proximity who would otherwise never have met or shared 
such binding experiences (compared with the situation Carlo 
Levi describes in Christ stopped at Eboli, where Italian internal 
exiles were not allowed to associate with one another). The 
Greek authorities seem to have tacitly accepted the way in 
which the exiles organized themselves and to have worked 
through each commune's representatives and committees. The 
patterns of organization of commune life, handed on from 
experienced exiles to those more recently arrived, persisted over 
several decades. The commune founded on Anafi appears to have 
worked so well that it continued its existence throughout the 
Metaxas dictatorship and during the Occupation (for compar
ative material, see Scott 1990). 

The island 
Anafi is a small mountainous island (45 sq. kms), the most remote 
and south-easterly of the Cyclades, and used as a place of exile 

4 Salonika, with its thriving port and tobacco industry, was one of the 
first places in Greece in which trades-union activity developed, and had a 
large number of Jewish inhabitants (in 1900 the population of 173,000 
consisted of 80,000 Jews, 60,000 Muslims and 30,000 Christians; see 
Stavroulakis 1993). Many of those who came to Greece in 1922 as 
refugees from Asia Minor settled in Salonika. An examination of the names 
and places of origin of exiles (see the biographical material in Birkas 
1966: 960-92) reveals a very high proportion from Salonika and the 
surrounding area. 
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since Roman times. In the twentieth century, exiles were sent to 
the island almost continuously: monarchists in 1918 (Pikros 1978: 
15-26), communists during the dictatorship of Pangalos (1925), 
and "am> TOTE To VTJOt 6Ev lµELvE 6(xws 1<oµµouvtoTES

11 ("from 
then on the island was never without communists", Tzamaloukas 
1975: 22; see also O'Connor 1929: 212ff, and Birkas 1966: 48). 
Other categories of exile were sent there too. Tzamaloukas 
mentions that during his period of exile there were "µEpt1<01 

(WOK/1.ERTES" Kat 6tac:popot (l/\/1.0l TO'U KOlVOU notVlKOU 6tKatou" 

("several animal thieves and various others [exiled under] the 
common penal law", 1975: 24). Until the late 1980s Anafi had no 
harbour or jetty, and visiting steamers had to off-load cargo or 
passengers into small boats which rowed out from the beach. The 
inhabitants had a subsistence economy based on agriculture and 
livestock supplemented by remittances from migrants. In recent 
years islanders and returned migrants have been exploiting a 
new source of income: tourism. 

Kousoulas in his history of the KKE talks of exile "for a few 
months with living expenses paid by the Government, to one of 
the sunny, though lonely Aegean islands" (1965: 17). Many exiles 
remained on Anafi for years and were hardly living in the lap of 
luxury. Those who got to know the island describe its beauties 
(see, for example, Glinos's letters, 1946: 173-9), but also the 
winter winds and cold, and the isolation when the weekly boat 
could not be reached by dinghy. 

Numbers of exiles 
The number of Metaxas exiles on Anafi fluctuated, with newly 
sentenced people arriving and others leaving, either at the end 
of their term or being transferred elsewhere (for example, to the 
prison-camp at Akronafplia, see Flountzis 1979). Shortly after 
the regime of 4 August began, there were 300 exiles on Anafi 
(Glinos 1946: 173), then 500 (Linardhatos 1966: 426). At its peak 
the total was 750 (Bartziotas 1978: 108; Flountzis 1979: 77, 
Birkas 1966: 38), many more than the indigenous population. In 
April 1941, just prior to the arrival of an Italian garrison on the 
island, the number of exiles was 220 (KKE 1978: 154; see also 
Kolodny 1974: 446, citing Kedros 1966: 87). These figures give 
some idea of the organizational problems involved in housing 
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and provisioning such large numbers of people in such an inaccess
ible place. 

In addition there were problems of maintaining health and 
treating illness and long-term conditions. Tzamaloukas (1975: 27) 
describes how each new arrival was given a change of clothes 
and told to wash thoroughly in a tiny shower-room before joining 
the commune, to prevent the spread of disease and lice picked up 
in prison or on the journey. Flountzis, writing of Akronafplia 
(1979: eh. 7), refers to the considerable health risks posed by the 
numbers of people living at close quarters, particularly when 
some of them were suffering from tuberculosis. In the caption to a 
photograph in which some men are wearing white cloths around 
their coatsleeves, Khatzidhimou notes that TB sufferers wore 
these armbands (n.d.: 158). Health problems were exacerbated 
by poor diet; many exiles were weakened by chronic or recurrent 
illnesses. Islanders, and, it seems, police, often called in the 
exile-doctor, who played an important role in forging links 
between the commune and the villagers. 

The social organization of exile 
The first exiles began to arrive on Anafi within a week of 
Metaxas seizing power on 4 August (Gavrielidhes arrived on 11 
August, for example). They were sent by steamer on the ayovos 
ypaµµ11 (the "profitless route" because of the small number of 
passengers to such poor islands), and then jumped down into 
small boats to be rowed ashore. Once there, the only obligation 
was to report to the police station twice a day. The police also 
censored the incoming mail and informed the commune who had 
received letters, money-orders or parcels which could be 
collected. 

Unless the authorities considered an exile to be from a well
off family, who would be assumed willing and able to send living 
expenses to the place of exile (though many such families 
refused to do so), exiles were given ten drachmas allowance per 
day from the state for all expenses and left to fend for 
themselves. This is presumably what Kousoulas means, in the 
phrase quoted above, by "living expenses paid by the govern
ment" (1965: 17). Often the allowances were late, delayed, or 
reduced. Yenitsaris mentions books of ten-drachma coupons 
which the exiles on Ios exchanged for provisions or food (1992: 
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55); no such coupon system is mentioned for the political exiles on 
Anafi, but it may be that the Ios exiles, mostly drug-addicts, 
were not trusted with cash. 

As responsibility for providing food and shelter was trans
ferred by the state to individuals, political exiles were able to 
group together to organize a system of communal living. 
Bartziotas and Birkas argue that it was the communists who 
took the initiative in the organization of the Anafi commune, 
although in a minority, because their political philosophy and 
training gave them the theoretical and practical basis on which 
to organize several hundred people. But they had to do this 
with the agreement of all the others. They had to create and 
maintain a group identity, organize daily life, and establish 
order and control over a collection of people, two-thirds of whom 
were from a range of varied political and non-political back
grounds. 5 Bartziotas claims that the reason for creating an oµa6a 
(commune) on Anafi rather than the "yvwoTl) µas- i::o/\AEu(f3a" 
("our familiar collective"), was precisely because communist 
members were not in a majority (1978: 108). It is interesting to 
note here that Birtles, in his account of the visit to Anafi in 
early 1936, prior to the Metaxas dictatorship, refers to the small 
group of exiles he and Dora found there (presumably hard-line 
Marxists?) as "The Collective" (Birtles 1938: eh. 12). 
Gavrielidhes's diary entry for Thursday 17 September 1936 may 
refer to these people: "TfooEpot apxEtoµapttorn( (sic) µE/\1) 
Tl)S" oµa6as- µas- EOTEt/\aV E1Tl0TO/\ 11 01T01J ypa(j)ouv on 6ta 
/\Oyous- 1TO/\tTlKOUS" unoxwpouv ano Tl)V oµa6a" ("four old-style 
Marxist members of the commune sent us [i.e. Gavrielidhes and 
the other ten members of the committee] a letter in which they 
wrote that for political reasons they were splitting off from the 
commune"; n.d. typescript addendum to p. 28). This splinter 
commune seems not only to have survived separately for several 
years but even to have increased in size (see below, and 
Tzamaloukas 1975: 24). 

5 Including naAatOl)µEpo/\oy( TES (Old Calendarists, who would not 
accept the Gregorian calendar adopted by Greece in 1923; see 
Tzamaloukas 1975: 24). 
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Committees and sub-groups 
While the group of exiles is thus referred to as the oµa6a (the 
commune) and the exiles are designated ounpo<j>ot (comrades, 
companions, literally "mess-mates") or ouvE{o p10Tot (fellow 
exiles), a number of other terms and distinctions are used. The 
word ouv8at-aµtTES" (room-mates) designates those who shared a 
house or dormitory, between ten and twenty people. Exiles who 
received food-parcels or other items were expected to share with 
their room-mates the half which they were allowed to keep, 
after giving one half to the commune. Often the men assigned to a 
particular dormitory were from the same region or town. Birkas 
mentions sub-groupings based on place of origin, using the phrase 
"ot 1JTIEU01JVOl TWV 6ta<j>opwv E0vu::oTOTilKWV OU/\/\OYWV 
(Mwpa(TEs-, AOTlvafot, MaKE6ovEs KAn.)" ("those in charge of the 
different local national/racial associations, people from the 
Morea, Athenians, Macedonians, etc.", 1966: 78), implying a very 
strong bond of cultural identity which appears to have 
flourished under imprisonment as well as exile. Flountzis has a 
photo captioned "the first Roumeliots in Akronafplia, 1937" 
(1979: opposite p. 112), and also photos of "Mytileniots", 
"Kephalonians", etc. Food-parcels were also often shared with 
members of one's regional association (Birkas 1966: 87), who also 
took it in turns to organize excursions to beaches or seaside areas. 
Such use of regional patriotism to strengthen bonds of fellowship 
is interesting, because in some circumstances it might have led to 
factionalism. However, the strength of the group unity 
established in the commune is evidenced by the fact that when 
those who had been exiled were transferred elsewhere, or 
finished their sentences, they still referred to themselves and 
each other as "Anafiots". 

When a particular category or section within the commune 
requires clear specification, terms such as Ta µEATI Tou KoµµaTos
(members of the Party, i.e. the KKE) or TI KoµµanKl) <J>pa{ta (the 
Party section) are used (see Bartziotas 1978: 109, where he 
claims that Party members made up a third of the total of 
political exiles, then [October 1937] numbering 350). Both 
Bartziotas and Birkas claim that Party members were in all the 
key positions in the organization of the commune, but in such 
memoirs departures from the rule might not be mentioned. While 
some sources refer to individuals being "chosen" or "elected" to 
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particular posts, it is not clear how democratic the selection 
procedure was (see, for example, Kousoulas 1965: 129). Gavriel
idhes's Anafi diary refers to the usual monthly meeting of the 
commune on 6 September (i.e. the first such after the arrival of 
those exiled by the Metaxas dictatorship), in which "EeEAEY11 
ypa(j)Eto ano 11 µEA1) 11 ("a bureau of eleven members was 
elected", typescript p. 28 iii), of which he was one. 

These posts were offices linked to a series of committees 
which controlled almost every aspect of commune life: subsist
ence, health, education, etc. The fEVtKl) EntTpomf (General 
Committee) was usually called the fpa<!>do Tl)S" Oµa6as- (Office 
of the Commune, Birkas 1966: 77); in addition there was a 
fpa(j)no Tl)S- Ka00611y11011s- (Office of Political Indoctrination, 
1966: 120), and a Mop(j)wni-11 EmTpon11 (Education Committee). 
The Oti-ovoµtKl) EmTpon11 (Economic Committee, 1966: 78, 88) 
worked out, for example, the costs of buying provisions locally or 
importing them. At the time Bartziotas arrived on the island 
(late 1937), he says that the then leaders of the commune were 
eating separately from the other members, and providing 
themselves with better quality food. This corresponds with my 
landlord's story (in 1966) that, during his period of exile, he 
cooked for a small number of exiles (he named Siantos, 
Porfiroyennis, Glinos, Sofianopoulos and Gavrielidhes6). There 
may possibly be some confusion here between separate menus for 
the leaders and the special diets which were provided for those 
who were ill, or suffering from permanent or semi-permanent 
conditions: tuberculosis, ulcers, etc., particularly when the two 
categories overlapped. 

6 Gavrielidhes, in the final entry to his Anafi diary on Tuesday 22 
December, just before he left for Athens to undergo an operation for a 
stomach ulcer, mentions being ready in good time thanks to the help of a 
fellow exile: "O eavaol)S" µo-u Ta no(µaoE Kat TIU/\l O/\a, Tiooo 
µE '\JTIOXPEWOE TO nat6( a'\JTO. I' 0/\0 TO 6taOT1)µa Tl)S" appw-
0TEtaS" µou, oTCi011i-E oav napayµani-os- <!>tAOS" 6(nAa µou ... " 
('Thanasis got everything ready for me. How much I owe to this lad. In all 
the time of my illness he stood by me like a real friend ... " n.d. typescript p. 
39). As already mentioned, my landlord's first name was Thanasis, and 
photographic evidence supports the supposition that he was the person to 
whom Gavriclidhes is referring. 
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One other important sub-group within the commune was the 
Youth Section, the Koµµa NEo/\atas, made up entirely, it seems, 
of young men (all the women exiles were of mature age). From 
references to their activities carrying brushwood, sweeping the 
village streets, etc., it seems that they were frequently used for 
tasks involving heavy physical labour. 

Life outside the commune 
Although any political exile had the right to join the commune 
set up in any place of exile, some chose not to, or left the commune 
after disagreements. Tzamaloukas, for example, refers to "10 
EtoptOTOt apxnoµaptton:s (sic) 1T01J dxav Tl\ 6tK1) T01JS" 
oµa6tK1) {w11" ("ten old-style Marxists who had their own 
commune", 1975: 24; this was presumably the splinter-commune 
referred to by Gavrielidhes, see above). Some members of the 
commune were expelled for serious infringements of its rules. 
Unable, or unwilling, to live apart from the commune, they 
signed 61\/\Wons µErnvo(as (literally, declarations of repent
ance, confessions renouncing Communism, whether or not they 
had actually been communists), and were released from exile. 

Pressure from various quarters was often put on political 
exiles to sign such confessions. Letters from home and family, 
with details of privations, illness, etc., begging the husband or 
son, as main bread-winner, to return, or mentioning the possibil
ity of divorce, seem possibly to have been more instrumental in 
persuading exiles to sign such "confessions" than the privations 
and ill-treatment received in exile (although Birkas suggests 
that some of these letters from home were forged, or written 
under duress from the authorities)? Names of those who signed 

7 Published sources and photos, for example the plate captioned 
"Toaµ01JVTa/\t61\S, 1,1€ Tl\ µava TO\J €1TtOK€1TTpta", "Tsamounda
lidhes with his mother on a visit" (see Bartziotas 1978: 157), indicate that 
exiles were allowed visits, particularly by women. It is possible that the 
authorities permitted these if the visitor promised to try and persuade the 
exile to sign a "confession". Often these visitors acted as couriers, bringing 
left-wing newspapers, letters, and other information. Barziotas's wife and 
daughter visited him for a month, his wife bringing news and instructions 
from party headquarters (ibid.: 122); Alekos Zachariades told me that his 
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such confessions were published in newspapers of every political 
hue. 

Setting up the commune 
The exiles to Anafi in August 1936 pooled their resources and set 
up a commune. The sources I have consulted are unanimous in 
saying that it would otherwise have been impossible for them to 
live. Yet we know from Yenitsaris's account of exile on Ios that 
he and a friend managed to live independently for a year (1992: 
58). We have also noted that it was possible for those in 
political disagreement with the majority in the main commune 
to move out and live separately, albeit in a mini-commune of 
their own. 

Birkas, quoting the diary of Kostopanayiotis, mentions that 
when the first wave of exiles arrived on Anafi, they found 
"twelve old exiles, there under the same law, 4229" (1966: 38). 
These exiles from earlier regimes presumably helped establish 
the Metaxas exiles (just as, in the post-Occupation period, and 
under the Colonels, when there were further waves of exiles to 
the islands, those who had previous experience helped set up a 
form of organization).8 Because of migration from the island 
there were empty houses for the exiles to rent. 

Once they had rented about twenty barrel-vaulted houses in 
the village, they had to furnish them either as dormitories or 
for particular use: as a kitchen, dining-room, meeting-place, a 
doctor's and dentist's surgery, a pharmacy, a recreation room and 
a library (Birkas 1966: 80; Tzamaloukas 1975: 40).9 They made 
beds out of canes, stools and benches out of wooden packing cases 
and bamboo, and other furniture, and presumably imported large 
cauldrons for cooking and the plates, bowls and cutlery necessary 
for feeding several hundred people. Within six weeks of the first 
exiles arriving (i.e. by mid-September 1936) all the arrange
ments for the supply and cooking of food, for accommodation, for 
making and mending clothes, repairing shoes, supplying sheets 

wife Vasso arranged an escape attempt for him and other exiles during her 
visit to Anafi. 
8 Personal communication from Nitsa Gavrielidhou. 
9 Exiles carried out building as well as repair work: additional rooms 
were built on to the house used as "Government House" (Birkas 1966: 81). 
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and blankets, and for the organization of an educational pro
gramme were in place (Birkas 1966: 38-9). 

The dormitories held between ten and twenty people, under a 
three-person ypac:pdo, a committee consisting of a cashier, an 
"educational and cultural officer" and an overall supervisor 
(Tzamaloukas 1975: 44).10 While some people were assigned 
duties on a rota "for the commune" (e.g. collecting water for 
cooking and washing up), there were also rotas of "room duties". 
Donkeys and mules were hired on long-term loan for carrying 
water and other goods.11 Most houses in the village stored rain 
water in oTEpvEs-, cisterns. Presumably the large numbers of 
exiles meant that the cisterns of the houses they rented would 
very soon have run dry; hence recourse to the nearest fresh water 
source to the village. Birkas mentions that the exiles had a flock 
of sheep and goats; the commune's shepherds (presumably these 
were permanent positions) grazed them on land rented from 
islanders; they themselves lived in a cave (1966: 454). Milk was 
reserved for tuberculosis sufferers and patients in the sick bay as 
well as for any children in the commune. 

The exiles on Anafi also rented farming and garden land, 
olive trees, and, it seems, fishing boats (see photo in Birkas 1966: 
104). They acquired goods "in kind", oil and grain for example, 
from exchanges with, or labouring jobs for, islanders and bought 
provisions (often on credit from village grocers) and fresh 
produce such as eggs and cheese. They bought piglets and rabbits 
to rear (one exile who bought two rabbits which he hoped to 
breed found that he had been duped into buying two males). 
They negotiated with locals for the use of flour-mills and olive-

10 Recent information about the organization of the tobacco industry in 
Salonika (with committees of three in charge of each building) throws new 
light on this pattern for organizing life in exile. The model may not after all 
be drawn directly from communist manuals, but from workers' practical 
experience. 
11 These hired donkeys were named Hitler, Mussolini and Goering (Birtles 
1938: 138). An illustration in Birkas (1966: 83) shows Svolos taking his 
turn as VEpou}-.as-(water-carrier) with two of the donkeys. The commune 
also acquired dogs, as several memoirs mention. Bartziotas (1978: 108) 
says the commune's dog was called Goebbels, while one of my informants 
remembers the name as "Dolfus"; Gavrielidhes describes Dolfus's "singing". 
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presses with which to process what they had grown or picked. 
By common consent the commune also bought cigarettes, which 
were given to those carrying out particular rota jobs (bread
making and baking, or making four copies of the day's lessons) in 
eighths, quarters, halves, etc. 

Fuel was a problem on an island which had so few trees. 
Bartziotas (1978: 117) refers to an incident when "m aTEAEXTI 
Tou KoµµaTos Kat TTIS Koµ. NEO>-.a(as" ("the cadres of the Party 
and the Youth Section") set an example to the others by rising 
early and going out to collect x1vono6ta, brushwood, for fuel, 
returning to the kitchen with bundles weighing 15 to 20 okas 
(about 25 kilos or 50lbs) just as the others were drinking their 
breakfast tea. 

Exiles also shared their skills (doctor, fisherman, baker, 
teacher, shepherd, tanner, brickmaker, etc.). Some of these 
specialist skills helped the exiles establish mutually advant
ageous relationships with locals; the tannery set up by exiles 
took the skins of locally slaughtered animals, cured them, and 
sold them back to villagers or exchanged them for local produce. 
The exiles' doctor was also used by villagers, Greek police, and 
later by the Italian garrison. 

Besides a kitchen run for commune members serving 
breakfast, as well as a midday and an evening meal, there was a 
commune cafe, and a Kan(va, a sort of "tuck-shop", which sold 
cigarettes, eggs, and additional oil for food by the 50-lepta (half 
a drachma) and one-drachma spoonful. Incidentally, when small 
change or actual cash was short, the exiles made their own 
currency out of cardboard (Birkas 1966: 58, 88); the use of this 
EOWTEptKo voµwµa, internal currency, spread to the islanders 
and police. 

For all members of the commune, even for the minority of 
already committed communists, it was a completely new 
experience to live communally, and on such a scale, for such a 
long period of time. As one of the women interviewed by Hart 
said, speaking of women's prison life during the Occupation, "in 
jail we had a kind of socialism ... " (Hart 1990: 108). It must have 
been a unique experience to carry out all the tasks of everyday 
life in turn on a rota, without the usual classification of "men's or 
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women's work",12 and to discuss and decide the arrangement of 
their own daily life.13 Most tasks appear to have been 
"ungendered" but very heavy physical work and boat duty were 
carried out by men only (boat duty required rowing out to the 
steamer and unloading people and parcels: some of the men doing 
this stripped naked to prevent their one set of clothes from 
getting wet).14 The difference from their previous way of life 
may well have been greater for women than for men, because 
domestic tasks could not be allocated solely to women by reason 
of their very small numbers and the very large numbers of men. 
There were probably never more than ten women in the Anafi 
commune at any one time, and usually far fewer. There was 
certainly only one "women's house", which is said to have been 
small (Bartziotas 1978: 110). The presence of a few women in an 
overwhelmingly male group caused some organizational 
problems;15 in addition, the presence of children required special 
arrangements for suitable food, and for care. 

l2 In prison conditions, of course, there was no choice, for men or for 
women; Flountzis has a photo showing a prisoner at Akronafplia 
(Patlakas) sitting cross-legged and darning socks (1975: fifth plate 
between pp. 225 and 226), just as post-war women prisoners had to learn 
how to mend shoes (Nitsa Gavrielidhou, personal communication). 
13 Mikis Theodorakis commented thus on his period on a prison island: 
"We were permitted to organize our own little society. Illiterate prisoners 
learned to read and write. There were gymnastic classes. I learned English 
and I taught solfeggio. There were even some police officers in my classes. 
Boring and backbreaking jobs like washing dishes and scrubbing floors 
were rotated. In its rather unhappy way it was an ideal society" (Zwerin 
1991). 
14 Boat duty was, in addition, potentially very dangerous; on one occasion 
in March 1939, two small boats with ten exiles and one policeman were 
overturned at Prassa (an inlet on the north-west coast of the island used 
when the harbour on the south coast was inaccessible by reason of 
prevailing winds). This was the period when weather conditions 
prevented dinghies from reaching five successive steamers and the island 
was cut off for 35 days (Birkas 1966: 107-8). Glinos, in a letter dated 
January 1937, vividly describes the difficulties for exiles and islanders 
alike when wind and weather conditions interfered with the usual 
steamer schedule (1946: 175). 
15 Women exiles also experienced difficulties with local men. There were 
no latrines for either sex, but male exiles were able to walk out of the 
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The communards as colonisers 
The numbers in the commune often equalled or outstripped the 
numbers of local residents. Although they lived in the village, 
members of the commune, through its rules, were restricted in 
their contact with locals. Only designated officers of the 
commune were allowed to have contact with the police, post
office staff, grocers, and those renting out houses or land. Birkas 
tells us that before the Occupation one exile was allowed by the 
police to go to the only village cafe which had a radio in order 
to listen to the news and report back to the commune (1966: 130-
1) .16 Named individuals in the commune were instructed to visit 
village houses to buy spare eggs or other additional items for 
commune use. The expression of any opinion which seemed 
critical of local custom was strictly forbidden. Theft from locals 
was severely punished. The exiles' dependence on the goodwill 
of the Anafiots is said to have necessitated such strictness, and 
various authors recount stories of the islanders' respect for the 
honesty of the commune. Living in the village, but in some senses 
separately from it, the commune moulded the immediate 
environment in its own terms. 

Buildings, and rooms within them, were given names (see 
Tzamaloukas 1975: 27; Birkas 1966: 79); according to Birtles 
(1938: 124) the House of Stalin was used as a school, the House of 
Engels for cooking and eating and the Clara Zetkin House for 
guests, where Birtles and his wife Dora stayed in the Dimitrov 
room (1938: 122). Other house names were: Marx, Lenin, Telman, 

village to find somewhere to relieve themselves. Women found themselves 
spied on by local men. Bartziotas organized a work detail to build a 
latrine next to the women's house to overcome these difficulties (1978: 
117). Gavrielidhes says of the commune's rules regarding male exiles and 
local women: "Kat 1) ankn (JTpa/3oµana nµwpEtTat a'\JOTl)pa" 
("even a simple sideways glance is severely punished"; Gavrielidhes n.d. 
typescript p. 27). Discipline cannot have been quite as strict as this in 
practice, or my landlord, and others, would never have been able to marry 
island women. Bartziotas mentions problems (which he also claims to 
have solved) concerning sexual relationships between male and female 
exiles and between male exiles and a local woman. 
16 Exiles may possibly have had secret radios; my landlord described to me 
putting batteries in cooling-down ovens after bread-making to try to get a 
bit more life out of them. 
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Ligdhopoulos, Miliaresis, Laskaridhes, Maltezos, Stavridhes 
(Birkas 1966: 79). Bartziotas mentions the problems which arose 
when those in whose honour houses had been named signed 
"confessions" or were otherwise discredited; it was resolved to 
give places the names of dead heroes only (1978: 110). Birtles 
also says that the exiles' houses were decorated with the 
hammer and sickle as "coat of arms" (1938: 124). 

Exiles put up their own personal mottoes, too. Glinos 
describes pasting up in his room the saying "<j)Epnv 6E o,n av ii 
,w'l) sq yEvva(ws" ("to bear nobly whatever life gives") (1946: 
174; quoted also by Linardhatos 1966: 432); my landlord still had 
in his cafe in 1966 the piece of cardboard on which he had calli
graphed "Kai au,-6 0a TIEpacm" ("this too shall pass"), during 
his time of exile. The room which I rented at that time was 
decorated with murals painted by one of the exiles. They were 
still in good condition in 1988. 

A newspaper source (E0n1afs- Krfpu( [National Herald] 29 
December 1949: 4, column 8), publishing excerpts from the µucmKo 
apxdo ,-ou Mavia6ci'K11, the secret archive of Maniadhakis 
(Metaxas's Chief of Police),17 also suggests that exiles on Anafi 
named streets in the village publicly: "ot Atyot 6poµot nou 
u1111pxav E<j)Epav ws Et11s Emypa<j)das (sic): o6os I,-ci'Atv, 
o6os Tiaotovapta, o6os ~l)µl)Tpw<j)" ("the few streets which 
existed bore the following signs 'Stalin Street', 'Passionaria 
Street', 'Dimitrov Street"'). This source claims that the reason 
for this was the a<j)0ova xp11µarn (limitless funds) of the com
munist exiles which enabled them to "predominate" in the 
communal and political life of the islands. Memoirs of exiles do 
not confirm this claim of limitless funds; my informants also 
denied that exiles were able to put up street names, thinking it 
more likely that names were given to various village paths in a 
joking fashion. Gavrielidhes refers to the flat area just outside 
the eastern end of the village, where the exiles used to go for a 
daily walk, as 11KOKKtVl) TIAa,-da" (Red Square; Gavrielidhes 
n.d. typescript p. 28). 

17 I owe this reference to the kindness of Dr David Close of Flinders 
University, Australia. 
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Education and leisure 
Under the direction of the Mop(j>wnK11 EmTpo1111 (Educational 
Committee) those with little or no schooling were taught 
literacy and numeracy. For more advanced students language 
classes in French, English, German and Russian were put on 
(Birkas 1966: 55, 78; Tzamaloukas 1975: 43). Discussions, debates, 
and lectures were scheduled. As well as a general educational 
programme there was a three-stage "party-political" 
educational programme (Birkas 1966: 54). Public speaking and 
debating skills were also taught and practised. Because of the 
shortage of books, the day's lessons were copied out by a team 
working with four sheets of paper plus carbons (ibid.: 57). 
Eventually the commune acquired an rn(m:6os- 110Auypa(j)os-, 
literally a flat/level multicopier, "like the sort used in 
restaurants for copying menus" (ibid.: 56). Lessons were marked, 
examinations set and medals and diplomas awarded: "j3pajkuo11 
,-wv KaAuTE:pwv µae11,-w'v" ("[the commune] gave certificates to 
the best pupils"; Birkas 1966: 54). Handwritten wall newspapers 
were produced, containing serious articles, critical reviews and 
humour (Bartziotas 1978: 115). Linardhatos refers to a number of 
such newspapers: Etopµria11 (The Charge, as in a military 
engagement), Nw>.a{a (Youth), Erri00./p11a11 (The Review), 
Avrupaa{aras- (Anti-Fascist) and To Za>.oyyo (literally "The 
Grove", but also the name of a dance, made famous during the 
War of Independence when a line of women with their children 
danced on top of a cliff and one by one danced off the edge rather 
than be taken captive by the Turks; Linardhatos 1966: 432). 
Birkas says that these newspapers were publications of the 
various regional associations, Ilpwrorropda (Vanguard) for the 
Macedonians, Za>.oyyo for the Epirots, I'Ka(fra for the Pontian
Karamanlians, and A0r,vai'Krf .C:.poaui (Athenian Freshness) for 
the Athenian-Peiraiots (1966: 57). 

Leisure activities included putting on plays (one photo in 
Flountzis shows seven people in quite elaborate costumes, plate 2 
between pp. 128 and 129). My landlord showed me in the 1960s 
the shadow puppets he made during his period of exile. The 
puppets have been preserved by his family, along with his 
sketches for scenery. He told me that he put on shows in the 
village school to an audience of exiles and villagers (see Kenna 
1991: 73). Other leisure activities included running a raffle (in 
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which Birkas once won a leather bag, 1966: 76), recitals, and 
excursions outside the village (presumably with police 
permission) for picnics and sea-bathing. There was a commune 
choir, and a group of musicians with instruments including 
guitars, mandolins, and a saxophone. 

Before the Occupation, the exiles celebrated every boat day 
(when letters, parcels and money-orders arrived) by holding a 
dance at which the male exiles took turns to be "icaj3a}..}..itfpo Kat 

VTaµa" ("squire and lady"). The commune celebrated national 
holidays and "political" holidays such as the day of the three 
L's (Lenin, Limberg, Luxemberg), Red Army Day, and the October 
Revolution (Birkas 1966: 92). 

Independence Day 1941 
The celebrations on Anafi on 25 March 1941 (the Feast of the 
Annunciation and the day on which the start of the Greek War 
of Independence of 1821 is celebrated as a national holiday) 
marked a turning point for the members of the commune. Metaxas 
was dead (in January of that year), the Occupation of Greece was 
under way, but the island had not yet been occupied by an Italian 
garrison (which arrived on 4 May 1941). A detailed programme 
for the day was arranged, which was to include the islanders as 
well as the members of the commune (Tzamaloukas (1975: 72-6): 
popular songs from the commune choir, poetry recitations and a 
performance of the play Pefyas- o BE>..w-nvi\.efs- by Vasilis Rotas, 
about Rigas Ferraios, an early proponent of revolution against 
the Turks. The choice of this particular work may well have 
been significant; the police officer in charge was surnamed Rigas. 

Representatives of the commune attended the church service. 
When the service was over, the musicians and choir performed 
the national anthem. Next, a member of the commune, Zisakis, 
described as ouv6tica}..taT1)S" icanvEpyan1s- (a tobacco-workers' 
trade-unionist) from Serres, made a speech which related the 
War of Independence to the situation faced by Greece at that 
moment. The speaker urged that political differences be put 
aside in the face of a common enemy and shared patriotism. He 
ended with the plea for members of the commune to be released 
immediately, without making "confessions", to fight in the first 
line at the front. On other islands, exiles were released by the 
police, and in some cases, went with them in the same boats to 
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Crete to join the Resistance. Not so for the "Anafiot" exiles. The 
police-chief refused to let them go. 

As Birkas comments, at this point, the Anafi commune had 
been in existence for five full years, and its members were all 
seasoned exiles. Some of them had been in prison and exile 
continuously for as long as ten years, having been "inside" before 
the Metaxas dictatorship, during the regimes of Kondylis, 
Tsaldaris, and Venizelos, passing from one communal form of 
organization in prison, to a commune on one island, and thence to 
another, building up strong personal friendships as well as 
loyalties to particular communes, and to commune life in general. 
It was these bonds, built up over the previous years, which 
enabled the commune to continue in existence under Occupation 
for another eighteen months. 

Once the Italian garrison arrived, the status of the exiles 
changed from "a,r}..o( 1TOAlTlKOl EtopWTOl

11 to "atxµa}..WTOl

oµl)pOl Tou KaTaKT1)T1)
11 (Birkas 1966: 177): they were no longer 

"simple political exiles", that is prisoners of the Greek state, but 
"captive-hostages of the conqueror", the occupying forces. 
Conditions worsened; allowances were stopped, land renting 
arrangements terminated and other restrictions imposed. The 
life of the commune under Occupation requires a paper in its own 
right, and there is not space here to deal adequately with the 
rest of the story. In brief: the exile commune suffered terrible 
privations and several members died during the starvation 
winter of 1941-42 (see Kenna 1991, 1992). By September 1942 the 
members of the commune were dispersed to prison camps on other 
islands and the mainland. Many were shot in reprisals for 
resistance activities, many died of disease and ill-treatment; a 
few escaped to fight in the Resistance (see lists in Bartziotas 
1978: 131-6; Birkas 1966: 960-92). Only about 30 of the 220 in the 
commune at the start of Occupation were alive at the time 
Birkas wrote his memoir (1966: 438-9). 

Conclusion 
The gist of my argument has been that on Anafi, before the 
Occupation, the exiles had, ironically, the freedom in exile to 
create the ideal society that the "real world" was not able to 
give them. They reordered their environment to fit their world
view, and organized their everyday work and leisure time 
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accordingly. In addition they were forced to become agricultural 
workers, an experience which may well have affected their 
political philosophy later when, as guerrilla fighters and 
resistance leaders, they had to deal with rural people and 
provision small bands of fighters. Whether anything more far
reaching might have come of their experiences in exile is 
difficult to say, as so few of them survived to help build post
war Greece. 

Commune life profoundly affected the exiles; the way of life 
of the islanders themselves barely impinged on them. And yet, 
although certain contractual relationships with locals were 
necessary (from which financial gains were certainly made), 
individual and personal ones did develop, whether of anti
pathy, humanitarian feeling, or mutual attraction. Islanders 
were only able to witness the communal life of the exiles from 
the outside, and to glimpse its inner workings very occasionally. 
They may have admired the exiles' way of life in so far as it 
affected the exiles' behaviour towards themselves; it was not a 
life-style they wished to emulate. The experiment in Utopia 
was a closed system. 

The long sequence of exiles on Anafi affected the islanders 
profoundly by demonstrating to them the state's power over 
dissidents and indicating its view that the island was fit only to 
be an "open prison". Even in the 1970s Anafiots expressed the 
view that it was state policy to leave their island undeveloped 
because of its possible use as a place of exile. They saw the place 
where they lived through the eyes of those in the centre who 
regarded it as µaKpu:i an' ,o 0Eo (literally, far from God, god
forsaken). The irony of this account of Utopia at the edge is that 
exile provided an opportunity for the exiles, as well as being a 
punishment; and while it offered opportunities for the locals, it 
was a punishment for them as well. 
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The return of the Muses: some aspects of 
revivalism in Greek literature, 1760-1840 

Peter Mackridge 

A recurrent image in Greek writing of the early nineteenth 
century is that of the Muses, who, having been banished to 

Europe by the barbarian Turkish occupier, were now returning to 
their liberated homeland and were thus bringing about a new 
flourishing of the arts and sciences, which had for centuries been 
absent from Greece. This image is typical of the literary fashion 
for Classical Greek allusion among Greek intellectuals of the 
time, and it acted as a convenient metaphor for the rebirth of 
high culture in Greece to which they earnestly looked forward. 
The re-establishment of the arts and sciences, especially 
literature, among the Greeks was felt by the Greek intellectual 
leaders both before and after the establishment of the Greek 
state to be a precondition for modern Greece's recognition by the 
West as a nation worthy of respect and sympathy. 

The aim of this paper is to use literary evidence in order to 
examine the changing attitudes of the Greeks and other Orthodox 
Christians of the Balkans to the relationship between 
themselves and the Greek past during the period leading up to 
the Greek War of Independence in 1821 and its immediate 
aftermath. Despite the existence of a number of conflicting social, 
economic, and cultural interests and orientations within the 
Greek-speaking world at the time, we can easily observe the 
progressively increasing intensity of a fashion for intellectuals to 
appeal to ancient Hellas in order to legitimate their activities in 
the eyes of both their compatriots and the Europeans. This 
fashion was of course encouraged by Neo-classical and Romantic 
Hellenism in Europe. 

For the Balkans the eighteenth century was the period of 
what the historian Paschalis Kitromilides has called the "pax 
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ottomanica ".1 At this time the external borders of the Ottoman 
Empire became stabilized, while the Orthodox Patriarchate of 
Constantinople was consolidating its control over the Balkans by 
appointing a large number of Greek bishops even in areas where 
Greek was not normally spoken; indeed, in the late eighteenth 
century the Patriarch's jurisdiction covered a larger number of 
people than during the Byzantine period, the Millet-i Rum com
prising not only Greek-speakers but persons who had Albanian, 
Vlach, Romanian, and various Slavonic dialects as their native 
tongue. But the fact that the liturgy was in Greek meant that 
those who entered the Church as priests or monks needed to learn 
Greek, while many bishops and other churchmen attempted to 
persuade the non-Greek-speaking Orthodox populations in their 
areas to adopt Greek as their spoken language.2 At the same time 
the Ottoman Empire had been obliged under pressure from Russia 
to allow the two provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia (which 
more or less make up present-day Romania) to be governed on 
behalf of the Empire by Christian princes. Most of these were 
drawn from a small number of Constantinopolitan Greek families 
who regularly filled high positions in the Patriarchate, 
although there were some princes of native Romanian families 
too. The hospodars of Wallachia and Moldavia conducted their 
administration in Greek, and education in the principalities was 
similarly carried out in Greek. Thus in the late eighteenth 
century the use of the Greek language became more widespread 
and prestigious than at any time since the height of the 
Byzantine Empire; the Balkans had become politically and 

1 P.M. Kitromilides, "Orthodox culture and collective identity in the 
Ottoman Balkans during the eighteenth century", in: C. Heywood and K. 
Fleet (eds.), The Ottoman Empire in the eighteenth century, Cambridge 
(forthcoming [1994)). 
2 For instance Kosmas the Aetolian (d. 1779), who discouraged the 
speaking of Albanian (Kosmas o Aitolos, t:.ioax{s-, Athens n.d., p. 207); the 
Vlach Daniel of Moschopolis, who urged Albanians, Vlachs and 
Bulgarians to take up Greek (Ewaywyinf Sioacu:a>.Ja, n.p. [Constant
inople?] 1802, preface); and Neophytos Doukas (see P.M. Kitromilides, 
"'Imagined communities' and the origins of the national question in the 
Balkans", European Historical Quarterly 19 (1989) 156-7). 
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ecclesiastically united, with a marked absence of national 
divisions and ethnic conflicts.3 

It is no accident that, as far as I know, the first appearance of 
the image of the returning Muses coincides chronologically with 
the beginning of the so-called Greek Enlightenment, a movement, 
influenced by the Enlightenment in Europe, whose aim was to 
educate the Greek nation in modem western learning and whose 
ultimate consequence (though many of its exponents were not fully 
aware of this at the time) was the establishment of an inde
pendent Greek state at the expense of both the Ottoman Empire 
and the Patriarchate of Constantinople. The background of the 
first writer to use this image of the Muses, Iosipos Moisiodax, is 
indicative that the Greek Enlightenment was a pan-Balkan 
affair. His very surname was an explicit statement of his non
Greek origin, for by calling himself Moisiodax (a Moesian 
Dacian) he tells us that he was a Vlach from Bulgaria. 

In 1761 Moisiodax published at Venice a Greek translation of 
Muratori's Moral Philosophy. In the preface to this volume he 
wrote that "When Greece lived in freedom and was governed 
with autonomy," the arts and sciences flourished. "But finally, 
whether because of the multitudinous sins of the people, or on 
account of the sluggish rule of the Emperors of Constantinople, 
the barbarian nations flooded in" and the Muses were forced to 
seek refuge at Constantinople; but when this too was overrun, the 
Muses were replaced by "ignorance, boorishness, wretchedness". 
But now, in his own time, Moisiodax goes on, all this had 
changed: 

Politeness, decency, and love of learning seem again to have 
revived ... In truth, schools multiply, general education flourishes, 
philosophy is taught, mathematics is heard, teachers increase in 
number. The whole of Greece should respect those who are 
striving to recall the Muses to their native Helicon.4 

3 P.M. Kitromilides, "'Balkan mentality': history, legend, imagination", 
Communication to the Seventh International Congress of South-East 
European Studies, Thessaloniki, 28 August-4 September 1994. 
4 Iosipos Moisiodax (tr.), H0u:ri </>i'Aoao</J{a (Venice 1761). The preface 
is reprinted in P.M. Kitromilides, I. MoiaioSa{, Athens 1985, pp. 323ff. 
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There are several points here that deserve comment. As a 
monk, Moisiodax was obliged to consider the possibility that the 
benighted period during which the Muses were exiled from 
Greece was sent by God as a punishment for the sins of the Greeks. 
It should be noted, though, that even as an Orthodox Christian 
he looks back with nostalgia to the time when "Greece lived in 
freedom and was governed with autonomy", by which he can only 
be referring to the Golden Age of ancient Greece; moreover, he has 
no hesitation in considering the possibility of another cause for 
the Greeks' misery, namely the "sluggish rule" of the Orthodox 
Christian Emperors of Constantinople. He does not number the 
Vlachs among the "barbarian nations" that overran the Balkans; 
indeed, despite the fact that Vlach was his mother tongue, he 
considered himself to be as Greek as any other Orthodox 
Christian who partook of Greek paideia. Nevertheless, there is 
no evidence that Moisiodax was actually looking forward to a 
future of political independence for Greece. 

The return of the Muses, whether expressed as a pious hope or 
as a deliberate aim, continued to be a recurrent metaphor in Greek 
writings during the following decades, gathering momentum 
especially during the 1810s, at a time when the prospect of an 
independent Greece was beginning to be viewed by a number of 
intellectuals as a practical possibility. The use of the metaphor 
tends to be accompanied by other references to the revival, or at 
least the imitation or emulation, of ancient Greek culture. It also 
typically forms part of an orientation towards modern western 
Europe, where many of the Greek intellectuals had been educated 
in the Classics. A frequently formulated scenario, symbolizing 
this process, was that the Muses, having been exiled from Greece, 
had sought refuge in western Europe, which had nurtured them 
during the centuries of Greek captivity and which was now ready 
to hand them back; some writers before 1821 stated that the 
Muses were already on their way home and were staying 
temporarily in the Danubian principalities of Wallachia and 
Moldavia until such time as Greece herself was ready to take 
them back. 

See also R. Clogg, "Elite and popular culture in Greece under Turkish rule", 
Indiana Social Studies Quarterly 32 (1979) 72. 
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I want now, however, to turn my attention to literature itself 
and to concentrate on the cases of a number of individuals and 
trends that will help to chart the changing function of literature 
during the period. "Literature" is a difficult concept to define, 
especially for the early part of the period under discussion when 
the various genres had not yet been distinguished and defined; 
but we can at least classify any work in verse as literary because 
of the artistry required of the versifier. 

Few Orthodox Christians in the Ottoman Empire in 1761 
would have shared the views of Moisiodax that I have quoted. 
One writer who presents attitudes more typical of the time is 
Kaisarios Dapondes, probably the most prolific Greek writer of 
the eighteenth century, who was born in 1714 on the Aegean 
island of Skopelos. Like many bright young men of his time, he 
went off to Constantinople to find his fortune and soon obtained a 
position as secretary to members of the Phanariot aristocracy, for 
whom he worked for some years both in the imperial capital and 
in the Danubian principalities. He appears to have met with 
considerable success and to have amassed a certain wealth, but 
his life was changed by a series of personal misfortunes. He was 
briefly imprisoned in Constantinople; shortly after his release he 
got married, but his wife died in childbirth together with their 
first child. Struck by remorse, he decided to atone for his sins by 
becoming a monk, and eventually went to take up residence at the 
Xeropotamou Monastery on Mount Athos. No sooner had he 
arrived there, however, than the other monks decided to take 
advantage of the presence in their brotherhood of a much
travelled man of the world by despatching him on an eight-year 
peregrination of the Greek Orthodox world, accompanied by a 
fragment of the True Cross, with the aim of collecting alms for 
the monastery. After his return he set about writing a number of 
works on history and geography as well as books of moral 
edification. But his most interesting work is his long account of 
his peregrination with the holy relic entitled The Garden of 
Graces and containing a wealth of autobiographical information 
and long digressions which reveal his outlook on the world.5 

5 Kaisarios Dapondes, "K11nos- xapfrwv" (written 1768), in E. Legrand, 
Bibliotheque grecque vulgaire, vol. 3, Paris 1881, pp. 1-232. 
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The Garden of Graces presents a clear image of the Greek 
Orthodox world-view before the formation of a new Greek 
consciousness under the influence of the Greek Enlightenment 
with its orientation towards modern Europe and ancient Greece. 
As Paschalis Kitromilides points out, Dapondes's conceptual 
world possessed two cores which gave him his sense of identity: 
an outer core represented his consciousness of living in the 
Ottoman Empire, while an inner core represented his conscious
ness of being an Orthodox Christian.6 Each of these cores was 
orientated towards Constantinople, which continued to be the 
seat of secular and religious authority, as it had been during the 
Byzantine Empire; indeed, the Ottoman Empire, as a theocratic 
state, recognized no distinction between religious and secular 
authority. Dapondes's writings show no sense either of a national 
homeland or of ethnic conflict between Greek and non-Greek 
Orthodox Christians within the Ottoman Empire? Although his 
writings include a geography of Europe (which for the most part 
concerns places he had never visited), his own experience 
excludes western Europe. When he wishes to place his 
experiences in a historical context, he does so by specifying who 
occupied the thrones of the Ottoman Empire, the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate, and the Danubian Principalities. The idea of the 
divine right of rulers and of the hereditary nature of authority 
(though not of course in the case of celibate Patriarchs!) is deeply 
engrained in Dapondes's world-view, as no doubt was the belief, 
repeatedly expressed by representatives and supporters of the 
Church from the Ottoman conquest to the eve of the Greek War of 
Independence, that the Turks had been sent by God to protect the 
Orthodox from the schismatics of the Church of Rome. 

It is indicative that The Garden of Graces, written in 1768 in 
Dapondes's habitual fifteen-syllable rhymed couplets, is 
dedicated and ostensibly addressed to the fourteen-year-old son 
of Dapondes's late patron, a Phanariot hospodar of Moldavia; 
the son too was later to become ruler of the same province. Much 
of the Greek literary activity from the middle of the eighteenth 
century to 1821 had some connection with the Danubian 

6 Kitromilides, "Balkan mentality" (see note 3 above). 
7 ibid. 
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principalities, whether because the author had studied there, or 
because he had been employed there as a teacher, a secretary, or 
an official, or because one of the princes was the dedicatee and/ or 
financier of the publication. The principalities, situated within 
the Orthodox world but on the margins of the Ottoman Empire, 
and governed by Orthodox princes of Greek culture who were 
crowned at Constantinople according to rituals reminiscent of 
Byzantine ceremonial, were the meeting point of political and 
cultural currents flowing from the Ottoman Empire, the Balkans, 
Russia, the Hapsburg Empire, and western Europe. But, beyond 
his dedicatee, the young Alexandros Mavrokordatos, Dapontes is 
addressing any Greek-speaking Orthodox Christian who cares to 
read him. The Garden of Graces is a compendium of instruction in 
the ways of God and the world (in particular the life of the 
Orthodox Christians in various parts of the Empire), a book of 
moral edification, but also a work of entertainment, and its style 
is chatty, the addressee being constantly present in the poet's 
discourse. 

In The Garden of Graces Dapondes's attitude to the Ottomans 
is ambivalent, a combination of regret with resigned acceptance 
of Ottoman rule. At one point he talks of a dream in which he 
saw Sultan Ahmet, father "mu j3aoi>-lws- µas- Tou no>-uxpovE
µlvou" ("of our king - long may he reign"], who had ruled his 
Empire well with the assistance of Ibrahim, "the famed vizir" 
and friend of the Christians.8 In Dapondes's dream Sultan Ahmet 
had foretold that the peace, law, and order which had 
prevailed till his time would disappear at his death; and 
Dapondes comments that indeed he has seen the state of the 
world grow worse since the days of his youth. Elsewhere, 
however, when describing his tour of the Aegean islands, he 
laments that they are "under the slavish yoke of a slave-woman, 
Hagar the Egyptian",9 referring to the legend that the Moslems 
are descended from Abraham's concubine Hagar rather than from 
his lawful wife Sarah. 

If the state of his homeland under Moslem rule is unsatis
factory, how does he view the time of the Christian emperors of 

8 Dapondes, op. cit., eh. XII, 11. 132-6. 
9 ibid., eh. XI, 11. 379-80. 
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Constantinople and the pagan Hellenes who preceded them? In 
chapter XI he describes an ancient fortress on Samos, whose every 
tower and wall is "av6pEfos- Tl)S" Ehhl)VtK'l)S- rn0pE<)>Tl)S"" ["mirror 
of Hellenic courage"], and goes on to extol "our old forefathers", in 
comparison with whom his contemporaries are "av0pwnci'pta, 
nt0l)KES-, µaoKapa6Es-" ["mannikins, apes, and buffoons"].10 He 
justifies this invidious comparison by pointing to the enduring 
nature of ancient buildings in contrast with modern ones which so 
readily collapse: ancient builders were divine heroes, "true men, 
unbelievers but yet pious in soul and manners".11 In particular, 
Pythagoras, Democritus and Heraclitus are said to have been 
more saintly than any man alive today.12 Then Dapondes goes on 
to the wonders built by the Byzantine emperors, which he calls 
"relics of our own erstwhile authority" and "ornaments of our 
sacred imperial throne".13 He also has a vision of "our 
Byzantium in its golden age and in our dreams".14 Elsewhere in 
his poem Dapondes can't resist telling stories of metamorphosis 
based on Ovid and having a good laugh with his addressee at the 
sexual exploits of the ancient gods, whom he depicts with 
irreverent familiarity and racy language: Zeus, for instance, is 
described as "yaµvtci's- 6taj3o}.EµµEfvos-" [a "devilish bonker"] and 
Hermes as his "po'l.l<)>tci'vos-" ["pimp"].15 He concludes that, while 
we can thank God we have escaped from the "abominable 
religion" of the ancient Greeks, we can still learn from their 
stories.16 In the same way, in another work, Dapondes feels free 
to retell the stories of Nasreddin Hodja, which were so popular 
throughout the Balkans and the Middle East. The religion 
practised by the inventor of a tale was clearly no obstacle when it 
came to drawing a lesson of moral conduct from it. But such a 
flippant treatment of the ancient Greek heritage would become 
unfashionable fifty years later, in the run-up to the War of 

10 ibid., 11. 40-3. This and the quotations that follow indicate Dapondes's 
ambivalent attitude to his "Hellenic" (i.e. pagan) forefathers. 
11 ibid., ll. 84-5. 
12 ibid., 11. 263-306. 
13 ibid., 11. 111-13. 
14 ibid., ll. 31-2. 
15 ibid., eh. XV, 11. 263-4. 
16 ibid., eh. XV, 11. 395-410. 
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Independence, when any reference to ancient Greek culture was 
likely to be made in tones of portentous reverence. 

Perhaps the most popular form of literature written and read 
by members of the Greek-speaking Orthodox communities that 
enjoyed the privilege of relative freedom at the princely courts of 
Bucharest and Jassy between about 1770 and 1821 were the usually 
anonymous verses that found their way into manuscript 
anthologies known as mismayes (from the Arabic and Turkish 
word mecmua meaning collection or miscellany).17 Apart from 
their wide circulation in manuscript, many of these poems, which 
were generally composed in order to be sung to Ottoman melodies, 
were also published in a number of books which appeared in two 
batches of two each, the first in the early 1790s and the second in 
the late 1810s;18 this kind of poem continued to enjoy an afterlife 
in anthologies published even after the establishment of the 
Greek state. 

These verses, which seem to combine Ottoman with French 
influences, had two chief themes: love and the vicissitudes of 
fate. The love-poems are usually addressed by a male lover to an 
unwilling mistress, and one can imagine that they were frequent
ly employed by young men-about-town in Constantinople, 
Bucharest and Jassy in their efforts to woo their sweethearts. The 
poems on the vicissitudes of fate contain two conflicting messages: 
the more cynical view that you should neither nurture false 
hopes nor trust good fortune, since you can rely on nothing and trust 
no one; and the more hopeful view that as long as you show 
patience and endurance, happiness will be your reward. The 
cynical message - that one has to make one's own fate - seems 
especially suitable for those who were part of the Phanariot 
administration, while the hopeful one is perhaps a consolation 

17 A collection of poems from these anthologies has been published in a new 
edition by Andia Frantzi, Mwµayui: av0o).oyio cpavapufnK7]5' 
1ro(71aT)5' Kara TTJII {KooaT) LlaoifTTJ (1818), Athens 1993. 
18 Rigas Velestinlis (tr.), Ixo).dov rnv IITEALKaT(J)JI Epaanfv, Vienna 
1790 (new ed. by P.S. Pistas, Athens 1971); 'Ep(J)T05' a1ron).{aµarn 1JTDL 
WTOp(a T)0LKOEp(J)TLK1J µE 1TOI\LTLKa Tpayouoia, Vienna 1792 (new 
ed. by Mario Vitti, Athens 1989, omitting some of the songs); Zisis Daoutis 
(ed.), Llid</>opa ri0iKa, Kai aarda anxoupyrfµarn, Vienna 1818; 
Dionysios Fotinos, N{os- Ep(J)TOKPLTD5', Vienna 1818. 
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for those who had to suffer under it; but both have presumably 
emerged from the experience of a community that was ultimately 
subject to a capricious sultan who might raise someone to a 
princely throne one day, then the next day have him beheaded 
for some imagined misdemeanour. 

Phanariot poetry is often characterized by its formalism and 
playfulness: it is an art of insincerity. The most accomplished 
poet to have emerged from this tradition was Athanasios 
Christopoulos, who was born in Macedonia in 1772 and settled in 
Bucharest, where he became an official at the princely court. His 
collection Lyrika was published in 1811,19 but there are 
indications that the poems were written even before the tum of 
the century. The collection is chiefly divided into sections 
entitled "Erotika", which includes playful love-poems 
containing recurrent references to Aphrodite and her blind son, 
and "Vacchika", which are poems in praise of drinking. The 
collection ends with a longer and more ambitious poem in fifteen
syllable rhymed couplets, entitled "The Apology of Eros", in 
which Eros claims to be sole master of the world. These poems, 
written in imitation of the "Anacreontic" poems that were in 
vogue in the West in the Renaissance and then again in the 
eighteenth century, display a complete absence of an Orthodox 
Christian outlook without however taking their Classical 
references seriously either. The Lyrika is also an important 
sampler of what can be done by a skilful versifier who uses an 
urbane spoken modern Greek and tries his hand at a wide variety 
of metrical and rhyming schemes. As we shall see later, Christo
poulos was to become the target of contemptuous criticism from 
the poets who set out to glorify the exploits of the Greek warriors 
in the War of Independence, namely Kalvos and Solomos. Yet an 
indication of the popularity and prestige that these poems 
continued to enjoy is that the first book ever to be printed in 
Athens was an edition of Christopoulos's Lyrika; this was in 
1825, when the Turks were still occupying the Acropolis and were 
beginning their year-long siege of Missolonghi. 

Yet even Christopoulos, after the composition of his Lyrika 
but before their first edition, published a neoclassical "heroic 

19 Athanasios Christopoulos, Avpu::d, n.p. [Vienna] 1811. 
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drama", variously titled Achilles and The Death of Patroclus, in 
1805.2° For metamorphoses in Greek literary and ideological 
fashions had already been happening for some time. It is 
interesting to observe such metamorphoses taking place within 
individual writers. Such a metamorphosis took place very early 
in Rigas, a writer of Vlach origin born in the village of Velestino 
in Thessaly around 1757. He too made his way to the Danubian 
principalities, where he apparently amassed a substantial 
fortune through commerce. His first book, entitled The School of 
Delicate Lovers and published at Vienna in 1790, consisted of 
translations of selected short stories from the book Les 
Contemporaines by the French writer Retif de la Bretonne. These 
stories, with which he took occasional liberties in order to render 
their settings and situations more familiar to his Phanariot 
readers, are also interspersed with Phanariot love-poems such as 
are to be found in the mismayes. Rigas's book was followed two 
years later, in 1792, by an anonymous collection of short stories 
entitled The Consequences of Love. This book consists of what 
appear to be original stories set in Constantinople and other areas 
familiar to the Phanariots, and it too includes a number of 
Phanariot love-songs; it is thus both the first collection of modem 
Greek short stories ever to be published and the first printed 
anthology of modern Greek verse by various hands for almost a 
century. 21 The Consequences of Love is an indication of the 
popularity of the trend that Rigas had begun. 

Rigas was printing his sentimental stories for sensitive lovers 
the year after the French Revolution. But once the revolutionary 
message reached him, he must have undergone a profound 
ideological change, for seven years later, in 1797, he published a 
revolutionary manifesto consisting of patriotic proclamations and 
war-songs, a declaration of the rights of man, and a provisional 
constitution for a republic which would cover the whole of the 

20 Athanasios Christopoulos, iJ.pdµa 1/PWLKOV ns- TTJV aw11.oowpLK1JV 
otd'Ac,:rov, n.p., n.d. [Vienna 1805]. Christopoulos's drama (together with 
the collection of comedies by Georgios Soutzos, II o V1)µarri n va 
opaµan,:d, which appeared in Venice in the same year) was apparently 
the first new original play in Greek to have been published since Baat'Ads
o Pooo'A{vos- by the Cretan Ioannis-Andreas Troilos in 1647. 
21 That is, since 'Av81] w'Aaf3das-, Venice 1708. 
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Balkans and Asia Minor and have Greek as its language of 
administration. He also published a military manual for 
distribution among Greek fighting-men and a map of Greece 
indicating the ancient and modem names of each location, sites of 
battles against the barbarians, reproductions of ancient coins, 
lists of Byzantine emperors, and a plan of Constantinople. It was 
while he was in the process of despatching these documents to his 
contacts in the Ottoman Empire that he was arrested by the 
Austrian police and handed over to the Ottoman authorities, 
who executed him in 1798 for incitement to sedition. 

Rigas's metamorphosis into a Greek patriot was perhaps the 
earliest and most violent that we can find in this period. A more 
gradual - and more peaceful - instance is that of Iakovakis Rizos 
Neroulos, born at Constantinople in 1778. Attaching himself to a 
succession of Phanariot princes, he rose to become Grand Postelnic 
or chief minister of the principality of Wallachia about 1814 
(such appointments, grand as they may have been in name, were 
made for one year only). In 1818 he was appointed secretary and 
translator in the interpreting service of the Sublime Porte and in 
the following year became Grand Postelnic of Moldavia. 
Neroulos was the dedicatee of the first edition of Christo
poulos's I.yrika. In 1816 he published a mock-heroic poem 
entitled The theft of the turkey (there is no pun in the Greek 
original!) which provides a charming, humorous, but affection
ate portrait of a frivolous young Phanariot aristocrat who loses 
the prize turkey-hen that he has been fattening up for a feast.22 

Rizos Neroulos is perhaps most famous for the Korakistika, 
or "language of the ravens" (published in 1813), a light-hearted 
satire, in dramatic form, directed against the language reforms 
proposed by Adamandios Korais, in which a deranged pedant 
who insists on speaking "corrected" Greek even to his children 
and servants, almost chokes to death during a meal while trying 
to pronounce an eighteen-syllable word (E>-.a6iott6toa>-.a-ro
>-.axavoKapuKEuµa) which he has concocted out of ancient Greek 
roots in order to avoid pronouncing the barbaric ">-.axavooa>-.a-ra", 
until his children persuade him to utter the everyday word and 

22 Iakovakis Rizos Neroulos, Kovpws- ap1rayrf, 1ro{T}µa T/P«HK0-

1ewµi1ecfv, Vienna 1816. 
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he is cured.23 Neroulos's attack on pedantry and linguistic 
archaism was not however intended to defend the spoken 
language of the common people, but rather to promote the 
"ennobled" language cultivated by the Phanariot aristocracy 
over the generations at the expense of the new-fangled reforms 
proposed by Korais, who was an inveterate opponent of what he 
viewed as the inherited but undeserved privileges and ill-gotten 
wealth of a clique that prospered by collaborating with Oriental 
despots in keeping the greater part of the Greek population in 
ignorance and moral degradation. 

But Neroulos too was affected by the neoclassical fashion 
that was gathering momentum, and he produced a pair of 
tragedies on ancient Greek themes to suit the mood of the times, 
Aspasia and Polyxena (published in 1813 and 1814 respect
ively).24 Both these works are sentimental rather than patriotic. 
The first concentrates on Aspasia's grief at the death of Pericles, 
while the second is a family drama revolving rather incon
gruously around the rivalry between Polyxena and Cassandra for 
the hand of Achilles. Neroulos's tragic turn is symptomatic of a 
literature that was turning away from wit and charm in order to 
espouse an earnest but bloodless and humourless spirit of neo
classical virtue. 

Later, after the expulsion of the Phanariots from the 
Danubian principalities with the outbreak of the Greek War of 
Independence in 1821, Neroulos found himself in Geneva, where in 
1826 he took it upon himself to deliver and publish a Cours de 
litterature grecque moderne - the first work to provide a 
substantial survey of Greek writing (not confined to what we 
would now call "literary") since 1700 and to attempt to define the 

23 Iakovos Rizos, KopaKwn,cc{, r[ Siop8wais- nw pwµafrrw yJ..uf aaas-. 
KwµwS{a as- rpas- Tlpa(ais- Siatp€µ/1111, n.p. [Vienna] 1813 (new ed. 
with French translation by P.A. Lascaris: Rizos Neroulos, Les 
Korakistiques, Paris 1928). The title, as well as a pun on Korais's name, is a 
reference to the conspiratorial jargon used by adults so as not to be 
understood by children, and vice versa. Birds - and eating - appear to have 
held a special fascination for Neroulos! 
24 Iakovos Rizos, Aa1raa{a, rpaywS{a, Vienna 1813; Iakovakis Rizos 
Neroulos, TT OA U(EYT}, rpaywS(a as- 1TEJ/T€ 1Tpa(as- Ol T/PT}µEVT}, 
Vienna 1814. 
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concept "modern Greek literature" - in which he claims, among 
other things, that his Aspasia was the first tragedy in Modern 
Greek to observe the rule of the three unities. A few years later, 
in 1833, in 1834 and again in 1841, Neroulos was to serve briefly
as briefly as he had been Grand Postelnic of Wallachia and 
Moldavia - as Minister of Cults and Public Instruction in the 
Kingdom of Greece. 

I like to imagine Neroulos, like many other Greeks of his 
time and from a similar background, changing his political views 
and his language as readily as he changed his clothes: in 1821, 
abandoning the elaborate Oriental costume of a Phanariot 
courtier, he would have donned a frock coat to give his course of 
lectures in Geneva, and presumably retained it when he arrived 
in Greece.25 At the same time he exchanged his urbane and 
reactionary outlook and his colloquial language for the noble 
ideals of a Greek patriot expressing himself in the staid 
"corrected" Greek of Korais. Geographically speaking, 
Neroulos's life came full circle, for he died in 1850 while serving 
as Greek ambassador at Constantinople. I don't know what 
clothes he wore in that capacity. 

The taste for drama was in fact one of the chief ways in 
which the fashion for Classical themes and references 
manifested itself, and in the few years preceding the outbreak of 
the War of Independence the theatre provided an important 
forum for the dissemination of patriotic sentiments. Amateur 
productions of tragedies were staged not only at Bucharest but at 
Odessa, which was more or less a Greek city, and at Corfu. Among 
the first plays to be performed in Modern Greek outside Venetian
occupied Crete and the Ionian Islands was an anonymous 

25 Coincidentally Alexis Politis (PoµavrlK<i xpovia, Athens 1993, pp. 
119-23), writes about dress as a sign of "mentality" (I would rather say 
ideology) among the Greeks in the early nineteenth century. Especially 
germane is what he writes about one of the leaders of the Greek revolution, 
Alexandros Mavrokordatos, the dedicatee of Shelley's "Hellas" - not to be 
confused with his namesake, the dedicatee of Dapondes's Garden of Graces 
- who wore oriental dress in Pisa but went to Greece in 1821 wearing 
European dress as a sign of his European liberal views. 
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translation of Metastasio's Themistocles at Odessa in 1814.26 

Although the play was written by the court poet to the Austrian 
emperor, its suitably Classical setting and noble patriotic 
sentiments - Themistocles refuses to collaborate with the 
Persians while he is in exile - were suited to the mood of the 
times, and this drama was frequently revived. One of its 
performances in Odessa in 1816 was followed by the staging of an 
anonymous playlet accompanied by music and dancing whose 
title, "The Souliots at Yannina", indicates that it could only 
have been of an overtly patriotic nature, given that the Souliots 
had successfully resisted incorporation into the Ottoman state for 
longer than any other section of the Greek people.27 A 
performance of a modem Greek prose adaptation of Sophocles's 
Philoctetes by the Hellenized Bulgarian Vlach Nikolaos 
Pikkolos at Odessa in February 181828 - the first performance of 
an ancient Greek tragedy in the modem Greek theatre - inspired 
a poem, recited after the performance, that is indicative of the 
way such events were received: the poem is placed in the mouth 
of the Patris, who welcomes the return of the gods and the old 
Greek heroes to life and calls upon the young "lovers of 
Melpomene" to ensure that she too is brought back in her turn.29 

The first full-length openly patriotic drama to be performed 
in Greek seems to have been the tragedy The Death of 
Demosthenes by Pikkolos, performed at Odessa in September 
1818. The long notice of this play in the journal Ermes o Logios 
makes it clear that the play was allegorical, and that the 
Macedonians whom Demosthenes resisted were intended to 
represent the Turks; before taking poison Demosthenes urges the 

26 See Anna Tarnbaki, "To EAAl)VlKO 0EaTpo OTl)V 061)000 (1814-1818): 
a0l)oauptoTa apxda", Epanan[s- 16 (1980) 229-38. 
27 For the intriguingly scant information available on this play see 
Angeliki Fenerli-Panayotopoulou, "To 0EaTptKo Epyo 'l:°'JAlWTES""', 
Epanarrfs- 3 (1965) 157-69. 
28 On Pikkolos's <Pi"AoKT1]TTJS-, including the text of the play, see Dimitris 
Spathis, 0 ,1iaef>wnaµos- ,:ai ro EAATJ1'LKO Marpo, Thessaloniki 1986, pp. 
145-98. Pikkolos appears to have been the author of an earlier play 0 
AEw11{&zs- Ell 8Epµomf"Aais-, published anonymously in 1816: see Spathis, 
or cit., pp. 152-4. 
2 The poem was published in Epµ1)s- o Aoyws- 1818, 195-6. 
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Athenians to choose between "freedom or death", which was the 
watch-word of the secret Friendly Society that was preparing 
the Revolution and was to become the battle-cry of the War of 
Independence; Demosthenes goes on to state that he has no wish 
to live except as the citizen of a free homeland.30 This 
performance was also followed by a performance of the "Souliots" 
ballet. So that there might be no misunderstanding, when The 
Death of Demosthenes was revived in 1819, it was preceded by a 
brief one-act play by Georgios Lassanis entitled "Greece and the 
Foreigner" .31 

In addition to the translation and performance of stem 
neoclassical tragedies by Metastasio, Voltaire, and Alfieri, and 
the production of original dramas of a similar type, as well as 
adaptations (though not performances) of comedies by Moliere to 
local settings, there was much critical discussion about the 
importance of drama for the improvement of morals and the 
resurgence of Greece in the decade preceding the War of 
Independence. The theatre was repeatedly talked about as being, 
together with the church and the school, an institution where 
the Greeks would learn to mend their morals by learning to love 
virtue, honour, and courage and to shun vice. 

In the 1810s there was a great deal of discussion not only of 
drama but of literature in general and its contribution to the 
improvement of morals and the development of patriotic 
sentiments. In 1811 there appeared the first Greek literary and 
scholarly journal Ermes o Logios, which lasted until the outbreak 
of the War of Independence and whose initial publishing history 
indicates the way in which Greeks from widely separated 
geographical areas and from varying ideological backgrounds 
were able to collaborate in a common patriotic cause. It was 
founded in Vienna by an archimandrite from the village of Milies 
on Mount Pelion, Anthimos Gazis, with the encouragement of 
Korais, who had been born in Smyrna but whose family was from 
Chios and who had been living for many years in Paris, and with 
financial help from two Phanariot princes and a merchant 
(Ioannis Varvakis) from the island of Psara, who was making a 

30 Epµ1J~ o Aoyw~ 1818, 576-82. 
31 Epµ1J~ o Aoyw~ 1819, 360; see also Spathis, op. cit., pp. 44-5. 
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vast fortune as an exporter of caviar, first in Astrakhan on the 
Volga near the Caspian Sea, then from 1815 at Taganrog on the 
Sea of Azov. It is significant that in its first year Ermes o Logios 
contained an article by Korais's friend Alexandros Vasiliou, a 
merchant from Argyrokastro in Northern Epirus settled in 
Trieste, where he served as Ottoman consul, concerning the name 
that the modern Greeks should use for themselves; it is 
indicative that, rejecting the normal term Romaioi/ Romioi he 
does not adopt Hellenes (which still tended to refer to the 
ancient pagans) but Graikoi.32 Ermes o Logios remained the chief 
mouthpiece of Korais's ideas on language, education, and culture, 
yet maintained good relations with some at least of the 
Phanariot establishment in the Danubian principalities. Other 
journals were soon being published in Vienna and Paris, each of 
them taking either a broadly pro-Korais or a broadly anti
Korais stand. These journals circulated among the Greek 
diaspora, if not in large numbers then at least across a vast area 
from Paris to Moscow, from Pisa to Taganrog, and from Budapest 
to Alexandria. 

The literary debates that were conducted in the columns of 
these journals were ultimately aimed at the formation of a Greek 
national literature such as Neroulos was able to define in his 
Cours of 1826. It was widely felt that if the Greeks were to enter 
the chorus of modem nations, they had to be able to present, both 
to themselves and to outsiders, a body of literature that would 
ensure their self-respect and the respect of others. This is shown 
in a statement by the editors of Ermes o Logios in 1819 that their 
journal had established the modern Greeks as a "<jn>-.o>-.oyu~ov 
yivos" ["literary nation"] in the eyes of the world.33 Throughout 
this project of reviving Greek culture the image that the Greek 
intellectuals wished to present to the West was always of the 
greatest importance. 

Clearly the debate on the language was central to this 
discussion. The chief issue of course was the radical disagree
ment between those who wished to espouse the spoken language 
as the basis of literature, and those who felt they should make 

32 Epµ1k o Aoyw5" 1818, 143. 
33 Epµ1k o AOYLOS" 1819, 401. 
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some use of ancient Greek grammar and vocabulary, the extent of 
this borrowing from ancient Greek being a matter for further 
debate. Whatever their differences of principle and practice, 
however, most Greek intellectuals were of the opinion that 
spoken Greek was not a modem language as such, but either a 
simplified continuation of ancient Greek or even a dialect of it; 
several scholars even attempted to prove that many of the 
deviations from ancient Attic that can be observed in modern 
demotic are to be found in the ancient Aeolic and Doric dialects, 
while it is only by accident that other modern forms are not 
attested in the ancient sources. 

On a smaller scale there were frequent debates about the 
relative importance of verse and prose and about the 
technicalities of metre and rhyme. It was a frequently expressed 
eighteenth-century view in Europe that prose was a more 
developed and sophisticated medium than verse. Winkelmann 
had argued that poetry plays a less significant role in advanced 
societies than in primitive ones, while Vico had written that 
literatures begin with poetry and go on to prose because sentiment 
precedes reason. Whereas at the beginning of the Enlightenment 
period Evgenios Voulgaris had translated Voltaire's prose-tale 
Memnon - not one of Voltaire's more radical works - into Greek 
verse in 1766,34 presenting it in such a way that a man-about-town 
in the Ottoman and Phanariot world could imagine it taking 
place close to home, after the turn of the century it came to be 
frequently said, for instance by Korais, that Greeks should now be 
writing in prose to show the progress they had made in the 
acquisition of culture. 

Others however argued that verse was the best way to correct 
the modern language, since people would be more able to learn by 
heart fassages of good writing if they were put into metrical 
form.3 In addition, in preparation for what was expected to be a 
flowering of sublime poetry, Greek intellectuals attempted to lay 
down principles of poetics; the fullest example of this effort is 
the book published in 1819 by Charisios Megdanis under the 
fashionable title The Homecoming of Calliope, or On Poetic 

34 First published in Mornars senior, Boa1ropoµax{a, Leipzig 1766; the 
text is reprinted in Frantzi, Mwµayui, pp. 51-73. 
35 Epµrk o Aoyws- 1811, 307-10. 
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Method.36 Most of what was written about poetry and poetics 
tended to concern versification rather than broader issues such as 
the purpose and function of poetry; it was assumed that it should 
be either didactic or decorative and entertaining - or all of these 
at the same time. There were those who would have liked to 
revive or imitate ancient Greek metres, but the exclusive use of 
accentual rather than quantitative metres in modern Greek 
poetry precluded such a project unless the Greeks were to change 
their pronunciation by reintroducing the distinction between short 
and long vowels - something which the grammarian and 
rhetorician Konstantinos Oikonomos hoped would eventually 
happen, although there was little prospect of it occurring at 
present.37 Nevertheless, some writers managed to discover 
trochaic lines in Aeschylus which, when read in the modern 
pronunciation, could be scanned as being identical to the iambic 
fifteen-syllable verse,38 which was the most commonly found line 
in Greek poetry from the twelfth century onwards. 

At a time when intellectuals were attempting to legitimate 
as many aspects of contemporary Greek culture as possible by 
tracing them back to ancient Greek, it was important to try to find 
what appeared, at least, to be Classical precedents for modern 
literary phenomena. (I can't resist quoting as evidence of the 
Greeks' sense of their own belatedness the fashion for seeking 
modem counterparts for ancient literary figures: thus Rigas was 
often referred to as "the new Tyrtaeus", Christopoulos as "the 
new Anacreon", and Kalvos as "the new Pindar". No one, as far as 
I know, was dubbed a new Aeschylus, Sophocles or Euripides, 
which perhaps indicates the Greeks' sense of proportion; 
Oikonomos called Neroulos "our new Agathon",39 which was safe 
enough since none of Agathon's tragedies is available for 
comparison.) 

In 1818 Ioannis Zambelios published a patriotic tragedy 
against tyranny, entitled Timoleon and inspired by Alfieri's 

36 Charisios Megdanis, Ka>..>.tOTTTJ rra>.ivvourotfaa 711T1;.p{ 1TOlTJTLK7JS
~€0oSov, Vienna 1819. 

7 Konstantinos Oikonomos, I'paµµanKwv 71 EYKVK>.{wv rratSEvµdrwv 
/31{3>.{a Ll', vol. 1, Vienna 1817, p. 149. 
38 Ibid., p. 148. 
39 Ibid., p. 443. 
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tragedy of the same name.40 Zambelios's play was composed in 
unrhymed hendecasyllables, and he defended his choice of verse-
form by arguing that this was the nearest that one could get in 
modern Greek to the metre of ancient tragedy. The prevalence of 
rhyme in contemporary poetry presented another problem, since it 
was not employed in ancient poetry and was clearly a foreign 
import. Many writers of the period, including Korais, counselled 
the avoidance of rhyme as a decadent feature ill-befitting the 
descendants of the ancient Greeks.41 

The importance of modern Greek folk poetry was less 
frequently discussed, even though it could have offered useful 
ammunition for those who argued for the unsuitability of rhyme, 
since most modern Greek folk poetry was composed in unrhymed 
fifteen-syllable lines. But although a contributor to Ermes o 
Logios in 1816 followed Herder in proposing that a nation's folk 
poetry revealed the characteristics of the national mentality,42 

the fact that most of the Greek intellectuals were living outside 
the Greek-speaking heartlands and were therefore out of touch 
with the oral tradition of the Greek rural population meant that 
they would have found difficulty in studying it, especially since 
no collection of Greek folk poetry was published until after 1821. 
If the rich tradition of oral poetry had been more widely known 
among the alienated intellectuals of the diaspora, more of them 
might perhaps have found the confidence to employ the spoken 
language as the basis of the language of literature. 

In the meantime even those Orthodox Christians who 
opposed the spread of modern secular ideas emanating from the 
West and who supported the leading role of the Church in the 
Ottoman Empire were not impervious to the fashion for Classical 
allusion. The Patriarchate of Constantinople saw itself as an 
integral part of the Ottoman Empire and therefore felt that any 
attempt to subvert the status quo would result not only in a 
diminution of its own authority but in the mortal danger of 
Ottoman reprisals against the Church leaders in Constantinople; 
this fear proved to be justified when Patriarch Gregory V was 
executed in 1821 for having failed to ensure the loyalty of his 

4o loannis Zambelios, TtµOAEWJI, rpayw8(a, Vienna 1818. 
41 See, e.g., Epµ1fr, o Aoyws-1812, 633-44. 
42 Epµ1JS" o Aoyws-1816, 401. 
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Christian flock to the Sublime Porte. Patriarch Gregory may 
have been behind the Didaskalia patriki, which was published 
under the name of Patriarch Anthimos of Jerusalem in 1798 and 
which expressed the view, frequently reiterated by Greek 
prelates since the fall of Constantinople, that God had sent the 
Ottomans as a means of salvation for the Orthodox, protecting 
them from the Latin heresy and its offshoots, among which the 
author included ideas of freedom and democracy.43 This document 
was intended to turn the Orthodox faithful away from the 
secular orientation of the French Enlightenment, which had 
inevitably led to the French Revolution. But in 1819, over twenty 
years later, when Patriarch Gregory published another document 
against the espousal and dissemination of modern western secular 
ideas, he himself had taken on board much of the fashionable 
rhetoric of Classical allusion.44 By now even the Patriarch was 
welcoming the return of the Muses to Greece and counselling the 
study of ancient Greek for its own sake. Thus he appeared to be 
aligning himself with the Classical Enlighteners; yet he 
probably believed that a thorough study of ancient Greek 
grammar would divert students' minds from the desire for modem 
secular learning. 

In the following year, 1820, the Patriarchate expanded the 
activities of its own printing press in Constantinople, renaming it 
the Public Printing Press of the Nation in the hope that its own 
publications would check the spread of revolutionary ideas. In a 
florid proclamation announcing the expansion of the Patriarchal 
Press, its director, the monk Ilarion of Sinai, after a page-long 
encomium of Sultan Mahmud II, who has deigned to permit the 
Greeks to have a printing press, invokes the Muses and the Graces 
(not, it should be noted, Divine Grace!) and claims that the 

43 Anthimos, Patriarch of Jerusalem, L:.i8aa1:a11{a rrarpu:rf, 
Constantinople 1798. For an English translation see R. Clogg, The 
Movement for Greek Independence, 1770-1821, London 1976, pp. 56-64. For 
a summary of the various views on the authorship of the L:.i8aa1:a11{a 
1TaTpLK1l, see N.E. Skiadas, Xpovmf TT/S" €11111/VLKTJS" ru1roypa<f>(as-, 2nd 
ed., vol. 1, Athens 1982, pp. 185-9. 
44 The text was published in the journal Ml11waa (Paris) 1820, 219-29 
(now in K.T. Dimaras, 0 Koparfs- Kai 1/ E1TOXTJ rou, Athens 1953, pp. 
299-304). For an abridged English translation see Oogg, op. cit., pp. 86-8. 
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present epoch of the Hellenes rivals the ancestral splendour.45 

This last-ditch attempt to hijack the Greek Enlightenment and 
forestall the movement for independence by adopting the fashion 
for invoking the ancients failed to fool the Greek secularists 
around Korais in Paris, who were quick to condemn what they 
called the "Persian eloquence" of Ilarion's "Byzantine pamphlet" 
and the "aatanKa av6pano6a" ["servile Asiatic wretches"] and 
"sluggish Asiatics" who were responsible for its production -
meaning the Sultan, the Patriarchate, and the Phanariots, whom 
they likened to Philip and his Macedonians.46 

But this debate was overtaken by events, and after 1821 a new 
Greek literature emerged, inspired by the outbreak of the War of 
Independence. Both Dionysios Solomos, in his Hymn to Liberty 
written in 1823, and Andreas Kalvos, in his two sets of Odes 
published in 1824 and 1826, implicitly attack the frivolous 
Anacreontic verse of Christopoulos, with its praise of wine, 
women, and song, as being a type of poetry unworthy of a noble 
nation struggling for liberty against an Asiatic tyrant; instead 
they align themselves with Pindar in their encomium of Greek 
heroism and their celebration of the national liberation struggle. 
In the introduction to his second book of Odes, which appeared in 
a seemingly incongruous bilingual edition in Greek and French 
together with Christopoulos's Lyrika, Kalvos - or his French 
translator - castigates the "poesie legere" of Christopoulos, who 
"vivait a la table des riches, et des grands"; now, given the 
sufferings that Greece is going through, it is time for "chants 
moins frivoles".47 G.P. Savidis has recently pointed out that 
Kalvos published his poems together with those of Christo
poulos so as to point to the contrast between their two kinds of 
poetry.48 

Kalvos and Solomos were from a different part of the Greek 
world, namely the Ionian Islands, which had not been subject to a 
long Ottoman occupation. These two poets had no connection with 

45 The text is published in M{11.iaaa 1821, 250-62. 
46 Ibid., 263-73. 
47 Odes nouvelles de Kalvos de Zante suivies d'un choix de poesies de 
Chrestopoulo, Paris 1826, pp. v-vii. 
48 G.P. Savvidis, "Kal\~OS" Kal XptaT01TOtl/\OS- (µta 1Tapa60~ EK60-
TlK1J OtJVOlKEOta)", TfrpL1r11.0V!,', vol. 9, no. 34-35 (1993) 126-37. 
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the Danubian principalities, the northern mainland of Greece, 
and the cultural and publishing centre of Vienna, which between 
them had dominated Greek literary culture during the previous 
decades. Their orientation was totally western (if I may be for
given the oxymoron), and chiefly Italian. Moreover, the Greece 
they generally looked to was the southern part of the mainland 
and the islands, which were the first areas to be liberated from 
the Turks. 

Yet Kalvos still adhered to the pre-1821 fashion for 
Classical allusion, and his Odes are full of references to ancient 
Greek mythology. While the Romantic side of his poetic nature 
was attracted by the Greek folk songs, his neoclassical side could 
not resist the temptation to write an ode "To the Muses",49 which 
makes extended use of the image of the Muses returning to Greece 
and thus sums up the attitude of many Greek writers of the time 
to the rebirth of Greece. 

Kalvos followed Korais and others in expressing his distaste 
both for rhyme and for so-called vulgarity in language. In this he 
followed the example of his mentor Ugo Foscolo, whose poem Le 
Grazie seems to have been one of Kalvos's models for his ode "To 
the Muses". While Foscolo "follows the Graces in their journey 
through Greece and then their migration to Renaissance Italy 
after the Turkish invasion of their homeland",5° Kalvos too 
presents a potted history of the Muses, but is able to end his story 
by bringing them back to their birthplace. Having invoked the 
Muses and called upon them to strike down tyrants with their 
thunderous war-songs, Kalvos goes on to summarize their career. 
They existed even when "the circles of the heavens heard only 
the harmonious divinely inspired song, and calmness held the air 
in immobility." Then Homer gave shelter to the Muses, and "the 
daughters of Zeus first placed honey on his lips."51 But later the 
"eternal bees" abandoned their hives in the divine trunk of the 
laurel -

49 A. Kalvos Ioannidis, H Aupa, Geneva 1824. 
50 Glauco Cambon, Ugo Foscolo, poet of exile, Princeton 1980, p. 200. 
51 In Foscolo's poem bees are "narratively allegorized as the material 
carriers of poetry's honey from the Ionian to the Tyrrhenian shores" 
(Cambon, op. cit., p. 201). 
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when the din of the Arabian hooves came from the ends of the 
earth to wretched Greece. Then to the baths where the Hours 
wash the coats of Phoebus's horses [i.e. the West!] you justly fled, 
o Pierides. But now you are bringing your long exile to a close. A 
time of joy has returned, and the Delphic mountain now shines 
free. Hippocrene's silver flows limpidly; today Greece is 
summoning you back, not as strangers but as daughters. 

Here we notice, first, the idea that Greece is taking back 
what the Europeans have been holding in trust for her against 
the day when she should become free, and, secondly, the gaping 
chronological hiatus between ancient Greece and the arrival of 
the "Arabian hooves", which can be taken to allude to the Fall of 
Constantinople in 1453. This convenient neglect of the whole 
Byzantine period is typical of the neoclassical outlook of many 
Greeks of this period. 

Finally, we come to Solomos. His early Hymn to Liberty 
depicts Liberty as "emerging from the sacred bones of the 
Hellenes" - by which the poet means the ancient Greeks - and 
contains references to Leonidas and the "last of the Greeks", 
Philopoemen. In his more mature works, however, Solomos 
avoided almost any reference to ancient Greece at all. For him, 
the heroic struggles of the Greek freedom-fighters during the 
War of Independence, and especially the sacrifice of the people 
of Missolonghi at the end of the siege of 1825-6, seemed to be the 
manifestation of such absolute dedication to an ideal combining 
Christian faith and fortitude with devotion to the protection of 
their native soil that to compare these heroes with anyone else -
even with the timeless exemplars of ancient Greek history and 
mythology - would have demeaned them. For Solomos the 
actions of the Greeks in the War of Independence had 
demonstrated their worthiness to be free, irrespective of whether 
they were descended - racially or culturally - from the ancient 
Greeks. In his Greek poetry he deliberately avoided the rich 
rhymes and technical games that he had employed in his earlier 
Italian verse, perhaps because he wanted to distance himself 
also from the deliberately frivolous verse of the Phanariots. He 
adopted the spoken language of the Greek people and gradually 
and painfully developed his own poetics based on the Greek folk 
song. In his mature poetry he made exclusive use of the fifteen-
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syllable folk-song line, which he transformed for his own 
purposes, although he did not abandon rhyme altogether till his 
last Greek poems. 

It is significant that at the beginning of his third and last 
attempt to write his great unfinished poem inspired by the fall of 
Missolonghi, "The Free Besieged", Solomos should have invoked 
a Muse to come to his aid in his desperate attempt to make 
contact with the spirit that drove the besieged heroes of 
Missolonghi and to embody it in language. Yet she is not 
explicitly called a Muse, nor does she bear any resemblance to the 
Pierian sisters who dance through the verses of so many of 
Solomos's contemporaries. The divine female figure whom 
Solomos beseeches to inspire him is the "Great Mother", an 
amalgam of the Virgin Mary, Liberty, and Greece. She is the 
protectress and inspirer of the people of Missolonghi, and he 
implores her to reveal herself to him so that he can write his 
poem, which will in turn inspire the Greeks to continue the 
struggle for spiritual freedom. Even though Solomos failed to 
complete the "The Free Besieged", he realized that in order to 
write sublime poetry it was not enough to invoke or depict the 
ancient Muses, nor to dress one's poetry in the merely decorative 
linguistic, historical, and mythological trappings of Classical 
allusion. Previous Greek poets had hardly gone beyond elegant 
but superficial versifying; Solomos had to reject all recent Greek 
poetry and make a new start. 

But the time was not right. In the new political centre of 
Athens, chosen as the capital of the Greek state because of its 
Classical associations rather than any contemporary importance, 
a period of entropy set in, during which writers of largely 
Phanariot background produced poetry and prose in a language 
that imitated the form, but not the spirit, of ancient Greek. Greek 
poetry had to wait till the end of the nineteenth century before it 
could find a more viable and fruitful relationship with the 
ancients in the work of Kostis Palamas, which paved the way for 
later poets such as C.P. Cavafy, George Seferis, Yannis Ritsos, 
and others. But that is another story. 

St Cross College, Oxford 





The presentation of place and space in 
the poetry of Yiannis Ritsos, 1934-1947 

Christopher Robinson 

In an article on "Greece and the Poetry of Place, 1880-1945", I 
argued that evocation of place in Greek poetry of that period 

relies on a number of stylised elements, developed differently 
according to the poetics of the writer concerned, but used in set 
ways which have more to do with cultural identity than spatial 
reality.1 What I want to do in this paper is to examine the early 
poetry of Ritsos in the light of these conclusions, to see how far 
he continues the same tradition and how far he departs from it. 
Critics are agreed that place, and the pictorial representation of 
place, are important elements in Ritsos's work, but they are 
neither specific nor coherent in their treatment of the issue, 
which is sometimes incorporated under the general label of 
Ritsos's realism and sometimes handled independently of it. 
Thus Crescenzo Sangiglio talks of the first phase of Ritsos's work 
- i.e. up to 1955 - as having a purely lyrical element "worked 
with a concentrated realism", but also claims that it is only in 
Romiosyni (written 1945-47) that "for the first time in Ritsos the 
landscape appears, clearly, in all its naked open-handedness" .2 

Sangiglio sees The Lady of the Vines, written at the same 
period, as displaying a "much broader scene-setting present
ation". Indeed, a propos of this poem, Sangiglio goes so far as to 
say that the poet's inspiration "is identified with the land
scape, takes its lines and colours, its cadenzas and rests[ ... ]". The 
critic's images here are drawn from art and music, but he also 
stresses the temporal function of Ritsos's place references, 
maintaining that the poet underlines the "geographical histor
icity of the landscape". Place, it would seem, is essentially a 

1 See Journal of Mediterranean Studies 2.2 (1992) 183-95. 
2 Originally in Italian, Ritsos, Florence: La Nuova Italia 1975, but I 
translate from the Greek edition, Mu0os- Kat 1ro{7Ja1J arov Pfrao, 
MEAETES yia TOJI I'la//J/1} Pfrao 2, Athens: Kedros 1978. 
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pictorial element, and yet space and time are being joined 
together through place. Peter Bien appears to concur in the view 
that the pictorial predominates, when he acknowledges the 
importance of a pictorial realism in Ritsos, which he defines 
initially as "an album of snapshots, not so much of things 
especially photogenic as of people, places, and events that are 
completely ordinary and prosaic [ ... ]", an approach he later 
endorses in the phrase "many of the poems are graphic scenes 
from Hellenic life". But Bien then radically reconsiders his 
photographic metaphor: 

I called them "snapshots" earlier, but they are much more like 
paintings than photographs because Ritsos's language adds 
texture, and because he is able to arrange line and colour to suit 
his own aesthetic needs, his aim never being simply to reproduce 
external reality as such.3 

Representations of place are therefore representations of the 
personal perception of place, for purposes other than the purely 
pictorial. They are in fact part of what Bien calls a system of 
"visual metaphors", using physical reality to suggest something 
beyond itself. A third critical approach, that of Prevelakis, 
acknowledges the degree to which Ritsos's poetic language 
delights in "naming" - equatable with Sangiglio's reference to 
realism - but claims that the language itself is the meeting point 
between physical reality and the special perceptions of the 
individual. Ritsos's descriptions of place are therefore more 
important as language than as representation.4 

Now, these three approaches clearly overlap. I wish to 
show that, while all three have some validity, there is a way 
of describing and accounting for the representation of place in 
Ritsos's work which gives a more efficient account of the main 
lines of these individual approaches within a single inter-

3 See his introduction to Yannis Ritsos: Selected Poems, translated by 
Nikos Stangos, Athens: Efstathiadis 1981, pp.12 and 15. Bien is referring 
to a selection of poems mostly written post-1960, and therefore after the 
period of the work which interests us here, but his remarks reflect a view 
of Ritsos's technique as a whole. 
4 Pandelis Prevelakis, 0 1TOL1)Tf}5" I'LaVV1)5" Pfraos-: .ruvoALKT] 8€(J)
p1)a1) rou ipyou rou, Athens: Kedros 1981. 
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pretation. Much play has been made critically with the co
existence of two types of writing within Ritsos's oeuvre: short 
lapidary poems and long lyrical outpourings, or what have been 
rather crudely seen as poems within the respective poetic 
traditions of Cavafy and Palamas.5 This stylistic division is a 
superficial manifestation of a phenomenon which I think to be 
fundamental in Ritsos's early poetry, and nowhere more so than 
in his representation/use of place. This phenomenon I would 
define as dialogue with the existing literary traditions. I hope 
to demonstrate that, across a period of time, Ritsos constructs a 
dialogue with three ways of representing place: a) Cavafy, 
Karyotakis and the representation of private space and 
interiors; b) Seferis and the representation of space as time and 
time as space; and c) Palamas and the way in which he 
represents place on three levels in his "three lyricisms" - as 
relating to the "I" or private space, to the "We" or public space, 
and as conveying something abstract ("the totality") which 
synthesises both the personal and the public. Ritsos constructs 
this dialogue through his use of, and implicit reference to, the 
various literary traditions, and to the language of place associ
ated with each. For him, place in any pictorial manifestation is 
not so much representational, or even a vehicle of evocation or 
metaphor, as part of a system of reference through which inner 
and outer realities can be linked. In that sense Ritsos's technique 
of place reference, and its play with the opposition private/ 
public, can be tied in with his whole theory of language as a 
meeting point between the subjective and the material world. 
The opposition functions on three levels which overlap but are 
not simple equivalents: a) literally - private space = interiors 
(houses, rooms) as opposed to public space = exteriors 
(landscapes); b) metaphorically - private space = memory, as 
opposed to public space = history, politics; c) culturally - private 
space = an individual poet's literary practice, as opposed to 
public space = a/the literary tradition. 

5 The interesting essay by Massimo Peri, "Kaj3a <l>TlS" / P ( nm s-", in 
A</>i{p{J)µa arov I'LdvvTJ Pfrao, Athens: Kedros 1980, pp. 258-75, 
makes the initial wrong assumption that there is a simple basic antithesis 
between Cavafy = solitariness, brevity of expression and Ritsos = public 
concern, verbal profusion. 
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The earliest Ritsos poems make little use of a sense of place 
of any sort. Those that do, give it a limited symbolic 
significance. Thus, the last three poems of Tractor, i.e. "E:n:.t." 
(Soviet Union), 'TEpµav(a" and "En(}\oyos-", invoke geograph
ical references for political purposes. These poems provide good, 
if crude, examples of the invocation of place as "public space" for 
metaphorical purposes (here, political): 

PayEs- TWV Tpa(vwv <P€'\JYO'l.lV€ OT1) Itf31)pta, T11v 
av0pwma, 

<j:,opTlO }\aµnpo, µ€ Ta f3ayovta OTEAVHS- orn A€'l.lK<l 
OO'll 

Tonfo, nou xiovi Ta0af3Ev, w EII.t., icai sivH Twpa 
nta 

s1xTu <1>1Afos- To AEvivyKpavT µ€ rn op11 Tau 
Kat1Kaoot1.6 

The individuality of Siberia, Leningrad and the Caucasus is not 
mobilised poetically - the names stand for fixed values as 
emblems of Soviet geography, history and society combined. In 
the following collection, Pyramids, we begin to find, in "<l>uy1f' 
and "Avaµv11011", examples of place as an ostensible function of 
memory - in the former, childhood memory of village life, in the 
latter a world remembered through a filter of classical images. 
In each case it is easy to see that we are dealing with a 
"literary" reminiscence - the world of demotic song and the 
world of Palamas respectively, though as yet Ritsos is doing 
little to develop or personalise either tradition. In ETTZ rcic/nos
section XV, however, Ritsos actually articulates the issue of the 
relationship between private and public space, as the picture of 
the room is translated into an image of a ship, such that the 
death of the son/steersman leaves the mother to drown in the 
wreck of her house/ ship. The metaphor explicitly unfolds in the 
third and fourth couplets: 

6 Throughout this paper I give fairly literal translations for the major 
quotations, indicating by an oblique the approximate points at which line
breaks fall. This passage is from "EII.t.", st. 5: "Train tracks leave for 
Siberia. You send/ a bright cargo of civilisation off in the train carriages 
to your white places,/ buried in snow, o USSR, and now at last it links/ 
Leningrad with the Caucasus mountains in a network of friendship." 
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K' Efrav TO napa0upt µas 1) (rupa 01\0tl TOtl KOOµOtl 
t::' Eflya(E OTOV napa6€lOO 1TOtl T' aOTpa av0((av, 

<j>ws µou. 

Kt ws OTEKOOOtlV Kat KOtTa(ES TO >-.toyEpµa v' avaj3Et, 
oav nµovtEpl)S <j>avrn(ES i::' 1l Kaµapa Kapaj31_7 

This unfolding of private space into a wider image is, of course, 
essential to a poem whose message is social, private grief 
standing for public loss. But it is not until Spring symphony 
(1938), The march-tune of Ocean (1940) and Old mazurka to a 
rhythm of rain (1943) that we meet any important developments 
as far as the treatment of private space is concerned. Across these 
three long poems we can identify a perceptible progression. 

In Spring symphony a stylised landscape, built mainly 
around the elements of land and sea, is presented as the 
idealised landscape of childhood memory. But this landscape is 
also the internal landscape of the adolescent heart, transformed 
by its first experiences of love, such that the creativity of spring, 
the creativity of sexual awakening and the creativity of artistic 
awakening are all part of the same experience. The final section 
of the poem (XXVII) articulates a Cavafean view, the justific
ation of the past by its contribution to the aesthetic creation of 
the present: 

<l>EuyEt To 0Epos 
µa TO Tpayou6t µEV€t.8 

Ritsos articulates the moral dilemma passed over by Cavafy: 
that it is only the artist who can find some justification for life 
through art: 

'Oµws Eou nou 6Ev EXEtS <PWVll 
lTO'\J 0a orn0ds v' anayytaOEtS; 

7 "And our window was the door of the whole world/ and, o my light, it 
opened onto paradise where the stars bloom./ And as you stood and 
watched the glow of sunset/ you seemed like a steersman and the room like 
a ship." 
8 "Summer goes/ but the song remains." 
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But the poem offers no solution to the problem, simply ending on 
a re-assertion of the kind of landscape details on which it has 
fed throughout, but in a form which suggests the boundless 
possibilities of future creative experience, in terms reminiscent of 
early Elytis: 

N{j3oµat OTO <1>ws
'3ya{vw a-rov E:{WOTfl 
yuµvos-
v' avanvE:uaw j3a0ta 
-rov atwvw ayipa 
µE: -r' a6pa µupa 
-rou vonaµivou 6aoous
µE TT}V aAµupa 
TT\S' anipavnw 0aAaaaas-.10 

The march-tune of Ocean moves out of the timescale of 
personal reminiscence and the evocation of the family home to 
which it is tied, and explores the same land-and-seascape in a 
"historical" or mythical perspective explicitly established by 
the references to Homer created by images of the sirens, of "the 
girls/ who got engaged to Odysseus" and of the moon secretly 
painting "scenes from Troy on the Greek earthenware pitchers". 
But just as the preceding poem seems to refer not so much to a 
specific sense of place as to a Cavafean view of the relationship 
between memory and art and to an Elytean assertion of the need 
to continue to find creative inspiration in the experience of the 
physical world, so The march-tune of Ocean seems to play with 
a Seferean representation of place and time, rejecting Seferis's 
notion that the voyage will go nowhere, and asserting the 
validity of the experience for both the physical and the 
creative future. Ritsos specifically contrasts the "old sailors" 

9 "But you who have no voice/ where will you stand to shelter from the 
wind?/ How will you mix light with earth?" 
10 "I wash myself in the light/ I come out onto the balcony/ naked/ to 
breathe in deeply/ the eternal air/ with the plentiful scents/ of the damp 
forest/ with the saltiness/ of the boundless sea." 
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who merely sit on the rocks "and smoke in their pipes/ journeys 
shadow and repentance" with the speaker and his world: 

'Oµws- Eµds- 6Ev {Epot1µE Tt1TOTE 
a1T' TT) OT<lXTT) OTT) YE'\JOT) T0tl Ta{t6to'\J. 
Stfpot1µE TO Ta{t6t 
Kat TO y}..auKo T)µtKUK}..to Toti op((ovrn 
1TO'\JVat oav T' aypto q>pU6t 
0a}..aootVO'\J 0EO'\J.1l 

The poem then moves from its base in a Seferean "geographical 
historicity" to a closing series of images similar in effect to those 
of Spring symphony. Invoking light (the sun) and sea again, the 
poet offers himself naked as a primal creative force: 

yuµvos- 1TPOOq>Epoµat OTT) <j>}..oya O0tl 
va q>WTtcrW Ta µana TWV av0pW1TWV,12 

Because he has rooted his exploration of his powers in collective 
experience (the myth) this time, he is able to present himself 
more specifically as a voice of, and for, the collectivity: 

A6E},.<j>ta µou 
aKO'\JOTE TT) q>WV1) oas-, TT) q>WV1) µot1 

aKO'\JOTE TO Tpayo'\J6t T0tl 1)}..totl Kal TT)S' 0a}..aooas-.13 

The third poem to which I referred, Old mazurka to a 
rhythm of rain, is actually subtitled "Distant period of 
adolescence", and dedicated to the poet's mother. Prevelakis 
makes plentiful connection between Old mazurka and painting, 
but the parallel is not entirely helpful. Pictures fix, above all 
things, our sense of place: the pictorial in Old mazurka, in 
contrast, is essentially fragmentary, not least because it deals 

11 "But we experience nothing/ of the dust in the taste of the journey/ We 
know the journey/ and the blue-green semicircle of the horizon/ which is 
like the wild eyebrow/ of a sea-god." 
12 "Naked I offer myself to your [i.e. the sun's] flame/ that I may bring light 
to the eyes of men." 
13 "My brothers and sisters/ listen to your voice, my voice/ listen to the 
song of the sun and the sea." 
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with psychological time and its refraction through memory. At 
one level the technique is particularly reminiscent of Jules 
Laforgue's Derniers vers in this respect.14 Take the opening eight 
lines. They revolve around three physical elements: place - the 
muddy road, the walls; sound - the piano, the voices, the barrel
organ; and sunset. The use of "0aµ mi'" (indistinct) and 
"oKovtoµEvl)" (dusty) to qualify mazurka links the music to the 
"Aaonwµfro 6poµo", transferring to the sound a greater degree of 
tangibility. The description of the evening as "rusty" ("oKoupia
oµEvo ") prepares for the theme of rain already mentioned in the 
title. And the natural and human worlds - here equivalent to 
public and private space respectively - are linked through the 
image of evening closing the day with double doors and a golden 
padlock. When we look at the descriptive elements in these 
lines, we can see that they are entirely subordinated to mood 
functions. Dust, mud, rain, rust, dying light, a piano dully 
played, a barrel-organ, the same song sung every evening - these 
are Laforguean images of ennui of the sort which some of the 
Greek symbolists - Chatzopoulos for example - use, and which 
carry over into the work of Karyotakis.1 5 The poem thus inserts 

14 I use Laforgue, the quintessence of the French decadent tradition, which 
influenced many of the poets whom the young Ritsos particularly admired, 
to make the point that this cannot be a genuine definition of an exclusively 
Greek space, when it is borrowed from a foreign literary tradition. For 
further details, see note 15 below. Yiorgos Veloudis, in his essay "O 
Ka{3aqnKos P(rnos" in A</>dpwµa arov I'ufvv7J Pfrao (see note 5 
above), pp. 173-94, lists the first influences on Ritsos (in the period 1924-
28) as Polemis, Porphyras and Agras, the second influences (1930-36) as 
Palamas, Karyotakis and Varnalis. 
15 Laforgue's Complaintes use barrel-organs and pianos dully played as 
symbols of ennui, along with references to sunsets and dying light. In the 
first of the Verniers vers alone, there are references to rain, wind, dead 
leaves, dying light, rust and telegraph wires, all of which Ritsos also uses 
symbolically to convey the same sort of mood. Similar motifs abound in the 
Greek symbolists. They are also present in Karyotakis, but what is more 
important in his case, as in Cavafy's, is the treatment of private space 
itself: for example, the equation established between empty enclosed space 
and the cancellation of the private past in '"OAa Ta npayµarn µou 
Eµnvav ... " (Elegies). We can compare the memories of enclosed spaces in 
Cavafy, where interiorisation of the past within the memory and thence 
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itself into the "public space" of this literary tradition, while 
employing its images of private space, the metaphorical 
language of moods on which the tradition relies. 

To approach tradition in this way is to risk a loss of creative 
identity. The dangers of obliteration of the individual poetic 
voice consequent upon this poetic method are articulated in lines 
24-28 of Old mazurka. There are two ways to read these lines, 
but they converge in significance. In the first, the second person 
singular verb forms have no clear referent: later in the poem they 
may become attachable to the mother figure who is directly 
addressed there, but in these early lines they are equally valid 
as an address to the self: 

A1TOOT1)0taaµE 6>-.a Ta 1TOtl)µarn. IlotOS" T01T€ auTo; 
IT Ota Et Vat TWpa 1) 6U(l) 001J <!>wVl); 
Avaµwa OTtS" <PWV(S" Tl)S" f3pa6taS" 1TOtOS" doat; 
To mavo K' 11 µa{oupKa. 0 >-.aonwµEVOS" 6poµos, 0( 

µou.16 

Read like this, the lines suggest that the voice which has 
absorbed existing literature loses its own identity, and becomes 
identified instead with the emblems of monotony. The second 
reading treats the second person forms as an address to the 
mother throughout. The poem then represents the cancellation of 
the poet's individuality of memory by the language of the 
literary tradition. His mother (who belongs to private space), in 
"becoming" the piano etc., becomes the language and images of 
the tradition (i.e. is incorporated into public space). In an 
attempt to escape the danger of losing his individuality/ 
identity implicit in either reading, the poet activates his 
memory to provide greater pictorial detail: "We had a 
flowerpot and a sunset in a window". But the detail of childhood 
Christmases easily reverts to images rooted in the Decadent 
tradition - dull purple clouds in the west suggesting the setting 

within the poem is parallel to the necessary enclosure of private acts 
within the rooms - necessary, that is, in order to exclude a disapproving 
society. 
16 "We learnt all the poems by heart. Who said that?/ Which is now your 
voice? I Who are you amid the voices of evening?/ The piano and the 
mazurka. The muddy road, by god." 
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sun, the distant voices of children compared to cracked mouth
organs, the closed bedroom doors. Note again how private space 
is linked to public through simile and metaphor too: e.g. the 
mother's eyes are "two distant harbours without caiques". In all 
this, private space is too readily swallowed up by the public 
space of literary tradition or absorbed into public space via 
metaphor. 

From here on, the poem continues to unwind through a series 
of pictorial fragments which coalesce around childhood scenes, 
but what is constructed is neither a narrative nor a coherent 
exploration of space and time, but an exploration of memory as 
the place in which, through the use of psychological time, 
public and private space, both literal and metaphorical, can be 
synthesised. The initial images of piano, dust, rain etc. are 
interwoven with a recurring set of motifs - the wind, swans, the 
grandfather with his encyclopaedia - with whole phrases 
returning to underline the sense of repetition of experience. At 
the end of the poem, the determination to go down into the city, 
and the representation of doors as "rn µEya}l.a EtKovfoµarn mu 
6poµou", signify a passing from private to public space in a 
political sense (doors are "the pictures of poverty") and, 
concurrently, in an emotional sense (doors are also "the pictures 
of goodness or of grief, anger or fear"). The poet has come to terms 
with his memories, can express his responses to them without 
self-censoring: "At last we learnt to read/ and even to write with 
fewer points de suspension or even none at all" - in the same way 
that he has mastered the influence of existing literature and can 
free his own individual voice to explore the world around him. 

The same treatment of public and private space can be found 
in a roughly contemporary poem, tt, AvEµOl OTa 6n}l.1va 1Tpoa
ona" (1941),17 but with a much more explicit attention to the 
function of poetry. The poem begins on an image of rejection -
rejection of public space in favour of private: 

KAElOTl)KaµE vwp(s OTO 01TtTl. Bou((ouv Ol 6ta6poµot 
TWV aviµwv. 

'01TOU Kal vavat 0' aKOUOTEL OTa 1Tpoaona 

17 From the collection Ordeal. The title means "Winds in the suburbs by 
evening". 
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TO j311µa Tl)S' j3pOXl)S, MaVTaTO(j>opot 
(j)TaVO\IV an' TO vona. BpfoKO\IV K/\€lOTES O/\€S TlS 

nopn:s-.18 

The Laforguean context - suburbs in the rain - is confirmed in the 
second paragraph of the first section, with its wind, rotting 
leaves, telegraph wires, the "corpses" of paper kites (cf. the 
boys who have no paper kites in lines 6-8 of Old mazurka), dead 
birds, empty baskets. These images of ennui are continued in the 
opening lines of section II, where the wind brings down the last of 
the dead leaves and slams the shutters. As in Old mazurka, 
Ritsos is not offering pictures, so much as inserting the reader into 
the Decadent-Karyotakis tradition. Having achieved this 
"insertion", in section III he embroiders upon that tradition with 
a detailed vignette of run-down closed cafes (note the 
generalising plurals), where the absence of the human element is 
emphasised precisely by the personification of dawn: 

o' auTa Ta T(aµta 1TO\l TIPOXTES" KOl TCl(OVTaV ll auy11 
yta Va (j>Ttel{€l XWptoTpa Ta µa/\/1.ta Tl)S'. 19 

Section IV continues the ornamentation of the theme with 
fragments of childhood memory. And then, in section V, Ritsos 
consciously explores the identification of memory with private 
space20 through parallel images: "Because it is very cold in the 

18 "We shut ourselves up early in the house. The corridors of the winds 
give out a dull roar./ Anytime now in the suburbs the footsteps/ of rain 
will be heard. Messengers/ arrive from the south. They find all the doors 
closed." 
19 "in these window-panes where, the day before yesterday, dawn was 
looking at herself/ to straighten the parting in her hair." 
ZO It is interesting to compare and contrast Cavafy's use of both affective 
and physical detail in the context of the power of memory in "O 1)/\toS" TO\l 
anoyofµaTos". Veloudis, who is looking at influence in a narrowly 
verbal way, identifies the first "echo" of Cavafy in Ritsos's work as the 
line "There is no smoke or Ithaca" in The march-tune of Ocean (1939-40). 
But he thinks that Ritsos was only influenced significantly by Cavafy after 
his own poetic technique had been formed, namely in the second series of 
Testimonies (see Veloudis, op. cit. pp. 189-90). This stylistic argument has 
nothing to do with the point I am making: that there is a way of conceiving 
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rooms/ very cold in the memory and in the hands", and through 
the application of the language of place (the image of unlocking) 
to a past which is preserved through memory: "whenever you 
unlock your childhood years". The physical images of sections I
IV are turned into symbols/ideas (memory, childhood etc.) in 
section V, which is constructed around a running image of 
preserving both literal and metaphorical embodiments of the 
past in mothballs, the whole image serving to define the process 
of internalising the experiences of private space in the internal 
space of the memory. Sections VI and VII question how 
mothballing the past in this way can have relevance - how will 
the past survive or help the poet to survive in the face of an 
alien future. And here Ritsos turns the poem back on itself, in 
section VII stanza 3, by restating the opening scenario - the wind 
banging at the doors and shutters of a closed house. Here Ritsos 
affirms the need to come out of one's private space into public 
space: 

.6.E:v dvat Tponos va µEtVEtS KAEt6wµivos. 
[ ... ) 

ITapaTa TO oaKKUKL 00'\J. 'Ej3ya yuµvos OTOV civEµo.21 

Note how nakedness in the wind gives an image parallel to that 
of nakedness in the sun at the end of Spring symphony: 

N(l3oµa1 OTO <j.iws 
l3ya(vw OTOV EtWOT'l) 
yuµvos-22 

and again at the end of The march-tune of Ocean: 

'HALE, 'HALE 
1TO'U j3a<j.>EtS µ' a(µa Tll 0aAaOOa 

of, and treating, place/space, much of which is in fact common to Cavafy 
and Karyotakis, and that this conception/ treatment is one which Ritsos 
and his readers could instinctively recognise as part of a particular Greek 
tradition, and which Ritsos then harnesses for his own purposes. 
21 'There is no way to stay shut in /[ ... )/ Abandon your jacket. Come out 
naked into the wind." 
22" I wash myself in the light/ I come out onto the balcony/ naked." 
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yuµvos npoo~Epoµat OTl) ~Aoya oou 
Va ~WTtoW Ta µana TWV av6pW1TWV.23 

The nudity, a stripping of the limitations which private space 
imposes on us, does not necessarily seem to involve a complete 
rejection of the private self. Read as indicating the exposure of 
the individual poetic self to the public space of literary 
tradition, the image seems even more an assertion of the 
importance of the private and individual elements in the 
creative process. Hence section IX, the final section of the poem, 
asks wistfully for a drug to ensure the dual preservation of 
internal space and public space, and of the poetry which can be 
the vehicle for that preservation: 

n, Eva ~apµaKO 6€V ElVat Kal yta T' OV€lpo 
Eva ~pµaKO yta ~ Sota yta TO 0avaTO 
Eva ~pµaKo yta va µ11v n€0avn o 'J1AlOS" 
va µl)V 1T€0aV€l O 1)AlOS" navou ano Tl) VlOTl) µas 
Va µl)V 1T€0aV€l TO Tpayou6t KaTOU ano TOV 1)Al0 

µas;24 

We can see in this poem quite clearly how the sense of place 
which critics label "realism" in Ritsos is used not pictorially but 
to reflect different sorts of poetic practice. Ritsos uses the 
Decadent tradition to evoke private concerns, as against 
traditional public/ generalising images of the sort to be found in 
Seferis or indeed Elytis. By the end of the poem the death of the 
private and public experience of Greekness is being cautiously 
subordinated to the necessity of the survival of poetry /the poem. 
In pursuit of an answer to the question: "how is the poetic voice to 
survive as both individual and public voice?" Ritsos harnesses 
the so-called "realist" or "pictorial" elements as parts of an 
appeal to his reader for sensitivity to different aspects of the 
Greek poetic tradition. 

23" Sun, Sun/ who dyes the sea with blood/ I offer myself naked to your 
flame/ to bring light to the eyes of men." 
24" Oh, is there no drug for dreaming/ a drug for glory for death/ a drug to 
stop the sun dying/ to stop the sun dying over our youth/ to stop the song 
dying beneath our sun?" 
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How does the approach to place/space which I have been 
developing apply to poetry with a more evidently public 
message? Up to now I have been dealing with poems which are 
unashamedly personal/ autobiographical in tone, drawing 
through memory on images of childhood and adolescence. This 
type of poetry predominates in the pre-Romiosyni period, the 
only notable exception being Errmi</>iof;. If I have had little to 
say about this latter poem, it is because, for my purposes, it has 
little of relevance. The fifteenth section is the only one which 
deals with images of space, and this section, as I said earlier, by 
its expansion from private space (the room) into public space 
(the room becomes a ship, the window becomes "the door of the 
whole world"), mirrors the poem's dual function as a vehicle for 
images of private grief and public/political sorrow. To this I 
want only to add that by casting the poem in fifteen-syllable 
couplets and thus inserting it very obviously into the public space 
of the folk-song tradition, an insertion strengthened by some of 
the poem's diction, Ritsos wants to underline at a formal level 
this passage from the private to the public. 

It is really only with Romiosyni that Ritsos tackles a long 
poem whose primary focus is non-autobiographical. It is 
customary to cite lines 5-8 of the opening section to show that the 
poem is firmly placed in a Greek setting: 

ET01ho TO Tonfo EtVat OK}..1w6 oav TT\ otW1T1), 

oc:p{yyEt OTOV Kop<j:>o TO'\J Ta 1T'\JpWµEVa TO'\J }..18apta, 

o<j:>{yyEt OTO <j:>ws- ns- op<j:>aVES" E}..tEfs- Tou Kat 

T' aµnEf}..ta TO'\J, 

o<j:>{yyEt rn 66vna . .D..EV '\JlTUPXEl VEpO. Movaxa <j:>ws-.25 

Interestingly, Prevelakis, who does just that,26 and goes on to 
describe the setting as "a Greek landscape", qualifies this with: 
"but also Mediterranean, such as we come across not only in Italy, 
Spain and Provence, but also in the poetry of those regions 
(Salvatore Quasimodo, Jorge Guillen, Paul Valery, Seferis and 

25 'This place is harsh like silence,/ it clasps its burning-hot stones to its 
breast,/ it clasps its orphan olive trees and its vines to the light,/ it 
clenches its teeth. There is no water. Only light." 
26 op. cit. p. 137. 
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others)". The landscape is not so much Greek (or indeed 
Mediterranean) as literary; to a Greek reader it suggests the 
barrenness, light, heat, stoniness, dryness of a Seferean 
landscape. Yet at the same time it departs quite clearly from 
Seferean landscapes in its personification (representation in 
terms of the human body), in its choice of detail (olives and wine 
rather than pines), in the detail of its language (e.g. "m.1pwµ<fva" 

for "Kaµµiva"); and unlike Seferis or Elytis, it makes no mention 
of the sea (though sea references do appear later in the poem). 
The initial landscape is conceptually Seferean in its basis, and 
the use of the repetitions and parallel syntax to emphasise the 
repetitiousness within the scene evoked is a recognisably 
Seferean technique too. But the deliberate humanisation via the 
choice of the verb a<J>( YYEl, the references to breast and teeth, and 
the adjective "orphan" help to establish a relationship between 
man and landscape which will be strengthened in lines 15-16 by 
the reverse process of applying a natural simile to a description 
of the inhabitants: 

µta j3a0rni xapaKt<i O<j)l)VWµEVl) avaµwa OTa <j)pu6ta 

aav Eva K'\JTiapfoat o:vaµwa 0€ 6'\Jo (30'\JV(l TO 
l\toyEpµa. 27 

Thus, while keeping a margin of individuality (the function of 
which I shall consider shortly) the poem offers just enough 
Seferean reference in the initial landscape to transfer the reader 
into the world of geographical historicity, of space as time, 
which characterises Seferis's presentation of place; and there 
are later Seferean motifs and echoes to enhance the effect: e.g. in 
section II: "Kt o vauTl)S"" TitVEl mKpo0al\aaaa OTl)V KOU1Ta TO'\J 

06'\Jaafo", and in section V: 11~'\JO K0'\.11Tl(l Kap<j)wµfra OTOV aµµo 

rn xapaµarn µE Tl) (j>o'l.lpTouva", the latter recalling the 
pictorial image in the fourth section of Mythistorema: "Their 
oars/ mark the place on the shore where they sleep". One can 
also identify a recognisably Seferean vocabulary in the detail -
references to whitewash, burnt houses, marble - references, that 

27 "a deep groove carved between their eyebrows/ like a cypress between 
two mountains at sunset." 
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is, which suggest Seferis because they come in the context of 
heat, dryness etc., e.g. (section VI): "Burnt houses which look 
from afar, their eyes removed, at the marble sea". But whilst 
this reference to a Seferean world brings with it the concept of a 
Greece in which different levels of time co-exist, the 
identification which Bien sees: 

... this tribute sees the men who fought against the Germans and 
afterwards in the first Civil War as national heroes easily 
equated with the free besieged of Missolonghi during the War of 
Independence; with that legendary stalwart of medieval times, 
Digenis Akritas; or with the epic giants celebrated in folk 
song ... 28 

is emphatically not achieved through a Seferean co-existence of 
levels of time reference within a given unit of poetry (i.e. within 
any one of the seven sections in which Romiosyni is constructed). 
At best it is a highly implicit comparison of references in 
different sections, and of references to literary traditions rather 
than to temporal moments as such. Thus the references to the 
War of Independence are in practice references a) to the folk song 
tradition and to klephtic ballad, through mention of Liakoura 
(section III) and in the lines (section V): 

Mfoa en' aA.WVl 01TO'\.I OELTIVl)Oav µta vuxna Ta 
naAAl)Kapta 

µEvouvE rn AlOKOUKO'I.ITcra Kal To a{µa To ~Epo Tou 

(pEyyaplOU 

Kl O OEKa1TEVTa01JA.Aa~OS- an' T' apµaTa TO'\.IS-.29 

where the invoking of fifteen-syllable metre makes the literary 
connection more overt, and b) to Solomos's Free Besieged 
(particularly fragment 7 of the second draft), in the combined 
image of women feeding starving children and of warlike 
determination (section III): 

28 • 28 9 op. Clt. pp. - . 
29 "In the threshing-floor where the lads dined one night/ there remain the 
olive-stones and the dried blood of the moon and the fifteen-syllable verse 
of their weapons." 
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Kt apya KaTl)(pOpaV€ Va TataO\JV€ Ta EYYOVla TO\JS' µE 
TO µrno}..oyylTlKO µnapoun,30 

And, of course, reference to Digenes Akrites (whether the epic or 
the Acritic songs) is by definition literary, as in section II: "<n' 
A}..wvta Ta (6ta aVTaµwoav TO .6.tYEV'll Kat OTpW81)KaV OTO 

6€( nvo ". In the light of this I think that we should conclude that 
Ritsos's presentation of place in Romiosyni is not as such 
Seferean. He is making a reference to Seferis, and to his view of 
Greece, alongside references to other aspects of Greek literature. 
I would suggest that, in the context of a poem celebrating heroic 
resistance, the point of the reference is to challenge the Seferean 
picture of a modern world without heroes, just as the title 
Romiosyni is a challenge to the traditional exemplary status of 
Ancient Greece. The landscape of the poem may be identifiable 
with that of Mythistorema in significant respects, but it is one 
peopled by the heroes of epic, of folk song, of Solomos. The 
humanising of it, through metaphors, is another aspect of this 
revaluation, a stressing that, culturally, the land is its people. 
Consequently, both the values of the poem and the techniques of 
evocation of place which contribute to their expression, are 
distinctly personal to Ritsos himself. 

What does this mean in practical terms as far as the issues of 
private and public space are concerned? In Romiosyni, images of 
private space are annulled - houses burnt, doors torn down, 
prickly pears growing within the walls of the "kastro", "the 
ruined house of the governor patched with sky" (section VD. 
Indeed, public space has invaded private space to the point 
where people are expelled from it and forced to become part of 
the landscape: "Kat Tpt yupvavE itw an' rn TEtXll TllS' naTp(-

6as TO\JS' {j)axvovrns T01TO va pt(WOO\JV€ OTl) vuxrn."31 At the 
same time, public space is given a degree of intimacy, brought 
down in some sense to a more human dimension, by enclosing it in 
images drawn from private space: "night as big as the big round 
baking-tin on the tinker's wall". Furthermore, neither sort of 

30 "And slowly they [i.e. the old women] go down to feed their 
~randchildren with the Misolonghi gun-powder." 

1 "and they wander around outside the walls of their fatherland seeking a 
place to take root in the night." 
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place is presented through description in any strict pictorial 
sense: a sense of place is compounded out of fragmented details, 
many of them metaphorical. Where a sequence of lines does 
appear to create a particular place and moment, its details in 
fact fracture that focus by referring outward to other levels of 
place and time. Take for example, in section III: 

'O,-av tE<PT<tEl anoµaKpa 11 µl vwi:K"ri TOlXOypa<j,{a Tl]S" 
6'1JOl]S" 

Kal O~l)VEl 11 nupKata OTOV axEpwva Tl]S" aKpoytal\l<tS" 
av11<t,op({ouv WS" E6w Ol yplES" an' Ta OKaµµfra OTO 

~PctXO OKaf\Onana 
Kct001JVTal OTl] MEyctl\l] TIETpa yvt€0ovTas- µE Ta µana 

Tl] 0a}\aooa 
Kct001JVTal Kal µETp<tV T' aOTEpla WS" va µETp<tVE Ta 

npoyOVlKa aol]µEVta T01JS" K01JTaf\Onl)p01JVa 
Kl apya KaTl](pOp<tVE va Tal001JVE Ta EYYOVla T01JS" µE 

To µEoo}\oyy(nKo µnapoun.32 

In these lines the place/picture is not in fact the focal point, but 
the base from which geographical references (Crete, 
Misolonghi) which are also temporal references (pre-Homeric 
civilisation, the War of Independence) are developed to extend 
the theme of heroism (implicit in the reference to "Misolonghi 
gunpowder"), all of this being linked back by motifs of weaving 
("yvt€0ovrns-", "tE<t,TaEt") and stars to a passage in section II: 

A, n µnptotµl aOTEpl aKoµa 0a XPEtaOTEl 
yw va KEVTl)Oouv Ol nEUKO~El\OVES" OTl]V Kmµal\toµtfv11 

µavTpa T01J Kal\OKalplO'U «Kl a1JTO 0a nEpaOEl» 
nooo 0a OTl()lEl aKoµa 11 µava Tl]V Kap6la Tl]S" navou 

an' Ta E(pTa o(j,ayµtfva nal\l\l]K<tpta Tl]S" 

32 "When the Minoan fresco of sunset begins to unravel in the distance/ 
and the fire dies out in the grain-store of the shore/ the old women climb 
up here by the steps carved in the rock/ they sit on the Great Rock 
spinning the sea with their eyes/ they sit and measure the stars as if 
measuring their ancestral silver spoons and forks/ and slowly go down to 
feed their grandchildren with the Misolonghi gun-powder." 
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W01T01J va j3pEl TO <t>ws- TO 6poµo T01J OTl)V aVll<!>opa 
Tl)S" q}1J)(11S" Tl)S".33 

In that passage, the outer world/public space is being enclosed in 
images which customarily belong to private space/ the domestic 
world - the stars as a silk thread, the singed enclosing wall of 
summer, the light finding an upward path into the mother's soul. 
The original passage, as we saw, works in a precisely parallel 
way. There, the domestic world - a wall painting, a barn for 
straw, steps, weaving, spoons and forks - has been appropriated 
by the outer world : sunset, the shore, the sea, the stars. At the 
same time, in a mirror image of this process, the poet has 
"appropriated" the public space of existing literary tradition 
(at least as far as the representation of place is concerned), in 
this case the implicit reference to Solomos's Free Besieged, and 
has woven it into a personal expression of public issues. 

If I am correct in arguing that, in his early poetry at least, place 
is not of interest to Ritsos in itself, but that it stands for him as 
representation of vital aspects of the Greek literary tradition 
which need synthesising in his own work if it is to express what 
is valid both personally and publically, then why, you might 
ask, is some of the evocation of place so vivid in its detail. Look, 
for example, at "Kt-n6wµEV1) 11oprn", the seventh section of 
Guard duty by the light of the evening star, written 1941-2. At a 
certain level the poem has the detail of a genre-painting, with 
its barrel-organ on the corner, of a Saturday evening, the muddy 
road, then the lamps with mauve cords, the adults talking in a 
dining-room with a patch of light under the door, though the 
poem overlaps exterior and interior scenes and uses sub-scenes in 
its metaphors, e.g. the wet clogs in the corridor of the refugee 
shack, and the tiny hands of the child buried alive and pushing 

33 "Ah, what silk-thread star will be needed/ for the pine-needles to 
embroider 'this too will pass' on the singed wall of summer?/ How much 
more will the mother squeeze out her heart onto the bodies of her seven 
slain heroes,/ before the light finds its way onto the upward slope of her 
soul?" 
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aginst its coffin lid. Elements of public space - the details of the 
neighbourhood - have been blended with elements of private 
space - references to interiors in their own right and in 
metaphors. Some of the description refers to the public space of 
literary tradition (barrel-organ, muddy road, sunset, the 
relentless passage of time marked by the old clock). All of this 
has been filtered into one vision through the private space of 
memory, and this then forms the basis for a poem in which the 
idea of enclosure/isolation is emphatically rejected in favour of 
a unity/ community which breaks down private space in favour of 
group values: 

TipETIEl va ondoouµE Tl)V noprn. ea Ta rnrn(j>EpouµE. 
ftaT( 11 aydn11 µas E(vai mo noii11 an' Tl) µova{id 

µas.34 

The vividness of detail is necessary to the tangibility of the 
experience. Both private and public space need to suggest the 
reality of lived experience if they are also to have the full 
metaphorical power to suggest the kinds of abstract notion with 
which Ritsos is playing. 

To get at the "theory" behind the practice, I want to conclude 
by juxtaposing two poems, "Mia viJxrn" from Testimonies 1 (1963) 
and "To vo11µa TllS anAOTl)rns", the opening poem of Paren
theses (written 1946-47). The first I see as itself a metaphor for 
Ritsos's perception of the meaning of place in literary represent
ation; the second is acknowledged as a central statement of 
Ritsos's view of the nature of language and the relationship 
between text and reader.35 In "Mia v,Jxrn" Ritsos treats the 
house as an example of space as a limited specific reality, its 
decay reflecting its absence, or loss, of meaning, in that empty 
space is deprived of its potential for private meaning. The 

34 "We must break down the door. We shall achieve it./ For our love is 
~reater than our loneliness." 
5 Edmund Keeley, in "O ridvv11s P(Toos µfoa OE napEV0foEts" in 

Acpi{pwµa arov I'Lcfvv1) Pfrao (see note 5 above), pp. 469-84, sees the 
poem as simply expressing the desire for the reader to find the poet who is 
"hidden" in his words. This oversimplifies the image at the centre of the 
poem. 
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illumination of the second floor, with its eight uncurtained 
windows and two open balcony doors, restores this space to a 
potential public reality, but it cannot confer on it any greater 
degree of signification. What does that is the antique mirror -

[ ... ] Evas YEPTOS, ,ra}-.ai'LKOS Ka0pE<!>TllS", 
µE Kopv((a {3aprnx, a,r6 µaupo NAo OKaAtOTO, Ka-

0pE<j>Tt(ovrns 
ws Eva a,r(0avo j3a0os ns aamEs, auyi,:)..(vouaEs aa-

v(oEs TOU ,raTwµaTos36 

- which turns the same space into a limitless general reality, by 
making it an unrestrained metaphor for itself. The mirror, like 
literature or the poet or language itself, turns the space into a 
perspective, and thus creates a potential for meaning out of it. 
The recording of place/space is thus for Ritsos the creation of a 
private perspective out of space, which can be viewed inwardly 
(as private space) or outwardly (as public space). This is, I 
think, the equivalent of Palamas's "three lyricisms", with the 
mirror of literature/language performing the function of the 
generalising "lyricism of the totality". 

This interpretation sits neatly with the ideas expressed in 
the second poem I referred to above, "To v61wa Tl)S" aTIAOTl)rns". 
This short poem promotes, in its first stanza, the idea that the 
poetic self is "behind" things/ objects. The reader, in making 
contact with objects "touched" by the poet, achieves a degree of 
communication with him- "the traces of our hands will mingle". 
The second stanza exemplifies this process with a brief 
description which contains elements of both the external and the 
internal world: 

To auyouanan1co <j>Eyyapt yua)..((Et OTl)V KOU(tva 
aa yavwµEvo TEVT(Ept [ ... ] 
<!>WTl(Et T' a6Eto 01Tl n Kat Tl) yovanaµEVl) 0Uu1Tl) T01J 

amnou -

36 "an old mirror, tilted at an angle/ with a heavy frame, of carved black 
wood, mirroring/ to an incredible depth the rotten converging 
floorboards." 
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navTa 1) otwnl) µEVEl yovanoµEVl).37 

The third stanza glosses the function of language - every word is 
a "way out" towards a meeting between poet and reader, even if 
that meeting is not necessarily achieved. The "truth" of such 
poetic language lies in its power to suggest such a meeting. The 
word can take the reader to a perception of an inner, psycho
logical truth or can lead outward to what Bien calls "an external 
reality validated by the poet's touch" .38 The process is mirrored 
in the passage from public to private space - from moon to empty 
kitchen in stanza 2 of this poem, from lit windows outward in 
"Mia vuxTa", or from mirror to rotting floorboards. Descriptions 
are both fragments of place and symbols of public realities, and 
the interrelation of fragments of description of public and 
private space forms a mutual commentary between the two 
dimensions. But in so far as those descriptions are also references 
to existing literary conventions/traditions, they create a passage 
between private and public space at the stylistic level too. 
Indeed, it is through his dialogue with tradition, as we have 
seen, that Ritsos is able, by the late 1940s, to integrate his 
different levels of vision within a poetic voice which is both his 
own and yet recognisably related to the "public" space of 
twentieth-century Greek poetry as a whole. 

Christ Church, Oxford 

37 'The august moon shines in the kitchen/ like a tin-plated cooking-pot 
[ ... ]/ it lights up the empty house and the kneeling silence of the house/ -
silence always stays kneeling." 
38 op. cit. p. 18. 



Heteroglossia and the defeat 
of regionalism in Greece 

Dimitris Tziovas 

A lthough heteroglossia is a term of Greek ongm and 
therefore those familiar with Greek must more or less 

understand its meaning, I feel that I should explain what 
Mikhail Bakhtin, who first introduced it, meant by that term. 
For him all national languages are internally stratified into 
what he calls different "social speech types", that is to say, in 
his own words: "social dialects, characteristic group behavior, 
professional jargons, generic languages, languages of generations 
and age groups, tendentious languages, languages of the 
authorities, of various circles and of passing fashions, languages 
that serve the specific sociopolitical purposes of the day, even of 
the hour.''1 This multiple construction of language does not imply 
a relationship of harmony between these different speech types, 
but instead a relationship of conflict. For Bakhtin the basic 
forces which regulate this discursive conflict are two, which he 
calls centripetal and centrifugal. 

He refers to the tendency towards unification and 
centralization as "centripetal force" and to the tendency for 
heterology and decentralization as "centrifugal force"; the 
conflict of these two opposing tendencies constitutes a perpetual 
dialogic struggle which manifests itself more clearly in the 
realm of language: 

At any given moment of its evolution, language is stratified not 
only into linguistic dialects in the strict sense of the word 
(according to formal linguistic markers, especially phonetic), but 
also - and for us this is the essential point - into languages that 
are socio-ideological: languages of social groups, "professional" 

1 M.M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. 
Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, Austin: University of Texas Press 
1981, pp. 262-3. 
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and "generic" languages, languages of generations and so forth. 
From this point of view, literary language itself is only one of 
these heteroglot languages - and in turn is also stratified into 
languages (generic, period-bound and others). And this strati
fication and heteroglossia, once realized, is not only a static 
invariant of linguistic life, but also what insures its dynamics: 
stratification and heteroglossia widen and deepen as long as 
language is alive and developing. Alongside the centripetal 
forces, the centrifugal forces of language carry on their uninter
rupted work; alongside verbal-ideological centralization and 
unification, the uninterrupted processes of decentralization and 
disunification go forward.2 

In short, the centripetal forces in language seek to undermine 
linguistic plurality and establish a unitary language whereas 
the centrifugal forces resist linguistic unity. 

After these preliminary remarks about heteroglossia, I must 
now turn my attention to the question of regionalism in Greece 
which has so far received little attention,3 although it 
eloquently illustrates the triumph of nationalism and the 
ideology of the national centre. It has been subsumed under the 
more widely used dichotomy between centre and periphery, 
where the latter tends to represent more the diaspora rather 
than the regions. Regionalism provides us with a perspective by 
which we can understand the connection between nationalism, 
identity and the formation of a national culture as an outcome of 
the tension between centrifugal and centripetal forces (to return 
to Bakhtin's terms). Nationalism can be seen as a centripetal 
force while regionalism stands as its centrifugal opposition. 

The conflict of these two trends can be observed as a striking 
feature of modern Greek history, which involves a paradox since 
nationalism is expressed by the centralizing state and region
alism by the concept of a non-contained nation. The fundamental 
problem in modern Greek history has been the establishment of 

2 ibid., pp. 271-2. 
3 One of the most comprehensive studies on regionalism in Greece and 
Cyprus is still the proceedings of the conference organized and edited by 
Muriel Dimen and Ernestine Friedl: "Regional variation in modern Greece 
and Cyprus: Toward a perspective on the ethnography of Greece", Annals 
of the New York Academy of Sciences 268 (February 1976). 
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the former and its expansion in order to embrace the latter. 
Before the War of Independence, a Greek state was not of course 
in existence nor ever had been. The Greek nation, on the other 
hand, was geographically dispersed from Wallachia and 
Anatolia to the Greek communities in Europe. After the 
successful outcome of the Greek War of Independence and the 
establishment of the Greek state, the problem which emerged 
was the incompatibility of the state and the nation. Hence, the 
subsequent political, military and cultural history of Greece, at 
least up to 1922, can be considered as an attempt to expand the 
state so that it would coincide with the nation. 

Since the mid-eighteenth century the Greek nation has been 
defined and differentiated linguistically, thus thwarting the 
older ecumenical community of Balkan Orthodoxy. Greek
speaking populations acquiring national consciousness through 
language separated themselves from the Bulgarians, the 
Albanians or the Vlachs, who were treated as outsiders in terms 
of language, although welcome to join the Greek nation 
eventually, provided that they adopt its language and culture. 
An invitation to the non-Greek-speaking Orthodox to hellenize 
themselves linguistically and culturally is offered by Daniel of 
Moschopolis in his opening remarks to a Greek-Vlach
Bulgarian-Albanian glossary published in 1802. Similar 
messages were sent by other Greek intellectuals, such as 
Neophytos Doukas, either to the Greek leaders, or to the other 
Balkan peoples - not, however, to all of them but to marginal 
and less cohesive social groups.4 This perhaps explains why 
they do not talk about the assimilation of Serbs while they do 
talk about the assimilation of Albanians, Vlachs and 
Bulgarians. This tendency towards cultural and linguistic 
hellenization demonstrates that the Greek nation was primarily 
perceived as a cultural and linguistic community. In place of the 
religious ecumenical community that Orthodoxy had put 
forward, nationalism projected the individuality and the 
uniqueness of linguistic communities. Apart from territorial 

4 See Paschalis Kitromilides, "'Imagined Communities' and the origins of the 
National Question in the Balkans", in: Martin Blinkhorn and Thanos 
Veremis (edd.) Modern Greece: Nationalism and Nationality, Athens: Sage
ELIAMEP 1990, pp. 23-66. 
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expansion, the other main preoccupation of Greek nationalism 
was the social, linguistic and ideological unity associated with 
the convergence of state and nation. The development, therefore, 
of nationalism in Greece and in the Balkans presupposes and at 
the same time promotes linguistic homogeneity with the 
enforcement of one language; a process which has been continued 
more effectively with the formation of a powerful state. 

It has often been observed that during and after the War of 
Independence a conflict developed between the modernizing 
elites of the diaspora and the local oligarchies, which after 
Independence resulted in the highlighting of the cleavage 
between a society with pre-capitalistic structures and ethos and 
a state transplanted from the West. Thus, since the early 
nineteenth century a divergence between society and state came 
about which resulted in the continuing mistrust of the people 
towards the central authorities. On the one hand, the 
westernized state tried to rationalize and modernize the pre
capitalist Greek society from above and, on the other hand, the 
latter responded by undermining the former from below. This 
incongruence between the westernized state and the pre
capitalist social structure often took the form of an antithesis 
between urban and rural culture. According to N. Diamandouros, 
the failure of urban culture to gain wider acceptance and 
authority within society suggests once again the fundamental 
and unbridged cleavage between the state and society as well as 
the resilience of regionalism and its ultimately anti-urban 
character.5 

What has not been considered so far is that one of the most 
serious attempts to bridge the gap I have just described was by 
means of language and the ideal of linguistic uniformity. 
Perhaps the language question overshadowed this systematic 
attempt in Greece by giving the impression that the cleavage 
had become wider instead of being bridged. Nevertheless, 
behind the language question lurked the ideal of linguistic unity 
and uniformity; the disagreement simply lay in the medium: 
whether the homogenizing medium was to be the demotic or 

5 P. Nikiforos Diamandouros, "Greek political culture in transition: 
Historical origins, evolution, current trends", in: Richard Clogg (ed.), 
Greece in the 1980s, London: Macmillan 1983, p. 55. 
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katharevousa. 6 Hence, throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries there was a colossal but quiet attempt to bring about the 
hellenization and linguistic uniformity of Greek territory 
including all the Greek-speaking and non-Greek-speaking 
populations. 

According to P. Kitrornilides, what happened in Greece and 
elsewhere in eastern Europe in the nineteenth centu~ "was the 
gradual construction of the nations by the states." From its 
inception the basic objective of the Greek state was the over
powering of the local centrifugal tendencies and the establish
ment of a canonistic framework of national values with unity as 
the ultimate goal. This unity meant two things: first, unity in 
terms of time, under the notion of the historical continuity of 
Hellenism, a project undertaken by historians such as Paparrigo
poulos; and, secondly, unity in territorial terms, which meant 
among other things the obliteration of linguistic and cultural 
heterogeneity as well as local differences. In this way the idea 
of the national centre is formed and various mechanisms of 
national homogeneity and cultural assimilation develop. 

First of all, one such mechanism, as is portrayed in Military 
Life in Greece (1870), was the army, which, among other things, 
aimed at the hellenization of its recruits, some of whom did not 
have Greek as their native language, and at forging a national 
identity on the basis of common ideals and social experience. 
Another mechanism was the educational system with its 
spectacular expansion during the first fifty years following 
Independence, if we take into account that the 71 schools in 1830 
had become 1,172 in 1879.8 In this respect, the role of the newly 
founded University of Athens was crucial too; one of its aims was 

6 The lack of widely-recognized or standard Greek dictionaries 
(equivalent to the OED) and grammars suggests that the widespread 
linguistic standardization did not produce practical results, notwith
standing the language controversy, which impeded this process. 
7 Kitromilides, op. cit., p. 33. For an analysis of the ideological develop
ments in Greece during the nineteenth century see also his study 
'"I6€0AOYlKa p€uµarn Kai. TrOAl TlK<l al Tl)µarn· TrPOOTrTlKES" O:TrO 

To v EAA1)VlKO 190 alwva", in: D.G. Tsaousis (ed.), VO(/JELS- rif s
'E11117J11t1cifs- Kot'/l(J)'/1La$" TOiJ 19ou alw11a, Athens: Estia 1984, PP· 23-38. 
8 Kitromilides, "'Imagined Communities"', p. 37. 
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to prepare school-teachers who would contribute to the 
hellenization and the national indoctrination of populations 
outside the Greek kingdom. Additional evidence that the 
centripetal forces of the Greek state were gaining ground was the 
fact that the theological college at Chalki was increasingly 
supplanted by Athens University, the Rizaris Seminary and the 
Maraslis Teachers Training College as regards the training of 
educational personnel for the needs of the Greek communities in 
Asia Minor. 

A third mechanism of social cohesion and state centralizing 
control was the judiciary. During a period when brigandage 
threatened law and order and defied the central authorities, the 
establishment of the penitentiary system and the credibility of 
justice, as eloquently portrayed in the novel Thanos Vlekas by 
the legal scholar and political thinker Pavlos Kalligas, was of 
primary importance for national unity, as well as for negating 
any local autonomies which potentially could lead to social 
unrest and anarchy 

These three institutional mechanisms aimed at smoothing 
out social, linguistic and cultural differences within society and 
the strengthening of national unity. On the practical level they 
fostered state control and centralization, and on the ideological 
level this role was played by the Great Idea and its promise for 
a unity of autochthonous and heterochthonous Greeks within an 
enlarged Greek state. It should be borne in mind here that the 
concept of the Great Idea was introduced in 1844 by Ioannis 
Kolettis during a debate over the issue of autochthonous and 
heterochthonous members of the Greek state. Moreover, the 
declaration in 1833 by the Greek Church of its autocephaly from 
the Ecumenical Patriarchate represents another indication of 
the clash between the centripetal state and the centrifugal 
nation. The appropriation of the Church by the state was a cause 
for friction because it opposed the maintenance by the 
Patriarchate of the traditional supra-national and supra-state 
religious community in the Balkan area. 

After the Anatolian catastrophe the Great Idea was 
reversed. Instead of expanding the state in order to cover the 
whole nation, now the nation had to be contained within the 
state. In other words, the centripetal force of homogeneity and 
unity (racial, geographical and linguistic) now gained 
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momentum in place of the centrifugal force of expansion which 
was dominant earlier. With the exchange of populations in 1923, 
Greece appears to be one of the most ethnically homogeneous 
states of Europe9 while at the same time the systematic 
enforcement of a uniform national culture through a highly 
centralized administrative system effaced any regional 
peculiarities. After 1922, with the definition of the Greek 
borders and the integration of the refugees, nation and state 
converge in a kind of forced symbiosis.1° This perhaps explains 
why before 1922 regionalism was allowed to manifest itself 
either linguistically or thematically even in literature, whereas 
afterwards the tendency for discipline and homogeneity 
prevails. One can argue that earlier literature expressed the 
nation and the diaspora, before it became the mouthpiece of the 
state and the metropolis. In turn, the allowances for 
heteroglossia were minimized. 

In the early twentieth century a massive effort was made to 
achieve the linguistic unification of Greek territory, an effort 
closely linked with the Macedonian question. In 1916 Manolis 
Triantaphyllidis, in an article under the title "Our language in 
the schools of Macedonia", points out that "the Greek state has 
failed in the issue of hellenization"11 and in the assimilation of 
non-native speakers, considering the fact that even near Athens 
there were Albanian-speaking villages. The linguistic ant
agonism, Triantaphyllidis says, was not reduced but intensified 
because of the variom; nationalisms; particularly in the recently 
liberated Macedonia, the hellenization of the non-Greek
speakers was essential (with demotic as the instrument): "The 
linguistic assimilation cannot be implemented except by means of 
the spoken language, which must be established in the schools of 
Macedonia and anywhere that foreign speakers exist, at least 
for the first four years of the elementary school."12 He points out 

9 ibid., pp. 50-1. 
lO Thanos Veremis, "Introduction" in: Modern Greece: Nationalism and 
Nationality (see n. 4 above), p. 8. 
1l M. Triantaphyllidis, '~H yt-waaa µas OTO: OXOl\Eta Tl)S' MaKE
Bov(as", VA 1ra11ra, vol. 4, Thessaloniki: Institute of Modern Greek 
Studies 1963, p. 253. 
12 ibid., p. 257. 
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that, in spite of the government's efforts in opening schools and 
sending out teachers, people in a number of places in Macedonia 
did not speak Greek but Bulgarian; he also attempts to 
strengthen his case by quoting from articles by teachers and the 
views of other people who had first-hand experience of the 
situation. 

The linguistic situation in Macedonia was an additional 
factor in speeding up the policy of the Greek state for linguistic 
unification through education. State intervention, however, was 
not limited to the area of education, but spread into other areas 
with the hellenization of place-names and the endorsement of 
new military and marine terms and trade codes13 - an endorse
ment which highlights the widespread formalism of the Greek 
state and the anxiety about uniformity. 

As I said earlier, up to the Anatolian catastrophe the 
polyphony and the multifaceted character of Greece were 
recognised and bolstered indirectly by nationalists such as 
Dragoumis who drew a distinction between Hellenes and 
Helladikoi: "The Greeks of Greece, let us call them Helladikoi, 
identified in their minds the Greek state, the Greek Kingdom, 
the small Greece, with the Greek nation. They forgot the Greek 
nation, Romiosyni and Hellenism."14 Dragoumis's theory about 
the re-establishment of an empire, together with his defence of 
the administrative system of the small communities, stems from 
the alleged incompatibility between state and nation, which he 
speaks of as follows: "Two trends originated from two different 
ideologies, one Helladic and the other Hellenic, one strictly 
statist and the other national and all-encompassing."15 

The views of K.D. Karavidas, an associate of Dragoumis, on 
communalism suggest that there was ideological resistance to 
the centripetalism of the state. One of his articles, entitled 
"Learned tradition and Demoticism", first published in 1921 in 
Dragoumis's Political Review, later reprinted in 1945 in a 
pamphlet and then in the periodical Platon in 1961, is of 

13 See the introduction of E.I. Moschonas in the edition of A. Pallis, 
Mrrpouao~, Athens: Ermis 1975, p. vj3. 
14 I. Dragoumis, 'O 'EA>..7J11wµo~ µou Kai oi VEAA7JIIES, 1903-1909, 
Athens 1927, p. 108. 
15 I. Dragoumis, 'EAA1)11lKO~ rro>..maµo~, Athens 1927 (11913), p. 108. 
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particular interest.16 In this article, Karavidas singles out two 
theories/ ideologies, as he calls them: the socialist and the 
hellenistic. The first is centripetal or according to him 
"dogmatic and canonistic", "submitting people once and for all to 
collective discipline", whereas the other, the hellenistic, is 
centrifugal, "stressing variety and non-uniformity in life". The 
socialist theory represents the state, the West and demoticism; 
the hellenistic, on the other hand, represents the community, 
the East and the learned tradition (not as letter but as spirit and 
orientation). Demoticism, according to Karavidas, must shy 
away from both socialism and parliamentary democracy, and 
look back to ancient Greece as the genuine manifestation of 
communal organization. Karavidas can be seen as the champion 
of regionalism in Greece during the inter-war period and one of 
the few who used the concept in a transliterated form, since 
there is no equivalent term in Greek and the conceft is often 
expressed by reference to communalism (Kotvonoµos).1 

Furthermore, the suppression of customary law in Greece can 
be linked to the defeat of regionalism and the increasing 
tendency towards standardization and centralization. Nikolaos 
Pantazopoulos has explored in detail this clash between local 
"customs" and western "law" during the early years of 
Independence and has illustrated the pivotal role of the 
Bavarian administrator and law professor Ludwig-Georg von 
Maurer.18 Although von Maurer stayed in Greece barely eighteen 
months (2 February 1833 - 31 July 1834), he was instrumental in 
the suppression of communalism and customary law. The division 
of Greek territory into Demoi, for example, did not aim, 

16 K.D. Karavidas, 'kH Aoy(a Tiapa6001s Kat o Liwon1aoµos", 
TV.drwv 13, no. 25/26 (1961) 138-64. 
17 See K.D. Karavidas, 'A yporu:d (1931), repr. Athens: Papazisis 1977, 
and "'H T01TlKl} auTOOlOlKi]OlS Kai. 0 lolOTtl1TOS nap' ,iµ'i'v 
olKovoµtKos pE(tova>-wµo's" (1936), reprinted in I'EwozKovoµ{a Kai 
Kozvonaµcf s-, Athens: Agricultural Bank of Greece 1980 and To 
Tlpo/3'A7]µa rffs- Aurovoµ{as-, Athens: Papazisis 1981. 
18 See N.I. Pantazopoulos, Georg Ludwig von Maurer. 'H rrpos
EvpwrraiKa rrporurra O/I.OKll.1)PWTLKT} <JTpO<pTJ T1J5" NWE/l./l.1)1llK1J5" 
voµo8w{ar;, Thessaloniki 1968, and 'O 'E11.11.7JnKos- Kozvonaµor; Kat 
JJ NWE/l./l.1)J/lKT} KolJIOTLKTJ TlapaSoa1), Athens: Parousia 1993. 
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according to Pantazopoulos, at the revival of the communal 
ethos and support for regional independence, but at reinforcing 
the authority of the state and making its control over the 
communities more effective. The control of "custom" by "western 
law" was supported by von Maurer's preconception that only 
foreigners (especially the Germans) could teach the Greeks to be 
civilized .1 9 

The "Europeanization" of Greek law, representing moderniz
ation and standardization, invites us to see the conflict between 
"law" and "custom" as a legal parallel to the linguistic contro
versy between katharevousa and demotic. M. Herzfeld, discuss
ing the analogy, argues that "as with 'katharevousa', the 'law' 
is something which the villager regards as a standard set by the 
State."20 In this way we return to the fundamental opposition 
during the nineteenth century between centripetal propensities, 
identified with the State, which represented modernization, 
Europeanization and standardization, and the centrifugal forces 
associated with customary law, communalism, regionalism and 
linguistic plurality. 

During the nineteenth century, however, it is difficult to 
talk about or define Greek regionalism. There is more talk about 
sectionalism than regionalism.21 Social cleavages and local 

19 John Anthony Petropoulos, Politics and Statecraft in the Kingdom of 
Greece 1833-1843, Princeton N.J.: Princeton University Press 1968, p. 162. 
20 Michael Herzfeld, "'Law' and 'Custom': Ethnography of and in Greek 
National Identity", Journal of Modern Greek Studies 3. 2 (October 1985) 
176. 
21 John Petropoulos argues that sectional jealousies between Rumeliots, 
Peloponnesians and islanders played an important role in Greek politics 
after Independence. He also points to the difference between the 
Europeanists, who thought of statehood in terms of nationalism, 
centralization, bureaucracy and perhaps constitutionalism, and the 
indigenous elements who were satisfied with the machinery of the Ottoman 
state. For him the two factors which fostered sectionalism were geography 
and Ottoman rule, which conformed to geographical divisions: "In view of 
the geographical barriers of sea and mountains, it is not surprising that 
localism and sectionalism should have been strong. The force of 
nationalism in 1821 was still new, and town, village, or district still 
commanded primary loyalty. Traditionally, administration had conformed 
to geography and had intensified sectionalism. What became independent 
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conflicts are perceived through binary oppositions such as: 
autochthons and heterochthons, Helladikoi and outside Greeks, 
Heptanesians and Phanariots, while the Greek nation, including 
the diaspora, is seen as consisting of three concentric circles: the 
first involving the Greek peninsula, the second the Balkans and 
the third European cities or Asian re~ions with Greek popul
ations or Greek mercantile activities. 2 Regional antagonism 
emerges as a result of irreconcilable economies (peasant/ 
merchant) and the coexistence of two cultures: an official, admin
istrative culture and a local, customary one. 

However, what characterizes nineteenth-century Greece is 
first a sense of linguistic and cultural diversity, which many 
describe as anarchy, and, secondly, the increasing use of the term 
"national centre". As Elli Skopetea argues: 

~H xpl)a11 TEAos- TT\S"' A. ,c{yrpov 611/\WvEt - ~al 
TmJToxpova KaA'\JTTTEl - TO\JS VEO'I.IS O'I.JOX€TlOµous TWV 

6uvaµ€WV TTO'IJ O'I.IV€1Ta YE::Tat TJ KaTaA'\.101) Tl)S xapa

KTl)plOTlKl)S yta TOV TTPO€TTavaoTaTtKO EAAl)VlOµo 

TTOA'I.IKHTptKOTl)Tas .23 

There are some who see the linguistic diversity during this 
period as a symptom of a wider political chaos, social instab
ility and moral impropriety. This view is clearly expressed by 
A. Kyprianos in 1861 in the journal Philistor: 

VOAOl alo8a VOVTal Tl)V 

TTaVTWV YAWOOaV TlVa, 

xpdav va 

Kat o},.ot 

TTl){wµu TEAOS 

8},.(j3oVTat wt 

Greece had never constituted a single unit within the Ottoman empire. Not 
even each of its acknowledged geographical divisions had enjoyed 
administrative unity. Moreover, Ottoman rule had favored sectionalism in 
two ways - by allowing communities and regions a large degree of 
autonomy and by never attempting to introduce any widespread 
uniformity of administration." J.A. Petropoulos, Politics and Statecraft in 
the Kingdom of Greece 1833-1843, p. 20. 
22 G. Dertilis, KOlll(J)J/LKOS- µnaax1)µanaµos- Kai. arpaTLWTLK1/ 
/;1r{µf:laa1) 1880-1909, Athens: Exantas 1977, p. 277. 
23 Elli Skopetea, To "[lp,frv1ro BaaO,no" Kat 11 MEyaA1) 'JS{a. 
voqms- TOU €01/LKOU 1Tpo/3'Ar[µaros- ari;v 'E'A'Ad8a (1830-1880), 
Athens: Polytypo 1988, p. 72. 
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l3aaav((oVTat on ,\ dicarnarna(a Kat dKoaµ(a i\'ns 
napaTl)PElTal KaTa TO'Y lTO/\lTlKO'Y µas l3fov, KaTa Ta 
i\'01), KaTa TO'Y xapaKTfipa €1TlKpan:'i'. Kat KaTa Tl)'Y 
yAwaaav, TO npayµa E:Kdvo 6 xapaKTl)pt(El l6(ws Tov 
/\OYlKO'Y av0pwnov Kat 6EtTal 'UlTEP nav a/\1\0 Kav6vos 
Kat µfrpwv.24 

But the ideal of a unified and standardized language is 
expressed more adamantly by Philippos Ioannou two years later 
in Ethnikon Imerologion: 

'EK TW'Y pl)OEVTW'Y auvayE:Tat, OTl al 6ta(j)opot T01TlKal 
6taAE:KTot, E:ls a.s ,\ xu6a(a Twv • EAAl)Vwv YAWaaa 
6tatpE:tTat, 6uvavTat µEV va XPl)OtµEUO(J)Ol'Y ds 
q'oµarn 6l)µonKa, ds Kwµ~6(as, Eis µu0ous Kal 
6tl)yl)µarn, wpwµlva npos 6t6aoKaAtav Kat TEP<)Jtv ToiI 
oxAou, oi.ixl oµws Kat E:ls onou6afov Kat ui)>l)Al)V 
lTOll)Ol'Y, ds €1Tl0Tl)µO'Yl1Cct ouyypaµµaTa, ds 
voµo0rn(av, 6tKl)yOp(av K. T,/\. Tiaoat TWV µE:yal\WV Kat 
nE:(j)wnaµEvwv Tfis Ei.ipwnl)s ic0vwv al yAwooat itxouotv, 
w s Kat ,\ ,\µE:TEpa, 6ta<!>ci' pous d 6tanAaaTous 
6taAEKTous, a/\Al)V h a/\A1l hapx(q; u110 ToiI oxAou 
l\al\OUµEvas, WV y(vETal XPllOlS E:ls ~oµarn 6l)µonKa, 
ds Kwµw6(as K.T./\. O'U6E:1.S oµws ou6E:µ(av TW'Y 
pl)0nowv 6taAEKTWV µnaxnp((E:Tat ds ouvTattv 
lTOll)µaTOS 01TOU6afou, ouyypaµµaTOS €1TlOTl)µOVlK01J, ii 
wpwµEVOU ds XPllOl V Kat w(j)EAE:ta"V TWV 11at6E:(as 
µE:TOXWV ii yE:ypaµµanoµEvwv· d/\/\<t Ta TOtaiJ'Ta 
not11µaTa Kat ouyypdµµaTa oundooovTat ds T'l)V 
KOtVl)V ToiJ' it0vous Kat ypaµµanKws KE:KavovtoµEvl)v 
yAwooav.25 

From what has already been said we may conclude that, while 
the various local dialects that go to make up the vulgar Greek 
tongue may be used for folk-songs, comedies, fables and tales, 
intended to edify and entertain the populace, yet they are not 
suitable for writing sublime poetry or scientific treatises, or for 
purposes of legislation or legal practice, etc. The languages of all 

24 A. Kyprianos, "TIE:pt dvaAoy(as Kat dvwµaA(as icaTa Tous Ka0' 
fifas xpovous", <Pi>..forwp 17 (15 September 1861) 207. 
2 Ph. Ioannou, "TIE:pt TllS NE:wTEpas 'EAAl)VtKf\S fAwool)S", 'E8n,::011 
'HµEpo>..oyw11 1863, p. 111. 
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the great and enlightened European nations have, like our own, 
various half-formed dialects, spoken by the common people from 
one region to another, which are employed in folk-songs, 
comedies and so on. Yet no one resorts to any of these dialects 
when composing a serious poem, a scholarly tract, or anything 
designed for the benefit of an educated readership. On the 
contrary it is the aforementioned poems and learned tracts that 
are composed in the grammatically standardized lingua franca of 
the nation. 

In the nineteenth century, we witness two conflicting trends. On 
the one hand, there is encouragement from the Ministry of 
Education or journals such as Philistor26 for teachers to collect 
dialectal material, a tendency running parallel to the collection 
of folk songs; and on the other hand the volume of neologisms 
coined during that period represents, as Marianna Ditsa argues, 
among other things, the desire to compile and consolidate a 
homogeneous linguistic instrument for the whole nation.27 

Before the War of Independence and for some years 
afterwards there was a significant tolerance towards dialects 
and other languages. Few were bothered by the coexistence of 
Greek and Albanian and most towns, even in the south, such as 
Nauplion, were little Babylons. Even later, Kolettis, a 
Kutsovlach himself, defended those who spoke Albanian and 
Kutsovlach. In August 1844 he contrasted Alexandros 
Mav:rokordatos with himself in this way to Nikolaos 
Dragoumis: 

.6.h ayvods- on WS' TIP0S' TO ouvrnyµa <j)povw O,Tt Kai. 
o MaupoKop&iTos-· ws- Kat mhos-, ouTw w'\. kyw voµ((w 
on, a<j)ou aTiat E)'lVE 6EKT0V 1TpE1TEl va k<j>apµooei)· 
6ia<j)wvouµE:v µovov WS' TIP0S' T0V TPOTIOV k<!>apµoyfis-. 'EK 
Tl)S' TEAEUTa(as- 6taywy11s- Tou TipoKaToxou µou 
ouµTIEpalVW on, 6taTp({/laVTES' Kai. ol 6uo TOOa ETT} Eis 

26 In the first issue of <l>t"Afarwp in 1862, on the first page, there appears a 
"TipoTp01Tl) ds- auvrnhv i6twnKWV Tl)S' VEaS' EAAl)VlKl)S' 
y}-woo11s-", that is to say an encouragement for the collection of idiomatic 
or regional words which will result in the enrichment of the written form 
of the Greek language. 
27 Marianna Ditsa, NEo"Aoy(a Kai KpinK11, Athens: Ermis 1988, p. 39. 
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TT}V E-upWTTl)V, a-vTOS' µh EA.l)OµOVl)OE TT}V 'E}-.}-.a6a, Eyw 
BE EBt6aX01)V va EVVOW a-VTT}V KaA.A.lOV 11 TTponpov. 'O 
MatlpOKopBaTOS' l:t.f}-.aj)E TT}V 'EnaBa EupWTTl)V Kai. 
crnoBEttis- ii ouvrntis- TOU {moupyElO'\.I Tl)S' 30 MapTlO'\.I. 
E1BEs- TTWS' ouv.frntu a-uT6. "EoTpEqiE TO j)}-..fµµa TTEpt. 
TT}V ai'.'aouoav a-lJTOU Ka(, lBwv av0pWTTO'\.IS' <j)opounas
/3€)..aSas-, oµtA.OUVTaS' ayyA-lKa Kai. yaA.AlKa, E1TfEV· '"I6ou 
To EAAl)vtKov E0vos- Kai. KUT' auTo yEVv1)0l)TW TO 
'UTTO'\.lpydov µou". I1Al)V, ayaTTl)TE, TO EAAl)VlKOV E0VOS' 
Bh dvai TO O'\.IVEpxoµEVOV Eis- TT}V ai'.'aouoav TOU 
MaupoKopBaTO'\.I, a}-.}-.a TO OUVEPXO µuov ds- TT}V TOU 
KwAETTO'\.I' TO EA.A.l)VlKOV E0vos- O'UH f3d,aSas- (j)opd 01JH 
yaAAlKa 11 dyyAtKa oµtA.El' (j)opd (pO'\.IOTaVEAA.aS', oµlAEt 
EVlOH Kat aA.j)aVtKa Kai. KOUTOOj)AaXtKa Kai. ow(El. Ta 
l)01) Tl)S' TUpavv(as-, Ta OTTOta BEV ea l:taAEt(p0WOl Bia 
µias-· Bton, ooov Kai. av <!>wva(woiv ol AOYlWTaTOl, Ta 
E0V1) BEV auTOOXEBtd(oVTai.28 

You are aware that I think much the same as Mavrokordatos 
does about the constitution. Like him, I think that once it has been 
approved, it must be enacted. We differ only in respect of how 
this is to be done. From my predecessor's recent behaviour I 
conclude that, during the two years or so he spent in Europe, he 
forgot what Greece is. I, on the other hand, have learnt to 
understand it better than before. Mavrokordatos has confused 
Greece with Europe and the proof of this lies in the formation of 
his ministry of 30 March. You saw how he put this together. He 
let his gaze wander around the room and, seeing men in frock
coats speaking English and French, he said: "Behold the Greek 
nation! Let my ministry be formed accordingly." But, my dear 
fellow, the Greek nation does not assemble within Mavro
kordatos's portals, but in the house of Kolettis. The Greek nation 
does not wear frock-coats, nor does it speak English or French; it 
wears the foustanella, is sometimes heard to speak Albanian, 
sometimes Kutsovlach, and preserves the customs (which will not 
be readily effaced) of its period of bondage. Because, however 
much the pedants may bluster, nations cannot be made up from 
scratch. 

28 Nikolaos Dragoumis, 'Iaropu:ai 'Avaµ vr(ans-, vol. II, ed. Alkis 
Angelou, Athens: Ennis 1973, p. 89. 
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The tolerance of the heteroglossia in the Greek world in the 
early decades of the nineteenth century is indicated by the 
numerous translations into karamanlidika (Turkish printed in 
Greek characters) mainly from Greek. The most striking example 
of such translations is an edition of Aristotle's Physiognomonika 
(a work subsequently proved not to have been written by 
Aristotle) published at the Patriarchal Press in Constantinople 
in 1819 in karamanlidika for the Turkish-speaking Greeks in 
Asia Minor. It was translated by Anastasios Karakioulaphis of 
Kayseri from ancient Greek into a demotic form of modem Greek 
and then into Turkish (a1To Toii' 'E}-.>-.TlvtKoii' Els- Tl)V Kaff l)µ<i's-
6µ1>-.ouµEvl)v a1T>-.ijv (j)pcfotv· ETl 6E Els- TT)V ToupKtK1)V a1T>-.ijv 
61a>-.EKTov) and it was offered by the translator as a small gift to 
the "heteroglot sons" of his "most beloved Motherland, 
Greece".29 However, the remarkable linguistic and cultural 
diversity in the Asia Minor regions did not last very long after 
the orchestrated efforts from mainland Greece for the 
propagation of a homogeneous, centrally motivated culture. 
Gerasimos Augustinos sums up the growing tendency of the 
national centre to dominate the cultural orientation of the Greek 
communities outside the Kingdom. 

Finally, although the number of newspapers and printed works 
multiplied in the major centers of Greek population throughout 
the empire, these were in turn overtaken by the printed matter 
emanating from Greece. Books, journals, papers, and pamphlets 
published in the kingdom and distributed abroad to the 
communities increasingly overshadowed the regional significance 
of Greek centers in the empire after 1870. Their emphasis was on 
secular rather than religious matters, national rather than 
community concerns, and reflected an overarching, standardized 
culture instead of regional variations.30 

29 See also Richard Clogg, ''Sense of the Past in pre-Independence Greece" 
in: Roland Sussex and J.C. Eade (edd.), Culture and Nationalism in 
Nineteenth-Century Eastern Europe, Columbus, Ohio: Slavica Publishers 
1985, pp. 7-30. 
30 Gerasimos Augustinos, The Greeks of Asia Minor: Confession, 
community, and ethnicity in the nineteenth century, Kent: The Kent State 
University Press 1992, p. 194. 
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During the nineteenth century there is a growing attitude of 
mistrust towards the state and a reaction against the metropolis. 
It is not only the brigandage or various messianic movements 
which express this anti-state mentality, but it can be seen on a 
linguistic level as well. Certain words having to do with Greek 
institutions are deliberately misread or mispronounced, as, for 
example, ouvrnyµa (constitution) becomes ouvTpiµµa, or 
npl)vo6tKl)S- becomes vEpo6tKl)S-. For the last word there is a 
special entry in Koumanoudis's dictionary of new words coined by 
the learned and it occurs in Papadiamantis's story "0ipos--"Epws-" 
(1891).31 

Another example of this playful polemic against the 
bureaucratic jargon of the state is the following passage from the 
monologue of the illiterate Diomas in Papadiamantis's story 
"''Y'nl)pETpa" (1888). 

'Evt0TE, EAAElq>Et oµtAl)TO'U, 6tl)YELTO Tel napanova TOtl 
Els- TOUS- O:VEµOtJS- Kai. Els- Ta K'IJµarn: 

- TI fiya 6a Kat OTlJV 'A011va, o' hdvo TO 
'l1T1roµaxu:6, Kat µo6wrnv, AEEt, 6uo aq,au>.a, va Ta 
naw OTO Io1rnµE10, va 1Tapot1otao0w OTl) Ilnpon11· nfiya 
Kai. OTl)V Ilnpon11, a has- a ytaTpos- µE l)~PE yEpo, 
W\AOS- oaKaTl), Kt mho'\. 6h i)tEt1pav ... 1JOTEpa yupwa 
OTO unot1pytlo Ka'\. µo-u E1 nav, "oupE OTO on( n oot1, K' 
EµE1s- 0a. OO'U OTElAWµE Tl} ouvrnt11 oot1", Ll)KWVOµm, 
(pE'IJYW, Epxoµm 6w, 1TEptµfrw, 1TEpVaEt has- µ11vas-, 
EPXOVTat TO. xapno: OTO AtµEvapxdo, va naw, AEEt, 
1TlOW OTl}V 'A011va, EXOtJV d.vayKl) va µE tavai:60-uv. 
Ll)KWVW TptaVTa 6paxµEs- d.no ha ydrnva, YtaTl 6h 
E1xa va napw TO awnfpw yia TO jkmopt, ytJp((w nfow 
OTl}V 'A011va xnµwva Katpo, 6E1m µEpES- µE na(6Et1av 
VO: µE OTEAVOtJV d.no TO U1TOtJpyE1o OTO 'J1r1roµaxu:6, Kt 
o:n' TO 'J1r1roµaxu:o OTO LOKOµEfo, 1JOTEpa µo-u AEVE 
"naatVE, Ka\. 0a l3yij 1) 0:1TO(paol)". Ll)KWVOµat, <pE'IJYW, 
yt1p((w OTO on(n µou, KapTEpw ... Et6Es- EOU ouVTo:~ 
(0:1Tl)t10'1JVETO npos- unon0EµEVOV G.Kj)OO:Ti]V), CU\AO TOOO K' 

31 S. A. Koumanoudis, IvvaywyT} N{wv A{b:wv, Athens: Ermis 1980, p. 
694 and A. Papadiamantis, "0Epos-~Epws-", ., A rravra, vol. 2, ed. N.D. 
Triantaphyllopoulos, Athens: Domos 1982, p.186. 
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Eyw. 'Enfi'pa K' EYW Tl}V fl11p{rpa Kat naod(w va 
(3ya/\W TO (j>wµ( µou.32 

The corrupted terms are printed in italics and are used here to 
underline the distance between the state and the ordinary 
citizen. At the same time this corruption and its connotations 
(A noµaxtKO - InnoµaxtKO - <l/\OYO, <j)aKE/\0 - o<j)aKE/\0 -
<j)aoKE/\o, EtolTl)pto - owTl)pto - owT11pfo) have ironic under
tones, giving the monologue of the character dialogic dimension 
and transforming it into a kind of hidden polemic of the poor 
peasant against the state. Moreover, Papadiamantis in 
"Xa/\aooxwp116Es" refers to a sort of false language (tµEUTlK'l)), 
considering it the only weapon the peasants have with which to 
confront political and social pressures.33 He says that the 
peasant practises this sort of spurious jargon twice a week in the 
various courts, trying to cope with the bureaucratic 
administration which he simply does not understand. 
Papadiamantis here and elsewhere points to the linguistic gap 
that existed between the illiterate villagers on the one hand, 
and the civil servants or the politicians on the other, and shows 
how the villagers tried to bridge it, often with comic effects. 

The defeat of regionalism in Greece becomes clearer if one 
examines the developments in Greek literature, and more 
specifically the lanfuage of Greek prose, since the early 
nineteenth century. 4 Up to 1930 regional identity and local 
dialects tend to manifest themselves more freely in literary texts 
than is the case after 1930. During the last century in comedies 
such as Korakistika (1811-13) by Iakovakis Rizos Neroulos or, 
later, Vavylonia (1836) by Vyzantios, different characters 
represent various local dialects and are named after them: 
Chiot, Cretan, Albanian, Epirot, Anatolian, Cypriot.35 

Vyzantios in his preface maintains that what prompted him to 

32 A P d" • """' , " "b"d 98 . apa 1amant1s, i 1111pnpa , 1 1 ., p. . 
33 A. Papadiamantis, " Ot Xa/\aooxwp116Es", ibid., p. 418. 
34 In Greek literature the relationship between regionalism and metro
politanism/urbanism is often subsumed under the question of the interplay 
between folk/popular 0-a'iKo) and learned 0-oyto) trends, which could be 
misleading if we identify the regional with the folk/popular. 
35 M. Hourmouzis's comedy 'O TvxooLWKTTJS' (1835) also contains 
elements of heteroglossia. 
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write Vavylonia was "the pitiful state to which the Greek 
language has been debased"; in spite of this corrective 
pronouncement, what is, however, implied in this comedy is the 
latent conflict between the official and the unofficial, periphery 
and metropolis, centrifugal and centripetal forces, westemized 
centralizing authority and oriental undisciplined Romiosyni. 

Another indication of the above oppositions can be found in 
the prose fiction (ethographia) of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. There, one can distinguish clearly the 
educated narrator, who speaks the standard Athenian 
katharevousa, or a simplified version of it, and the peasant 
characters, who are often portrayed using their local idiom or 
accent. This heteroglossia tends to disappear in the 1930s, 
perhaps as a result of the shifting emphasis from the periphery 
and the nation to the metropolis and the state - a process which 
I sketched out earlier, and which is reflected in the novel of the 
'30s, representing a strong indication of how closely literature 
mirrors political and social changes. Heteroglossia in the novel 
of this period is almost non-existent, with the exception of 
Myrivilis and novelists, rather marginal at the time, such as 
Axioti and Skarimbas. Only after the Second World War does 
heteroglossia surface again in Greek fiction, but for different 
reasons which I do not have the time to discuss here. 

It should be noted here that during the interwar period, and 
particularly after the population exchange in 1923, the question 
of minorities (Jews, Slavo-Macedonians etc.) is stirred up, 
fostered by disputes between Old Greece and the New Lands. 
Anti-Venizelists, for reasons of political expediency, tended to 
defend the minorities against the modern, liberal, and national 
state sought by the Venizelists, which aspired to control, 
assimilate and neutralize the religious and ethnic minorities. 
Hence during this period the anti-Venizelists together with the 
Communists - each group for different reasons - favoured and 
sheltered ethnic and regional particularisms, in contrast to 
Venizelism, which emerged as the champion of neutralization 
and assimilation.36 The fact that most of the prose writers who 

36 See George Th. Mavrokordatos, Stillborn Republic: Social coalitions and 
party strategies in Greece, 1922-1936, Berkeley: University of California 
Press 1983, pp. 226-302. 
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emerged after 1930 (Terzakis, Petsalis-Diomidis, Karagatsis, 
Theotokas, Prevelakis) tend to be Venizelos sympathizers, 
might explain their desire for linguistic standardization and 
their movement away from any localisms and idiomatisms. 

The question of heteroglossia ties in with the question of 
individual and religious rights and the recognition of minorities 
in Greece, both reflecting the Greek conception of the 
relationship between the individual and the nation/ state. 
Historically, the ideology of Greek identity has been based on 
the organic nature of society and the individual's subordination 
to a superior whole, which is the state as embodiment of the 
nation. This subordination of the individual to the state/nation, 
which in turn can justify violation or restriction of individual 
rights, can be explained by Greece's adherence to eastern 
spiritualism and Orthodoxy rather than western rationalism 
and liberal political philosophy. The dominant ideology in 
Greece privileged organic social units such as the extended 
family and the nation, not the autonomous individual. While in 
the West industrial capitalism and political practice treated 
individualism and individual rights as their fundamental 
principles, in Greece, as Adamantia Pollis claims, there is a 
conceptual and ideological denial of individual autonomy.37 The 
persistence of this denial was assisted in the early twentieth 
century by legal positivism, imported from Germany, which 
tended to "reconcile" individual rights with the primacy of the 
state and resulted in the suppression of the plurality of sub
identities and the rights of religious minorities. Such religious 
intolerance stems from the long-standing Church-state 
interdependence which aims at preserving and reinforcing the 
holistic and transcendental definition of the Greek ethnos. 
Greekness, and in turn the Greek nation, is conceived as some
thing pure and homogeneous, therefore non-Greeks are not - and 

37 Adamantia Pollis, "Greek National Identity: Religious minorities, rights, 
and European norms", Journal of Modern Greek Studies 10.2 (October 
1992) 171-95. Mark Mazower also describes Greek political culture as 
"highly resistant to notions of multi-culturalism and reluctant to protect 
individual liberties which go against prevailing views of 'Greekness"' 
(Mark Mazower, "Classic errors in the Balkans", The Guardian, 12 April 
1994). 
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cannot be - members of the nation nor are they entitled to any 
rights enjoyed by the proper members, i.e. Greek-speaking 
Orthodox Christians. As Pollis puts it: 

The challenge to Greek national identity, to the ethnos, does not 
stem primarily from the recent migrants, however, but from the 
denial of the prior existence of ethnic minorities within Greece's 
borders. Since Greekness is an integral, transcendent entity, non
Greeks are not - and cannot be - members of the ethnos; hence, 
philosophically, they are not entitled to those rights that are 
available to members of the Greek ethnos. As a consequence, the 
indigenous ethnic minorities have been marginalized. [. .. ] 
Beginning with the founding of modern Greece, the conceptualiz
ation of the Greek ethnos as coterminous with the Greek state 
rejects, except for historic religious minorities, the existence of 
other ethnicities within its boundaries. In light of this official 
and legal denial of identities other than Greek, evidence of 
diverse languages and/or cultures has been suppressed and/or 
attributed to the nefarious machinations of Greece's neighbors.38 

One can extend my argument even further and apply it to the 
relationship between Greece and Cyprus. For example, the recent 
debate regarding the proper name of Greek-Cypriot literature is 
symptomatic of the wider tension between Greek centripetal and 
Cypriot centrifugal tendencies. Those who argue that Cypriot 
literature is part of Greek literature, and therefore must be 
named accordingly, are champions of the ideology of the 
national centre. Those who emphasize the Cypriot character of 
the island's literature represent the distant echo of suppressed 
Greek regionalism and the continuation of an earlier resistance of 
a dynamic periphery towards a stifling centralizing metropolis, 
as witnessed in the Greek worlct.39 

38 ibid., p. 189. 
39 One of the leading contemporary Cypriot poets, Kyriakos 
Charalambidis, identifies the centripetal forces as hellenochristian and the 
centrifugal as Cypriot consciousness: ''2:' at1To T0V TOTIO µEya>-wvot1µE 
µfo' aTIO µta OElpa KEVTpoµOAWV Kal (ptlYOKEVTPWV 6uvaµEWV. 
Ot KEVTPOl.lOAES": EAAijVOXPlOTlaVtoµos-. Ot (j)uyOKEVTpEs-: K\JTipta
Kl) ouvd611011." See: "Kunpocrt1t-t-a'3({ovrns-", Avr{, no. 236 (8 July 
1983) 53. For an overview of the various approaches towards Cypriot 
literature and relevant bibliography see Giorgos Kechagioglou, 
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Another interesting comparison which can be drawn in this 
case is Ireland, in order to show how monoglossia and 
heteroglossia change historically and how literary language 
reflects their tension. In early twentieth-century Ireland, 
English as a monoglossic language attempted to silence Irish 
aspirations for an independent national identity. The strongest 
literary reaction to this forced monoglossia came from Joyce, 
whose texts answered linguistic colonialism with absolute 
heteroglossia.40 

Regionalism in Greece does not take the form of "unfulfilled" 
nationalism, as in the case of regions in Spain and elsewhere; it 
instead represents resistance to the state's centre from 
peripheral areas.41 Regionalism is almost coterminous with 
ethnicity, and its defeat in Greece to some extent originates from, 
and reflects, the redefinition of ethnicity as nationality by the 
state. Often ethnic identity or local cultures are appropriated by 
nationalism or national culture, and there is a common practice of 
subsuming ethnicity under nationality. 

The clash in Greece between regionalism and the 
metropolitan nation-state represents a wider conflict between 
traditionalism and modernization. Regionalism is associated 
with a pre-industrial, agrarian society whereas nationalism is 
identified with modernization and industrialization. As Ernest 
Gellner claims, "the roots of nationalism in the distinctive 
structural requirements of industrial society are very deep 
indeed."42 As soon as the bond of an individual with the 
traditional local community weakens, his identification with a 
larger group which transcends the narrow boundaries of a 
cultural locality becomes necessary. Hence, nationalism, as 

"Contemporary Cypriot literature and the 'frame' of Modern Greek 
literature: a provincial, local, marginal, peripheral, independent, 
autonomous, self-sufficient or self-determined literature?", Journal of 
Mediterranean Studies 2.2 (1992) 240-55. 
40 Tony Crowley, "Bakhtin and the history of the language", in: Ken 
Hirschkop and David Shepherd (edd.) Bakhtin and Cultural Theory, 
Manchester: Manchester University Press 1989, pp. 68-90. 
41 Peter Alter, Nationalism, trans. Stuart McKinnon-Evans, London: 
Edward Arnold 1989, p. 135. 
42 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, Oxford: Blackwell 1983, p. 35. 
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Gellner points out, represents the imposition of a high culture on 
society in place of low local cultures. 

It is the establishment of an anonymous, impersonal society, with 
mutually substitutable atomized individuals, held together above 
all by a shared culture of this kind, in place of a previous 
complex structure of local groups, sustained by folk cultures 
reproduced locally and idiosyncratically by the micro-groups 
themselves. That is what really happens.43 

What Gellner seems to imply is that nationalism outmanoeuvres 
regionalism usually in the name of a putative folk culture. 
Although it constantly refers to, and draws its symbolism from, 
the healthy and pristine life of the peasants, the laos, the 
narod or the Volk, nationalism's ideal is a centralized high 
culture with a deceptive celebration of the local folk styles and 
dialects. Folk culture is ossified and monumentalized by the 
nationalists who passionately support it, as in the case of Greek 
laographia, but their centralizing drive leads them to the 
suppression of regionalism. In this respect, nationalism and 
regionalism can be seen as opposing trends in the construction and 
organization of human communities. The former appears as a 
modernizing trend linked with industrial development whereas 
the latter seems attached to the past and the rural communities. 

If nationalism represents in effect a break-away from pre
modern, rural and essentially oriental social structures, then 
certain Greek literary trends such as ethographia can be seen 
more as manifestations of regionalism rather than of 
nationalism, as has often been claimed. Ethographia represents 
a resistance to the centralization and modernization promised by 
the metropolis, and it is from this perspective that most of the 
late nineteenth-century literary narratives should be examined, 
as Artemis Leontis suggests: 

It is against this current of centralization, an economic as much 
as a cultural one, that artists and intellectuals fought when they 
asserted the centrality of the local village in their literary 
utopias. Their narratives placed at the heart of the national 
terrain a fictional peasant simplicity rather than the urban 

43 ibid., p. 57. 
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capital that stood at the focal point of state geographies. The 
literary village served as a topos of a shared past, a rhetorical 
and geographical site of return. This topos reactivated a cultural 
inheritance that was premodern rather than classical and re
identified autochthony with the devout Orthodox or Muslim 
peasant rather than Greek philosophers and ancient Pharaohs or 
their modem European claimants.44 

Accordingly, one could venture a generalization by saying that 
regionalism defines autochthony in pre-modern, local, hetero
glossic and religious terms; nationalism, on the other hand, 
promotes modernization, classicism, centralization and in turn 
monoglossia. Surely the opposition is not so clear-cut, since one 
might argue that nationalist ideology propelled the narrative 
(re)turn to the region. But again this assertion is not entirely true 
either. It was not nationalism that forced Vizyenos, Papa
diamantis, Kondylakis or Theotokis to write about their own 
regions; after all the ethographoi were more interested in 
regional particularity than the national character as a whole. 

As far as regionalism is concerned, Greece and England are 
characteristic but altogether different cases. In an article 
entitled "Re: Locations - From Bradford to Brighton", Jenny 
Bourne Taylor describes her relocation in the late 1980s as a 
cultural studies lecturer from Bradford to Sussex University 
(based a few miles outside Brighton). According to Taylor, the 
two places visually and climatically represent the opposite 
poles of Englishness: "Bradford seems all depth, with its sombre 
half-tones, its myths of authenticity, its memories of modernity 
and heavy industry. Brighton seems all surface - a town whose 
base is leisure; the celebration of the superstructural and the 
superficial. "45 

What she is trying to say by referring to the two cultural 
stereotypes of the North/South divide as well as to the 
crumbling of the Soviet Union and the break-up of Yugoslavia is 

44 Artemis Leontis, "The Diaspora of the Novel", Diaspora 2.1 (Spring 
1992) 136. 
45 Jenny Bourne Taylor, "Re: Locations - From Bradford to Brighton ", 
New Formations, no. 17 (Summer 1992) 94. For the revival of literary 
regionalism in Britain see the article of D.J. Taylor, 'The new literary map 
of Britain", The Sunday Times, 8 May 1994. 
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that "national identity can be read as an extension of region
alism but also as a break with it."46 The nation and its identity 
depend on, and are formed by, both external and internal 
differences, borderlines differentiating it from other nations but 
also borderlines within its boundaries. Following this line of 
argument, one could treat England as a good example of a country 
where regionalism contributes to national identity, which in turn 
can be seen as its extension, and Greece as an example of the 
opposite trend, in which regionalism is stifled and national 
identity represents a break with it. Under the cultural and 
administrative dominance of Athens, Greece has destroyed its 
regional cultural identities and any attempts at revival smack of 
touristic and folkloristic artificiality.47 

What we are currently witnessing, particularly in Europe, is 
the "erosion of the 'centred' nationalisms of the west European 
nation-state and the strengthening of both transnational 
relations and local identities."48 By awakening "local" 
allegiances and identities, globalisation seems to lead to 
regionalism and to the confinement of the traditional 
nationalism of a central state. What will perhaps survive of 
this type of nationalism is its metaphysics. As G. Jusdanis 
argues, nationalism with its tales of progress, self-fulfilment 
and destiny "allows modern individuals to deny their mortality 
in the face of change [ ... ] to forget contingency, to ignore that 

46 ibid., p. 87. 
47 The rivalry between Athens and Thessaloniki after 1930 can be seen as 
a symptom of the resistance of the regions towards the metropolis. The 
following editorial comment from the periodical Mau.8ovu:.k 'Hµ{pES
in 1937 is indicative of the tension: '"H 0woa}.ov(K1) 6h EXEl Tl)V 
a01)vatKl) napa6oo1). Etvat 1:ftw duo TOV KUKAO TOU a01)VatK01J 
E1T1)prnoµou. Kat yt' mho Ehat aVTlKt.acrotKl). Kat yt' mho 
6h 0.1TOKT1)0€ Tl) OUV1)0€la va nµa Tl)V KU0€ <!>(pµa Tl)S 
'A011vas. E1vm Katvoupyta, dvm dv11oux1). L:i.h avanTuaaETat 
aTa Ka0tEpwµlt'va." MaKEoovtKES' 'Hµ{pEs- nos. 11-12 (Nov.-Dec. 
1937) 269. The fact that almost all the post-war Greek governments talked 
endlessly about decentralization and that there was even a programmme 
on Greek television called "Athens is not the whole Greece" constitutes 
further evidence for the abiding centralizing trend in Greece. 
48 Stuart Hall, "Our mongrel selves", New Statesman, 19 June 1992, p. 6. 
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they are part of history, that their story is one among many and 
certainly not the greatest."49 

The question which arises here is whether the widespread 
revival of regionalism and the discussion about the Europe of the 
regions will have any impact on Greece. I believe not, because 
Greece has ingeniously combined, over the last two centuries, 
statism and nationalism in order to achieve cultural and 
linguistic homogeneity, and it seems that she has done it rather 
successfully.50 The fate of regionalism in Greece, as I have 
attempted to outline above, suggests that it might be better to 
talk about the "triumph of the state" instead of the "triumph of 
the nation", to borrow R. Just's title to a recent article.51 It seems 
that the suppression of regionalism in Greece provides an unusual 
looking-glass for examining both the interaction of statism and 
nationalism, and the crucial role of linguistic uniformity in 
forging national identity and achieving social cohesion. 
National culture in Greece since the early nineteenth century has 
aspired to conceal historical ruptures, ethnic impurities and 
linguistic hybridities and has achieved that by projecting 
seamless continuities and imposing cultural monoglossia. 
Finally, what emerges from the above is that the key to building 

49 Gregory Jusdanis, Belated Modernity and aesthetic culture: Inventing 
national literature, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press 1991, p. 
165. 
50 I am not suggesting that nationalism succeeded in silencing the voices of 
regionalism entirely or irrevocably. The existence of so many regional 
associations in Athens, which often act as pressure groups for regional 
problems or needs due to their relative proximity to the central authorities 
or the festivities they regularly organize, testifies that regionalism 
survives in a nostalgic, almost folkloristic, form as a cultural phenomenon 
of the metropolis and not of the regions themselves, retaining, however, 
something of its earlier political force by constantly reminding the central 
authorities of the existence and needs of the remote regions. Furthermore, it 
is interesting to observe how a Greek person reawakens their regional 
accent and dialect when they move back to their home area, even briefly, 
and revert back to a standard accent once they leave the area. 
51 Roger Just, "Triumph of the Ethnos", in: Elizabeth Tonkin, Maryon 
McDonald and Malcolm Chapman (edd.), History and Ethnicity, London: 
Routledge 1989, pp. 71-88. 
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up a challenge-proof national identity does indeed lie as much in 
inventing a common past as in defeating regionalism and 
heteroglossia. 

University of Birmingham 



History as fiction in Rea Galanaki's 
The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha* 

Eleni Yannakaki 

The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha by Rea Galanaki was pub
.l lished in 1989. As well as being a best-seller for some time, it 
has been highly praised by critics and book reviewers,1 not only 
for its literary virtues as such, but also because it revives and 
brings to the foreground the story of an Egyptian general who 
was born (and remained until the end of his life) Greek. In 
addition to that, the majority of these reviews treat the book as 
a modern historical novel. 

Things are far from being that simple. What we shall 
attempt to show in this paper is that The Life of Ismail Ferik 
Pasha is neither a nationalistic and sentimental fictionalization 
of the life of a little boy, who was abducted and Islamicized by 
the Egyptian army in the nineteenth century, nor a traditional 
historical novel of the type of Walter Scott, for instance.2 

~ I would like to thank Dr P. Mackridge, Prof. D. Angelatos and Dr M. 
Chryssanthopoulos for constructive comments; also, I would like to thank 
the audiences of the Universities of Oxford, London (King's College) and 
Cambridge whose questions and comments alerted me to several pitfalls. 
All the remaining errors are mine. 
1 There have been several book reviews of The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha; 
to my knowledge there are only three proper critical studies of the novel 
(Thalassis 1991; Maronitis 1992; Sourbati 1992). 
2 Kotzia (1993) alleges that in both The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha and her 
latest novel I shall sign myself Louis, Galanaki fails to reproduce 
satisfactorily the style of language that we believe to have been used by 
people like an Egyptian general and a Greek intellectual of the nineteenth 
century, as Ismail and Louis were; that would indeed be a requirement if 
Galanaki actually wrote historical novels. Kotzia says: "Iloto dvai 
WOTOOO, TO 11poj3t-1wa µE Ta 1TE,oypmp11µarn T'JlS" Pfos 
rat-avaK'l); To 1TWS" aKptj3ws- µlt-0\JOE lvas At yunnos- naods- TO\J 
1TpO'JlYOUµEVO\J aiwva OEV EXEl Kal TOO'Jl 11 yia T'JlV aKp(j3na 
OEV EXEl Kaµfo O'Jlµaofo. .6.ton EKElVO 110\J µETpaEl ElVat va 
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But let us first have a brief look at the story of the novel. 
Ismail, who was born in a village on the Lasithi plateau in 
Crete, is captured, together with his brother Antonios Kambanis 
Papadakis, by the Ottomans during the uprising at the beginning 
of the third decade of the nineteenth century. The two brothers 
are separated at the port of Heraklion. Antonis goes to Istanbul, 
and from there, as we find out later in the novel, he escapes to 
Russia, while Ismail (his Christian name is Emmanuel according 
to the story, though not according to history) is taken to Cairo. 
There he studies the art of war, fights against the Turks in Syria 
under the command of Ibrahim Pasha, the son of Mohammed Ali, 
who was viceroy of Egypt at the time, and is promoted to the 
rank of pasha. 

It is Ismail Ferik Pasha who is subsequently chosen by the 
then viceroy of Egypt (the son of Ismail's friend Ibrahim and 
grandson of Mohammed Ali) to repress the Cretan revolution of 
1866-68, which by a trick of destiny is financed by Ismail's 
brother, Antonis, who now lives in Athens, having inherited the 
fortune of his Greek protector in Russia. Ismail returns to Crete as 
a conqueror this time, takes part in the siege of Arkadi 
monastery as well as in the repression of the revolution in his 
own homeland, the Lasithi plateau, and dies (possibly murdered 
by the commander of the Sultan's forces, Omer Pasha, for being a 

n}..aaEt ll aqrl)Yl)Ol) EVa t6(wµa TO onofo va Tatpta(Et µE Tl)V -
aoptaTl) - rn::ova 1TO'\J EXO'\JµE Ol)µEpa EµEls yta TO nws l)Tav 
fras• naaas OTOV 1TpOl)YOUµEVO atWVa. 'H, Ka}..UTEpa, Va n}..aaEt 
l) a(j>l)yl)Ol) €Va naaa µEaa ano Tl)V aToµtKl) Tl)S 
(TptT01TpOOW1Tl)) 01TTtK1) Kat µfoa ano Tl) y},.waaa 1TO'\J j3a(Et TOV 
l)pwa Tl)S va µt}..<i'Et. E(vat oµws 1TOTE 6uvaTOV va y(vEt a'\JTO 
µE (j>paOTtKO\JS T\J1TO'\JS 1TO'\J 1TEptOOOTEpO ano i::aOE Tt (i'},.},.o 
Ouµ((O'UV TO'\JS OUYXPOVOUS µas µErnno}..EµU::OUS 6tavoouµEVO'\JS"; 
(Kat E6w 6EV EVVOW TtS t6EES TO'\J Epyou ytaTl, onws K<i'OE 
a}..},.o µuOtaTopl)µa, To taToptKo ava<j>EpErnt rnt auTo OTO 
napov). Evvow oµws (j>paaEts onws «l:i.EV µnopouaa va op(aw 
rnOapa To avnKEtµEVo TO'\J no}..Eµou nou 0a €Kava» (a. 101) 11 
«Av l)Tav va ndmvw, as E<!>Euya OWOTOS, (}..Eya. Kat on TO 
npoj3},.l)µa µnopouaE mOavws va avaxOd OE µta 6ta<!>opETtK1) 
60µ11 OKE4!l)S» (a. 135) 11 «KaTa Tl)V avot{l) Oa foµtya 
optanKa µE TO ayopt TO'\J oponE6to'IJ. riaT( a'\JTOS O no}..Eµos 
a},.},.o 6EV l)TaV napa µta 01TO'U61) Tl)S anoyuµVWOl)S» (a. 138)." 
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crypto-Christian) nine months after his disembarkation on the 
island. 

The normal function of historical time constitutes a basic 
convention for a whole category of novels which are in various 
ways preoccupied with the promotion of certain truths related to 
the present socio-cultural background or (in the case of the 
historical novel, for instance) that of another historical period. 
This promotion is carried out in these novels by means of a linear 
conception of time as well as an emphasis on the integrity of the 
individual personality. 

History, a powerful invention of realist conventions, 
involves a neutral, homogeneous temporal medium that extends 
into eternity and a historical consciousness that constituted it.3 

The conception of this temporal medium itself, i.e. historical or 
representational time, has not only made possible the existence 
of history but has also been one of the primary conventions and 
instruments of Western thought and art. 

Apart from the linearly causal link of different instants and 
events in the long life of humanity and consequently the 
envisaging of the present through the "lessons" of the past 
which this homogeneous medium makes possible, the convention 
of historical time implies estrangement from the present and the 
concrete. As Deeds Ermarth (1992: 31) says: 

The rationalization of consciousness that supports the 
continuity of past and future, cause and project necessarily 

3 Historical time has been a construct of Western civilization since the 
Renaissance. The theocratic and static conception of time in the Middle 
Ages was replaced by a view that considered time as a neutral, homo
geneous medium which allowed for the causal connection of several 
different instants in the long life of humanity and which, through the 
interpretation of the past (carried out, of course, from the perspective of 
the present) made possible the control of the future. Related to this view is 
also the belief that there exist in the world certain stable and unalterable 
laws which determine people and events of different periods in human 
history and thread them together in a controlled and teleological 
continuum. 
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supports kinds of thinking that seek to transcend the present, 
concrete, arbitrarily and absolutely limited moment. Considered 
historically the present requires a future to complete or at least 
improve it, and consequently a dialectical method for getting there 
just as this same present has been produced dialectically by the 
past. By emphasizing what is linear, developmental, and mediate, 
historical thinking by definition involves transcendence of a kind 
that trivializes the specific detail and finite moment. 

According to Deeds Ermarth (1992), one of the aims of post
modem fiction is the subversion of the function and the ideology 
of historical time and, in general, of all historical values. If 
historical time implies, as we have said, the existence of logical 
sequences that are based on a relationship of cause and effect, 
post-modern fiction annuls the function of historical time by 
subverting the logic that sustains it. Temporality proves to be 
one convention among several others, which needs a collective 
consensus in order to function, while the "past" is a mere 
invention of human consciousness. The only time which exists is 
that of the reader, the phenomenological time. 

A critique of historical time means a critique of other 
conventions related to it in one way or another, and above all of 
the definition of subjectivity as "individuality". Thus a shift 
from historical, representational time to the different 
perception of time which is usually encountered in post-modern 
fiction also implies a new definition of subjectivity.4 Thus the 
absolute, individualized and integral consciousness of 
nineteenth-century Realism, for instance, is replaced in Post
Modernism by a fluid, multi-dimensional version of subjectivity 
which accords with the belief in the absence of a single univocal 
meaning in the world; the human mind is rendered incapable of 
conceiving and interpreting reality in a single, totalized and non
contradictory manner, since reality, of which human conscious
ness itself constitutes a part, is simply a matter of perspective. 

In The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha, history itself is not only 
the main source of material for the writer, but also the main 

4 It is not only Post-Modernism that has challenged the integrity of the 
subject; other movements in the past such as Modernism and Surrealism 
have done the same. 
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target of the novel's subversive policy. Apart from both the 
overt and covert mechanisms by means of which the 
demythologization of history is achieved, the function of 
historical time is deeply affected, as is also the integrity of 
human individuality. Let us start with the first. 

Our text consists of three parts: the first is entitled "Years of 
Egypt. The myth"; the second part is entitled "Days of nostos 
and history"; the last part bears the one-word title 
"Epimythio". The different parts are narrated in different 
grammatical persons: the second part uses the first person 
singular, while the first and third use the third person singular. 

What one immediately notices in these titles is that the 
"years" of the first title become "days" in the second; in other 
words, there seems to be a reversal of the normal track of time, 
which, however, accords with the fact that the second part 
gives the account of a limited length of time (nine months only), 
as compared with the span of the first one which is almost half 
a century. 

The most important thing to note, however, is the fact that 
the part of the novel which claims to constitute a myth 
(interpreted either as a fable or as plot, according to the 
Aristotelian notion of the term) is cast in the third person, in 
other words the person of a more or less objective point of view -
the person employed by an omniscient narrator, for instance. 
Conversely, the part which claims to be history (or at least to 
refer to the story of the novel, that is the real events as they 
happened) is cast in the first person - the person of the subjective 
and limited point of view. Moreover, the fact that the use of the 
first person follows that of the third, and not the other way 
round, indicates a gradual internalization of the story, which 
certainly accords with the reverse route followed in the novel on 
one level, as we shall see, but is at odds with the normal 
development of a person who while growing up acquires a more 
objective and less emotional perspective. 

The third part, which by its very title seems to be related to 
the first ("Mu0os" - "Emµu6to"), and not to the second which it 
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in fact follows, and whose story-line it continues, is also cast in 
the third person. 

On the other hand, the mode of narration itself does not 
differ significantly from section to section. Throughout the text, 
it proceeds by means of an internal focalization on Ismail (and 
rarely on other people) and of an incessant motion backwards and 
forwards, that is by means of analepses and prolepses, so that 
the reader must continually be on the alert to be able to follow 
the main line of events that develop in time. The procedure of 
the narration through internal focalizations seems to be at odds 
with the possible characterization of the book as a historical 
fiction (though the real historical events in the novel are 
comparatively very few), in spite of the use of the past tense, 
the main tense of representation. 

However, the fact that our text appears in a form in which 
interruption and reversal dominate accords with the ideology 
behind it, which wants things to go back instead of forward, to 
move in a circular route and not in a linear one, as one would 
expect from the title of the novel, which claims to be an account 
of the life and experiences of Ismail Ferik Pasha. The effect of 
this is, certainly, discontinuity and circularity, two ideas that 
contradict the basic principle of history (either national or 
personal) and, by extension, historical time itself. 

As on the level of the story, with the life of Ismail Ferik 
Pasha starting at the middle of the book and going backward 
instead of forward, our text itself is presented in a similar form, 
following a similar motion - in fact the text reflects the ideology 
that dominates on the thematic level. 

More precisely, our novel starts as a third-person text, set in 
the historical past, which, however, in the first part, according 
to the title, undertakes to relate a myth. It continues in the 
second part by going inwards and adopting a personal, subjective 
mode of narration through the use of the first person, although, 
again according to the title, it purports to talk about history. 
Finally, it shifts to the third person, though no real change is 
noticeable in the mode of narration in this part, with the title 
referring by its etymology directly to the first part. 

To pass on now to the function of historical time in the story 
itself, the normal and physical development of a person from 
birth to death is juxtaposed with the existence of several births 
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and deaths of the same person (in fact, one cannot easily tell 
when birth is implied and not death and vice versa), which 
happen during the span of one life. 

To be more precise, there is certainly one birth at the 
beginning of the physical life of Ismail, or Emmanuel, as the text 
wants him to be called before his captivity, but this birth is 
extra-textual and certainly not of much interest for our story. 
Then, at the age of seven, Emmanuel is captured by the Ottomans 
and this fact is considered (retrospectively, of course) as both a 
death and a new birth for the little boy.5 On his return to Crete 
as a conqueror some fifty years later, our text says that Ismail 
had started diminishing into a foetus in his mother's womb; its 
birth (or ambigously its conception),6 however, nine months 

5 It seems to me that Ismail's death/birth is the result of his mother's 
sacrilegious union with the enemy at the entrance of the cave:'" Ai::ouoE 

ano Tl) µEpta Tl)S' Eto06ou TtS taXES TWV EX0pwv t::at TlS' 
KpauyEs TWV yuvatKWV. Toti <j)aVl)KE lTWS' OAES' Ot i::pauyfr 
Ej3yatvav ano TO OT1)0os Tl)S µavas TOU Kat opµl)OE va xw0d 
0€ EKElVO i::at µovo TO OT1)0os. <. .. ) Kanou Et6€ µta KOKKtVl) 
avTa-UyEta i::at <j)oj31)01)KE OTt EµnatVE OTl) 01Tl)Ata avT( va 

j3ya(vEt. 0uµ1)01)t::E a>-.>-.Es toTop(Es yta µtav a>-.tt::1) µapµapuyl) 
OTa j3a01) Tl)S OlTl)Atas t::at TlS' E{l)Yl)OEtS' yta KOKKt va6ta 
naµna>-.ato\J TOKETO'U, a(µa AEXWVas i::at <j)wna yta TO (€OTO 
VEpO OTO\JS' AEj31)TES'. 'Ei::avE TO OTaupo TO\J yta va 6tw{Et TO 

6atµovti::o i3PE<POS' i::at O\JVEXlOE va j3a6((El npos Tl)V 
avrnuyEta <. .. ). 

"O Ioµal)A <l>EplK Tiaoas 0uµornv apyoTEpa lTWS' TO 6t lTAO 
KUAEOµa Tl)S µavas TOU aKO\JOTl)KE xa>-.t::tVO, €1TEt61) Ol)µatVE TO 

OtWTil)Tl)pto Tl)S npWTl)S' Tou (Wl)S' i::at Tl)V EVaptl) Tl)S' 
6€1.JTEpl)S, i::an lTO\J l)Tav 1TOA1.J 1Tt0 npowpo Kat mo OKAl)pO ano 
µtav EVl)AlKlWOl). Kt EAEYE ai::oµl) OTl TO nm6( lTO\J At1T001.Jµl)OE 
OTl)V ayKaAl(l Tl)S' a}..}..oq>pOVl)S' µavas-, KOlµ1)01)KE a\JTOV TOV 

E{oxo 0avaTO, lTOU µovo Ta 1Tat6ta µnopouv va ano>-.auoouv. 
Kat lTWS' 1) t6ta 1) µava TO\J ul.(iw01)KE 1TaVW an' TOV K'IJKAO TWV 
av0pwnwv i::at 6taµuis {avaouvE>-.aj3E, K'\Jl)OE, yEVVl)OE i::at 
avE0pEl.(iE TO 6€'\JTEpO Tl)S' yto. Tiws j3yl)KE ano Tl) OlTl)AlU 
6EµEVOS' mo0ayi::wva i::at apxwE µta i::atvoupyta (Wl) oav 
aixµaAWTOS".

11 (16-17) 
6 "'Hrnv a>-.1)0Eta, µta ano TlS' 6tKES' µou a>-.110EtES', lTAl)V 6EV 
µnopouoa va KOUj3EVTtUOW yt' a\JTllV µE TO\JS' €1TlOKE1TTES' µou, 
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later, corresponds to the physical death of the conqueror Ismail. 
But birth involves another life to follow, a life after the real 
death of Ismail Ferik Pasha in Crete, and this possibility makes 
the circle go round and round without ever closing. 

If we now see our story in the light of these successive births 
and deaths, we can say that the important turning-point takes 
place between the first two parts, when our story has already 
come half-circle and now turns back to trace the other half. 
Ismail's life has abandoned the linear course of the River Nile 
and has embarked on a journey around the Lasithi plateau. 

However, the novel does not end when Ismail's life has 
already described a full circle, that is after his death at the 
very place where he was born for the first time. The existence of 
the "epimythio" seems to reflect, on both the textual and the 
thematic level, the beginning of a new circle, of a new life, as 
this latest death/birth requires: Ismail's body travels back to 
Egypt to be buried, while his soul remains on the island telling 
his story in the new body of a little boy; Ismail thus remains to 
the end divided between his two homelands and his two fields 
of memory. 

In addition, the return to his familial home after nine 
months of life in the womb, the existence of blood, the 
participation in the ritual first of his mother but also his father 
as well as the (then still living) older brother, makes me take 
this last scene (apart from its interpretation as an overt allusion 
to the Homeric ritual) as another birth. 

Going round and round in a circle implies stagnation. 
Historical time in our novel has been replaced by circular time, 
that is a continuous motion round a periphery that does not go 
anywhere, does not move forward, and most importantly does not 
meet the centre, but repeats and perpetuates the existing status 
of things. Talking about the subversion of representational time 
in fiction, Deeds Ermath (1992: 43) mentions the metaphor of a 
train leaving the rails or a car swerving off the road which 
seems to recur in several twentieth-century novels that purport to 
counteract the normal function of historical time. 

1TWS" µET<X Tl)V avaT(Va~ Tpaj3oucra TOV aVTt0E:TO 6poµo a1TO TO 
.fµj3puo Kat µ(Kpatva an( va µEya>-.wvw." (133) 
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In our novel the dominant metaphor of somebody following 
the current of linear, representational time, is sailing up and 
down the river Nile, while going round the Lasithi plateau 
implies adopting an alternative, non-representational concept of 
time. When Ismail realizes, however, that he is completely 
possessed by circular time, that he is trapped within the circle 
of the Lasithi plateau, he is described by the text as crossing the 
plateau on his horse in an attempt to escape. Here are lsmail's 
thoughts: 

LTlS' oxOES' TOU lEpou 1TOTaµou E(xa ava(llTl)OEl µa(( 
µE µiav OAOKAllPll xwpa Tll µiKpl) forn E~o6o ano TllV 
aKtVllTl) TOU lEPOTllTa, Ka1TOlO cruyxpovicrµo µE TlS' 
t6EES' 1TOU uvovcrav µE TaxuT11Ta TllV Eupwn11. LWOTa 
inpa~a. Il}.11v 6EV ani<!>uya va napaT11Pl)OW nws 11 
TEAEUTala µou EU0Eta l)TaV O KaA1Tacrµos µou µfoa OTO 
TcraucrµEVO 1Tpa<JlVO, Ka0ws €01TEU6a va l3yw ano TOV 
K-UKAO TOU oponi6wu yia va µ11 l3}.inw TllV KarncrTpo<!>l) 
TOU. (178-9) 

* 

Along with historical time, human consciousness disintegrates 
entirely in The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha. Ismail, the central 
character of the novel, is a personality that lacks identity and 
consequently also lacks authenticity and authority, as we shall 
attempt to show; this lack of a consistent and stable identity is 
one of the main fields in which Galanaki's artistic wit seems to 
play; it is also a situation that remains unresolved to the end, as 
the main character, together with the whole novel, does not 
manage to reach a kind of totalization but embarks instead on a 
continuous journey in pursuit of a meaning that always evades 
him by going round in circles. 

Not only Ismail's death but also the mental disorders of 
Ibrahim and his father, which lead both of them to death, seem 
to be the result of the realization that no single and stable truth 
exists. The relativity and arbitrariness of any truth (the 
realization of which occurs for Ismail mainly in the second part 
of the novel) constitutes a central axis (possibly the central one) 
on which not only the personality of the main character, but also 
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the whole novel is built: both the writer and her character tum 
to history for meaning, use history in their fictions, only to 
realize at the end that history, too, is another fiction. 

Ismail in particular idealizes his past, his personal history 
as it is related to the history of his lost nation, only to find that 
history is a thing of the past and cannot be re-experienced; he 
realizes also that there is no innocence in history, since there are 
always several perspectives from which to view a situation, as 
our text claims; and history, like truth itself, is well beyond any 
simplistic and monosemous notions that could easily be reduced 
to polarities such as good and evil. 

Moreover, along with the relativity and arbitrariness of 
truth, the procedures themselves that contributed to the creation 
but also to the shattering of illusions, are exposed and become 
overt. And it is through this perspective, of both the creation 
and the shattering of illusions, that our text becomes aware of 
itself and, moreover, the reader is initiated into the writing 
process in the form of a co-author. 

But let us look at things in more detail. As we have already 
said, the title of the first part of the novel contains the word 
"myth". This can be explained by the fact that it is in this 
particular part that the gradual weaving and preservation of 
illusions take place, whether these concern the imagination of 
the character or that of the writer/ reader. In this part, Ismail 
himself is engaged in a continuous effort to mythologize his life 
on the plateau before captivity;7 for her part the writer creates -
while the readers decode - a myth which at the beginning seems 
to differ only slightly from that of traditional novels which 
give an account of a character's life from birth to the grave. 

7 "To ayopt aKO\JYE Ta ovoµaTa TWV avOpWTIWV Kat TlS' 

ovoµaatES' Tl)S' Yl)S' a1TOT\J1TWVOVTas OTO µua}..o TO'\J TtS' EtKOVES' 

TIO'\J TO'\J Ecj)Epvav Ot AEtEts. / ApxwE va '\JTIO(j)ta{ETat on auTa 
TIO\J EXaVE µTIOpOUOaV Va ETitµl)K'\Jl/0'\JV Tl) (Wi) TO'IJS', av 
Etcrxwpoucrav OTa awO-nµaTa µE Tl)l' '\JTIOµVl)Ol) TO'\J -nxou, Tl)S' 

µupw6tds, Tl)S' ydcr11s, Tl)S' a<!>-ns- Kat Tl)S' µopcj)-ns Tous-. <. .. ) 

Acruvafo011rn EtXE aTpacj)E( EKEL vri Tl) on yµ-n Tipos Tl) µucrTtKi) 

(Wi) TO'\J Kocrµou TIO'\J xavoTaV, 1Tp001Ta0WVTaS, av Kat TIOA'\J 

vwp(s-, va rntj3}..110d OTl)V aixµa}..wa(a Tou." (25-6) 
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In the second part, however, the demythologization takes 
place under the impact of reality and historical events. Ismail 
realizes that the images ("ot EtKovEs") which he painstakingly 
created and preserved for so many years in his mind were simply 
the product of his over-active imagination. At the same time, 
the reader of the novel realizes that in spite of its initial 
pretensions to verisimilitude, which the use of a historical 
person in fiction implies, the text gradually undermines its truth 
and reveals itself as simply a fiction that satisfies only the 
needs of writing. 

After the captivity scene, Ismail on the one hand makes 
continuous efforts, as we have already said, to keep alive in his 
memory what he believes life is like on the Lasithi plateau, 
while on the other he tries to cope with the everyday reality of 
Egypt and succeed in his career. He also tries to keep these two 
worlds (the worlds of imagination and reality) separate from 
each other, so that he can preserve a balance between them; he 
is successful in this, at least until the visit to Egypt of his cousin 
Ioannis, if not until his return to Crete.8 

However separate from each other these worlds are kept, 
Ismail is cast between them; in fact, he does not belong to either 
of them. While in Egypt, his mind is continually with the 
Paradise lost, there on the plateau; when in Crete, in the second 
part, facing the harsh reality of both the war and his thwarted 
expectations, he yearns for his life in Egypt. Life is always 
somewhere else for Ismail; it lies in a dematerialized, abstract 
world that has nothing to do with the present and the concrete. 

8 In a letter to his brother, Antonis, he writes: 'TtaTt ELXE anoKaµEt, 
Eypa<j)E, ano TlS (6tES ElKOVES OTO µua}..6 TO\l Toaa XPOVta. 
A no TlJV Eyvota va KoupvTt{Et TO pot-.ot TO\l ornµaT11µfrou Tous 
xpovou yta va µ11v ns 6tat-.'ll<JEt 11 aKtv11cr(a. Na avavEWVEl Ta 
011µa6ta TO\JS tEpOVTaS 1TWS ET<Jl OTl)VEl µta nay(Ba <JTOV 
Ea\JTO TO\l. Na TlS ato0avETat OTl apna{ouv Tl)V atyunnaKl) 
{Wl) TO\l OTa Ef..f..l)VtKa TO\JS VUXta Kat Tl)V KaTa01Tapa{OUV. 
(._.) EtXE anoKaµEt, rnaVEt-.a~E, ElXE WOTOOO KaTa<l>EPEl va TlS 
a<j)ont-.foEt µE Ta xpovta, yEVvwvTas- ns o (6tos ouVEXEta, 
navoµotOT\l1TES µE ns npayµanKES ouv0i)KES nou ns yEVVl)aav 
Ka1TOTE." (71) 
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Being between these two worlds means at the same time that 
Ismail is cast between two names, two homelands, two languages 
and two religions. As soon as he arrives in Egypt, he decides to 
accept his destiny and make the most of the opportunities that 
are opened up to him in his new country, while he will keep for 
himself the memories of his previous life. He changes religion 
because he has to, without much thought or inhibition, as we can 
see in the following passage: 

KaeEµui am{ TlS" {WES" µou KpaTl)OE Tl) 6tK1) Tl)S" 
epl)OKEta, XWPlS" aVTl 1Tapaew1) Kat XWPlS" Kpauya)l.fo 
ElTlXElPl)µaTa, - BEV 11rnv a)l.)l.woTE 1) mo ouoiaonK11 
6ta<j>opa avaµEoa OTO\IS" 6uo Tp01TO\IS" {Wl)S", To OXE60V 
yuµvo ayopt, 1TO\I avotyOKAEll'E µE µta Toana T' 
auAaKta TWV 1TEplj30AlWV µoupµoup((oVTas TO «EAE1)00V 
µE>>, OXl µovaxa yia va EtlAEwed, a)l.)l.a Kal oav 
topKl 11 yia va euµaTal Ta ypaµµarn, napaOTEKO'faVE 
ouxva OTO µETatwTO xa)I.( TWV apal3tKWV µou 
npooEuxwv. (111) 

Similarly the Arabic language came naturally to replace Greek. 
However, in spite of the ease with which he accepts his new 

life, Ismail is aware that he has two names, two homelands, two 
languages and two religions; he is aware that in essence he lies 
somewhere between these polar oppositions (Christian and 
Muslim for instance), and that he does not belong to either of the 
poles. He is reminded of this when, for instance, his classmates 
in Egypt never ask him about his origins (33), or when his 
relatives in Crete do not want to have any contact with him. 
Comparing himself with his brother Antonis, he says: 

0 AvTWVl)S" 6EV ea µa0atVE 1TOTE yia TOV 1TOAEµo, 1TO\I 
EKaVE 1ca1 avTtKpuoE o a6EA(j)os Tou EmoTpE(j)ovTas 
oav EXepos orn µEpl) Tl)S" npWTl)S" µas {w11s. H TUX1) 
TOV ElXE aKot1µ1Tl)OEl OT1) µEpla 1TO\I 1TaTplWTlKa 
16av1Ka Tl)V EBtKa(wvav. (..,) .6.EV ea µaeaivE 1TOTE yta 
Tl)V lTOpE(a ano TOV avTpa OTO 1Tat6( Kal ano KEl 
OTOV 6avaTO. (. .. ) 01.JTE ea µaeatVE 1TOTE yia Tl)V 
avoµo)l.oy1)T1), Tl)V anayopEuµEvl), Tl)V avano<!>Et1KT1) 
ouµnaeEta µou OTOV Exepo (. .. ) 0 AVTWV1)S" µnopo1.JOE va 
µE K<Xl'El Exepo, EVW EYW 6EV µnopouoa va opCaw 
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i::aOapa To avnKEtµEVo TO\J no}-.[µou nou Oa EKava. 
(100-1) 

Ismail Ferik Pasha is a character with no stable, author
itative identity through which he can come to terms with what 
is foreign or other; he is a character with a negative identity; he 
is a person without a name, without a nation, without a 
language, without a religion, in other words with no past and no 
future, no history; the blood line coming down from his ancestors 
stops with him, while his memory, as he says, cannot be 
bequeathed to his children (83). But a person who does not 
constitute part of or contribute to historical continuity lacks 
authenticity and, ultimately, authority. 

The discovery at the end of the novel of his familial house 
(170-9), the one he belonged to before the Fall, is Ismail's last 
attempt to regain authenticity and identity; it is his last 
attempt to revive the hitherto dead field of memory and attain 
his lost innocence. This will happen, he believes, by choosing 
the old, deserted house as the place of his new birth. 

But let us summarize this very important scene. Having been 
on the plateau for some time, helping the Turks suppress the 
revolution there, Ismail secretly visits his home one night. As 
soon as he enters, he buries the testimonies of his second life in a 
hole in the wall, that is the knife he found in the cave a few 
minutes before his captivity, together with his brother's last 
letter to him while he was still in Egypt. Finding the house 
silent and still, he carries out the ritual which is described in 
the Nekyia of the Homeric Odyssey, so that the now dead 
inhabitants of the house are revived. The first to appear is his 
mother, who tells Ismail that she welcomes him back home 
unreservedly; then comes his father, who also says that he 
accepts him, but with some reservations, since Ismail has broken 
the continuity of the blood line to which he himself, as his 
father, belongs. With the illusion that he has been restored to 
his previous position in the house, that he is loved by it, Ismail 
falls asleep. But the following morning he wakes up to the most 
traumatic disillusionment: 

Ot TrPWtVES PEAOVES T~S µaytaTtK~S 6pootas µE 
{unv~aav },.(yo Trptv xapa{Et. 'AAAWOH, dxa T~V 
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iyvota va Ol)KWOw vwp(s yta va 6w a110 TO µtKpo 
11apaOupo Tl)S avaTOl\'l)S TOV opOptvo 1)/\lO. H ElKOVa, 
1101.1 Ouµoµouv, q>WTlOTl)KE a116 TO 11p1,fro <j)ws. Al\l\a 6EV 
OKlpTl)OE. LlEV <j)avTa(oµouva T€TOta OlWlll), oav 
TE/\EOt6tK1) a11o<j)ao1) Tl)S <PUOl)S, , Ap11a~a TO ot6Ep€Vl0 
KUYKE/\0 Kat 11/\l)Ofooa 000 lllO 110/\U µ11opouoa Ta 
µana µou. H avaTOl\ll iµEVE 116.vrn oav (wypa(jnoµiVl) 
OTO xapTt. TlEp(µEva va 6ta/\U0ouv rn po6tva Kal TOTE 
l)p0E Va µE 11apl)yOpl)OEl 1) OK€{µ1) l!WS, a<j)ou aVTtKptoa 
TO l!aTplKO µou OlllTl, 11000 µa/\/\OV a<j)ou KOlµ1)01)Ka 
µtav 0/\0K/\l)pl) VUXTa OTOV KOp<j)o TOU, a<j)ou T€/\OS µou 
µt/\l)OE TO (6to on(n, 1) (j>uol) 1101.1 TO EtXE xpo'vta 
avnKaTaOTl)OEl OUTE Oa OU/\/\af3t(E ma, OUTE Oa µou 
EnfrprnE va Tl)V ~avapWTl)OW. (177-8) 

Throughout the period of his Islamicization, Ismail has 
preserved in his memory images of the scenery on the plateau, 
images of nature as it was when he left; coming back to Crete, 
almost half a century later, he expects this scenery to have 
remained unchanged, as it existed in his memory. Nature, 
therefore, has acquired here the role of the pure, edenic place 
that will restore Ismail's lost identity and offer him the 
certainty he seeks about the existence of a stable centre in all 
experience; Ismail believes that by returning, by uniting with 
nature, he will be purified and will regain his lost innocence. 

During his years in Egypt, the years of the fictionalization 
of the past, the natural environment of the plateau was the lost 
referent which Ismail dreamt that he would sometime regain; 
when he is in Crete, cast into the living scenery of the plateau 
and being disillusioned by it, nature comes to be replaced by the 
idea of the familial house which he has also to regain. Ismail's 
house is to be the last step in this continuous process of 
narrativization of his memory and at the same time the last of a 
series of fatal disillusionments. 

According to Docherty (1987: 52-4), in the history of human 
thought and art the familial house has been seen not only as a 
place where man can always return to discover security, a stable 
identity and purification; it has also been thought of as an 
expansion of the idea of nature herself, which, in Romanticism 
for instance, was thought to constitute a large, friendly place in 
which man could feel more "at home" than in his contingent 
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local situation, which was an artificial deviation from that 
"pure", natural state of existence. Bachelard (1957: 24), more
over, has seen the first house, the house in which one is born, as 
symbolizing the womb; he argues also that this first house 
becomes the archetype that determines and conditions life after 
birth. 

Choosing the house to replace nature after the latter had 
disappointed him, Ismail, still in the womb of his mother, 
returns there, as we know, just to be re-born; in this way he will 
return to the first state of things and will resume what he owned 
at his original birth, that is the identity and the authority 
which everybody who belongs to a certain house and family can 
enjoy; but above all, he will resume his first innocence, which 
was irreparably lost with his entrance into the cave and the 
acquisition of knowledge.9 

However, in the "epimythio", the little boy reveals that it 
was not only the motionless scene of the rising sun that 
embarrassed him that morning in the episode of the house which 
we saw above; it was the realization that his ultimate expect
ation, innocence, was never to be regained. The little boy says: 

EKEtVl) Tl) vuxTa 1)0EAE v' anoTUnwOE( aiwvws, ywT( 
aweavcfrav TIWS ElXE Ol)KW0Et navw ano ox11µaTa Kal 
AEtns yw v' ayy(tn Tl)V foxaT11 yvwo11. Xpovw Twpa 
uni0ETE on EKE( ea ouvavTouoE Tl) xaµiv11 aOwoTl)Ta· 
OEV TOU citt(E oµws va EUTUXllOEl TO TEAOS TWV aewwv, 
av Su EtoµoiwvoTav. EKELVl) AOtnov Tl) vuxTa OTO 
naAto TOU on(n 11 a0woTl)Ta xaµoyEAOUOE oav o 
aVEUplOKOµEVOS <j)UAaKas ayyEAOS Tl)S µv-l)µl)S. LiwTa
(oVTas va 1TlOTE()JEl TO Oauµa, <XTIAWOE TO XEp<XKl TOU 
v' ayy{tn TOV ayyEAO. TOTE µovo ElOE Ta µaupa <j){Sta, 
nou TvA(yovTav oTous <j)wHtvous f300Tpuxous, Kt 
omo0oxwp110E. To µuaAO TOU EAaµ(jJE ~a<j)VtKa Kal 
KaTaVOT}OE on OEV UTI<XPXEl, 01JH Kat U1Tl)~E, K<XTl 
TOOO aOwo WOTE va xaed. / Apa, TIWS OEV UTI<XPXEl, 
oun Kat TIOTE un11~E, Em0Tpo<j)11. (197) 

9 The scene in the cave, combined with the frequent reference to the image 
of apples throughout the novel, seems to recall the biblical Fall and the 
primordial sin. 
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This final realization marks the virtual collapse of all the 
fictions which Ismail Ferik Pasha created for himself to sustain 
his decentred life; having failed to turn history into reality, to 
find the paradisal elsewhere and unite with his pure, natural 
self, Ismail finally understands that history cannot be repeated 
in reality; it can only be invented, that is it can be rewritten or 
repainted on a piece of paper like the stage scenery in Heraklion 
harbour (148-50). He also understands that innocence, too, has 
never existed, for it is simply another of those authoritative and 
monosemous notions that aspire to the supreme truth. What 
ultimately exists is only Ismail himself (149), who, like every
one, is a finite, decentred being that grows out of contradictions 
and who vainly pursues a meaning, a stable centre for his life. 

Like the novel itself, Ismail remains to the end an 
untotalized character, for he remains a person with a mobile 
identity and, therefore, with no authority; he is a character 
that continually rolls from one status to the other and can be 
approached only in the same terms, that is in the terms of his 
fluid personality; he can be received only as a set of versions and 
assessments (11

EKooxEs Kat EKnµ11crns", 132), like history itself. 
Thus, from another aspect, Ismail, though a historical 

personage, appears deprived of his referentiality too; by 
continually undermining the authority of history, our text 
undermines its own authority, its own truth, its referentiality. 
Ismail himself, in spite of the expectations he creates in the 
reader at the beginning, is gradually stripped of all his qualities 
of authenticity and authority that history would endow him 
with and remains simply an actor who plays the last act of his 
life on the stage of Heraklion harbour. 

'E/\Eya TTWS KaTaKTJlTES Kat KaTaKTJ)µEVOt E(xav yia 
TTOAA.ous mwvEs µaoTopE(jln Eva OKl'jVtKo, OTTWS EKEtva 

TTOU ETUXE va ow ons €UpWTTai:KES OTT€p€S TTptv aTTo 
TTOl\l\<X XPOvta, yta v' apxfon Va TTat{ETat €K€t µfoa 

11 T€l\€UTata TTP<X{l'j Tl'jS {Wl)S µou. H avaµVl'jOl'j TWV OUO 

aixµa}-.wnoµEVWV ayoptwv, TTOU xwptoTl'jKaV Yta mivTa 
o' aUTO TO l\tµavt, Kat xwptoTl'jKaV WS TO KOKal\O aTTo 
6taq>Op€TlKOUS 6poµous, µnETp€ql€ ta<J>vtKa TO 

TTap€A.0oV Kat TO TTapoV 0€ OtaKOOµl'jTtKa OTOlXEta 

€VOS €TT€lOOOlOU. H €VTUTTWOl'j TOU ql€'\JTlKOU l)TaV TOOO 
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0~06p11, nou OKE~Tl)Ka µ11nws TO 11611 naiyµEvo 
rnnoo6to 6E:V un11ptE noTE oav {w11. Tt 011µatVE 
apayE Evas a6E~OS tEvos Kal avT(na>,.os-; Kt WOTOOO 
ElXE na(tet TO po>,.o TOU apwTa, oav va EnpoKElTO 
yia YV'l)OlO a6Ep~o. 'Oµws av KanotOS µnopo'UOE va 
TEKµl)plWOEl nws ElXE unaptn o' aUTl)V Tl)V 
etwTOpl)Ol), av Kanotos l)Tav a>,.11(hvos onapa{ovTas 
aKoµl) ano TOV xwpwµo, aUTOS 11µouv eyw. TtnOTE a>,.>,.o 
6ev µnopouoa va ano6dtw. Avayvwpt(a µovo Tl) {w11 
µou, Ka0ws tavaj3ptoKOTaV OTOV (6to xwpo, oav {w11, 
OXl oav µ(µ11011. Aµ~Ej3ana yta on611noTE a>,.>,.o, (148-
9) 

To sum up, we can say that by questioning the medium of 
history, that is linear time, as well as the integrity of human 
individuality, in other words the very creator and receiver of 
history, our text also questions the authoritative truth of 
history; historical truth exists only in books; it is the matter and 
the result of writing, that is of assessing and inventing; truth is 
the gold that was hidden under the books that contained the 
ancestors' treasure in Antonis's dream, but Ismail decided that 
they disperse this gold so that the two brothers do not fight over 
its possession (85). 

"Historiographic metafiction" or "revisionist historical 
novel" are two terms that are used to designate a trend in 
post-modern fiction which intermingles historical events with 
fictional facts. Without embarking on a presentation of the 
whole ideology that lies behind the choices of post-modern 
fiction, we can say that one of its basic interests is to reveal, 
through the exposition of its own fictionality and of its own 
conventions, the mechanisms that create meaning and value in 
modern culture; to put it another way, post-modern fiction not 
only asserts its own fictionality: it claims that our contemporary 
culture, with its value system and its ideology, is also fiction. 

History has undoubtedly constituted a source of meaning for 
Western societies; the teleological and logical connection of 
events in a continuous chronology, however disparate and 
different from each other these events are and however different 
the social context of these events from the present might be, 
constitutes a meaning-assigning process for our contemporary 
culture which justifies its choices by comparing and contrasting 
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them to the choices of the historical past. This appropriation 
and narrativization of the past in order to sustain the myths of 
the present becomes the object of the subversive scrutiny of post
modem fiction. 

In order to make clear this use and abuse of history in con
temporary societies, post-modern fiction must first demonstrate 
the use and abuse of real historical events by those who write 
history by turning events into facts. Post-modern fiction tries to 
show that in all writing, either fictional or historical, it is the 
writer who constructs, interprets and evaluates in the way 
he/she wants, depending among other factors on his/her 
ideological and social stance. Thus, post-modem fiction that uses 
history as its subject makes overt the narrativization and 
meaning-granting of the past that has been made possible by 
means of the fact-making process of historians of both past and 
present. As Hutcheon (1989: 36) puts it: 

Historiographic metafiction represents not just a world of fiction, 
however self-consciously presented as a constructed one, but 
also a world of public experience. The difference between this 
and the realist logic of reference is that here that public world is 
rendered specifically as discourse. How do we know the past 
today? Through its discourses, through its texts - that is, through 
the traces of its historical events: the archival materials, the 
documents, the narratives of witnesses ... and historians. On one 
level, then, post-modem fiction merely makes overt the processes 
of narrative representation - of the real or the fictive and of their 
interrelations. 

The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha is ostensibly using history, 
though the real historical elements of the novel are limited to 
the person of Ismail himself and very few events, such as some 
battles during the Cretan revolution of 1866-68. As we realize, 
however, the personality of Ismail had to be constructed, to be 
re-invented by the writer (as the introduction to the novel also 
reveals), as it has also been narrativized by the historian who 
"Tov KaTETa{E opwnKd OTl)V taTopfo µE Tov avaµcj>wl3l)Tl)TO 

prn>.wµo TWV ovoµaTWV Kal TWV T01TWV
11 (106). Consequently, 

the particular relations of Ismail to the real events as well as to 
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the other historical persons had to be invented, too, to match 
this fictional personality. 

On the other hand, and by analogy with Galanaki's role, 
Ismail himself creates history, his own history, through the 
fictionalization of his past as it is related to the past of the 
country in which he was born, while at the same time he 
gradually becomes aware of the fictionalization of the national 
history in which he is involved through his participation as 
both actor and witness. 

rvwpi{a an6 na}..ia 1TWS" 11 aA1)0Eta EVOS" YE:YOVOTOS" 6EV 
dvai noTE µ(a, Kai auTCi' 6EV l)Tav (aws- To nw 
011µavnKo, 000 v' avarnt..U1TTW 1TOta avayui €1TE{3aA€ 
Tl)V Tativoµl)Ol) E:KE:lVWV TWV at..1)0HWV, 1TOU 6EV 
napaµE:p({onav aµfows- an6 Kanow aopaTo xepi. Kai 
TO'\JTOS" 0 1T0t..E:µos- apxt{E: va YLVE:Tat at..n,0tvos-, E:<j)ooov 
E:lXE: not..as- apx(an va µnaTpE1T€Tat 0€ E:K60XES" Kai 
E:KTtµl)OE:lS". (132) 

Thus, by thematizing the arbitrary construction of history in this 
novel as another fiction within fiction, the text reflects in an 
allegorical way the equally arbitrary and invented status of 
meaning and current truth in contemporary reality. 

By once again questioning the totalization and mastery of 
meaning in both history and fiction, our text refuses to conclude in 
a single ending but instead chooses a multiple one. These versions 
(four in number) concern the circumstances of Ismail's death on 
the plateau. This relativized finality accords with Ismail's 
personality, which is not autonomous and fixed but something in 
process, as well as with the untotalized status of Ismail's life, as 
we have already discussed, which describes successive circles. 
Apart from being an attempt to counteract the processes of 
mastery of history and of truth in general, this multiple ending 
of The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha also aims at defying any 
attempt to decode and interpret a fictional text in a closed, 
unitary and non-contradictory manner. 

The Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha is fiction about history but it 
is also about the fiction of history and more importantly about 
the fictions that our modern historical culture has created. The 
Life of Ismail Ferik Pasha should be seen, in this respect, as an 
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allegory of all fictions, illusions, and consequent disillusionment 
that contemporary man and woman have to go through in their 
restless, though futile, pursuit of their lost identity. 
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